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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate the magnetic properties of 3d transition-metal monolayers on
4d transition-metal substrates by means of state of the art first-principles quantum theory.
In contrast to previous investigations on noble metal substrates, the strong hybridization
between 3d metals and the substrate is an additional parameter determining the properties.
In order to reveal the underlying physics of these systems we study trends by performing
systematic investigations across the transition-metal series. Case studies are presented
for which Rh has been chosen as exemplary 4d substrate. We consider two substrate
orientations, a square lattice provided by Rh(001) and a hexagonal lattice provided by
Rh(111).
We find, all 3d transition-metal (V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) monolayers deposited on
the Rh substrate are magnetic and exhibit large local moments which follow Hund’s rule
with a maximum magnetic moment for Mn of about 3.7µB depending on the substrate
orientation. The largest induced magnetic moment of about 0.46µB is found for Rh atoms
adjacent to the Co(001)-film.
On Rh(001) we predict a ferromagnetic (FM) ground state for V, Co and Ni, while Cr,
Mn and Fe monolayers favor a c(2 × 2) antiferromagnetic (AFM) state, a checkerboard
arrangement of up and down magnetic moments. The magnetic anisotropy energies of
these ultrathin magnetic films are calculated for the FM and the AFM states. With the
exception of V and Cr, the easy axis of the magnetization is predicted to be in the film
plane.
With the exception of Fe, analogous results are obtained for the 3d-metal monolayers
on Rh(111). For Fe on Rh(111) a novel magnetic ground state is predicted, a double-
row-wise antiferromagnetic state along the [112] direction, a sequence of ferromagnetic
double-rows of atoms, whose magnetic moments couple antiferromagetically from double
row to double row. The magnetic structure can be understood as superposition of a left-
and right-rotating flat spin spiral.
In a second set of case studies the properties of an Fe monolayer deposited on varies
hexagonally terminated hcp (0001) and fcc (111) surfaces of 4d-transition metals (Tc, Ru,
Rh, to Pd) are presented. The magnetic state of Fe changes gradually from noncollinear
120◦ Ne´el state for Fe films on Tc, and Ru, to the double-row-wise antiferromagnetic
state on Rh, to the ferromagnetic one on Pd and Ag. The noncollinear state is a result
of antiferromagnetic intersite exchange interactions in combination with the triangular
lattice provided by the hexagonal surface termination of the (111) surfaces. A similar
systematic trend is observed for a Co monolayer on these substrate, but shifted towards
ferromagnetism equivalent to one element in the periodic table.
Also the magnetic properties of Co chains on stepped Rh(111) surfaces is investigated.
It is shown that the easy axis of the magnetization changes from out-of-plane in case of a
Co monolayer to in-plane for the atomic chain.
The trends are explained on the basis of the Heisenberg model with exchange param-
eters whose sign and value change systematically as function of the band filling across
the transition-metal series. The Heisenberg model was extended by a Stoner-like term to
include the induced magnetization of the 4d substrate.
The results are based on the density functional theory in the vector-spin-density formu-
lation employing the spin-polarized local density and generalized gradient approximation.
The self-consistent relativistic total energy and force calculations have been carried out
with the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method in the film
geometry. The concept of total-energy calculations with incommensurable spin-spirals of
wave vectors along the high-symmetry lines in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone was
applied to search for the magnetic ground states.
”A human being is part of the whole called by us universe, a part limited
in time and space. We experience ourselves, our thoughts and feelings as
something separate from the rest. A kind of optical delusion of
consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our
personal desires and to affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our task
must be to free ourselves from the prison by widening our circle of
compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its
beauty. The true value of a human being is determined by the measure
and the sense in which they have obtained liberation from the self. We
shall require a substantially new manner of thinking if humanity is to
survive.” (Albert Einstein, 1954)
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Introduction
During the past two decades, we witnessed a significant theoretical and experimental effort
to understand the magnetism of the ultrathin magnetic films epitaxially grown on oriented
nonmagnetic substrates. Mainly the weakly interacting coinage metals (Cu, Ag, Au) and
some transition metals (TMs), e.g. Pd, have been chosen as substrate in order to minimize
the interaction between monolayer and substrate [1, 2]. Cu with an experimental lattice
constant of ao = 3.61 A˚ turned out to be an ideal template for fcc bulk TMs, while Ag
(ao = 4.09 A˚) and Au (ao = 4.08 A˚) are templates to grow the bcc metals.
Significant understanding and guidance of the experiments was provided by the den-
sity functional theory (DFT), a material specific first-principles theory with predictive
power, which became increasingly applicable due to an international effort in develop-
ing appropriate electronic structure methods and the increased availability of computing
power. Employing density functional theory, some general trends were identified for 3d
monolayers (ML) on these substrates: (i) The magnetic moments of the monolayers are
considerably enhanced as compared to the equivalent bulk systems and (ii) similar to the
bulk cases, Fe, Co, and Ni are ferromagnets (FM) on these substrates, while V, Cr, and
Mn prefer a c(2× 2) antiferromagnetic (AFM) structure, i.e., a checkerboard arrangement
of antiparallel magnetic moments [3, 4, 5], a magnetic structure which cannot be derived
from respective bulk phases. Experimentally, Ortega and Himpsel studied 3d monolayers
on Ag(001) and confirmed the theoretical predictions, especially the magnetism of V on
Ag(001) [6].
More recently, the field has taken a different turn moving away from monolayers on
weakly interacting substrates to those on 4d and 5d transition-metal ones. This is motivated
by a couple of unexpected findings, which include the prediction of a ferromagnetic phase
for the prototype antiferromagnet Cr [7], the prediction [7, 8, 9, 10] and experimental
verification of the c(2×2) AFM phase for Fe [11], the prediction of c(2×2) AFM Co [7], and
the discovery of a homochiral cycloidal magnetic phase for Mn [12, 13] all as monolayers
on W(001), as well as frustrated magnetic phases of an Fe monolayer TaW(001) alloy
substrate [14].
These findings motivate a more systematic investigation of monolayers on 4d and 5d
substrates in general. In this thesis we investigate 3d monolayers on the 4d TM substrate
Rh(001) and Rh(111). Rh has a large Stoner enhanced susceptibility as shown for Rh
films on Fe [15] and FeRh is known to form ordered alloys in the cesium chloride (CsCl-
type) structure with subtle magnetic properties [16, 17, 18]. The lattice constant of Rh
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(ao = 3.80 A˚) is in between those of Cu and Ag and thus Rh serves as a potential substrate
to grow artificial phases of 3d transition-metal films such as fcc-Fe stabilized under ten-
sile strain or bcc-Co under compressive strain. The Rh(001) substrate provides favorable
growth conditions for transition-metal films despite a large lattice mismatch of fcc Fe or
Co and bcc Fe with Rh of about 6%, 8% and −7%, respectively. For example, no no-
table intermixing has been encountered at the interface of Fe/Rh(001) during growth of Fe
films [19]. Epitaxial, pseudomorphic layer-by-layer growth of one and two layers of Co on
Rh(001) was reported by Begley et al. [20] and several groups [19, 21, 22, 23] have been able
to grow pseudopmorphically even thicker films of face-centered tetragonal Fe on Rh(001).
Hayashi et al. [22, 23] concluded on the basis of soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) experiments measured at room temperature that a monolayer and a bilayer of
Fe are not ferromagnetic and interpreted them as magnetically dead caused by the large
strain exerted in the interface of the thin film and the substrate. Hwang et al. [24] found
experimentally a suppression of the ferromagnetic order of Fe overlayers on the Rh(001)
surface, and he as well as Spisak et al. [25] predicted a c(2 × 2) AFM order for 1 ML Fe
on Rh(001) on the basis of DFT calculations.
Experimentally, the magnetic properties of FM monolayers can be investigated with
highly developed surface sensitive techniques, such as the spin-polarized scanning tunneling
microscope (SP-STM)[26]. A challenge is to study the ground state for complex magnetic
structures with atomic resolution such as Fe on W(001) [11] or even anti-ferromagnets
like Mn on hexagonal surfaces, due to the topological frustrations on triangular lattices.
A measure of the challenge can be estimated from the pioneering experimental study of
the magnetic state of a Fe monolayer on Ir(111) surface [27, 28], which revealed a very
complex ground state, and was approached theoretically to be described by a 15 atom unit
cell, a 7:8 mosaic structure with seven Fe atoms pointing in one quantization axis and eight
in the opposite one. The resolution of atomic-scale spin structures by the spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscope was studied theoretically [29, 30] and followed by a new
theoretical prediction of a three-dimensional non-collinear ground state of a Mn monolayer
on the Cu(111) substrate, called 3Q-state [31]. Such non-collinear systems can be studied
by employing the classical Heisenberg model, where the atomic spins are considered to be
localized at the lattice sites and interact with each other by intersite exchange interaction
parameters obtained in part by density functional theory. These exchange interactions are
typically long-ranged as we deal here with metals and their Fermi surfaces. The general
solution of the classical Heisenberg model for a periodic system are spin-spirals, magnetic
moment of equal length on each site, rotating in spin-space by a constant angle from site
to site. Calculating the total energy of such spin-spiral states from first-principles can
be used to construct a model Hamiltonian with constant local spin moments, where the
exchange interaction parameters can be calculated by fitting the total energy dispersion
curve to this model Hamiltonian. Though, there are many possible applications for spin-
spiral calculations, it was the discovery of a spiral ground state structure in fcc iron [32]
and 4f and 5f metals [33] that gave rise to many theoretical studies [34, 35].
Most likely the magnetic ground state can be found for spin-spiral wave vectors, which
lie at the high-symmetry lines of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone. High-symmetry
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points at the vertices of these lines correspond to well-known magnetic structures such as
the ferromagnetic state for the Γ point or a well-known antiferromagnetic structure. Along
the high-symmetry lines there are points at which the Heisenberg model is energetically
degenerate with respect to a superposition of several, frequently symmetry-related wave
vectors, so-called multi-Q states and then energy gain can be expected by lifting these de-
generacies due to higher order spin interactions, such as 4-spins or biquadratic interactions
described by the Hubbard model [36, 37, 38, 31]. These higher order interactions mod-
ify the energetics of the classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian by a value, which equals to the
energy difference between the single- and multi-Q state. Since first-principles calculations
contain in principle all interactions and not only those described by the Heisenberg model,
a significant total-energy difference between a single- and multi-Q is a clear indication that
higher order interactions are important and from this energy difference in comparison to
the extended Heisenberg model we can extract parameters for these higher order terms,
and then use them in the modified model Hamiltonian in predicting the true magnetic
ground state from calculated zero-temperature phase diagrams [31, 38].
Indeed, in low dimensions magnetic fluctuations are prone to destroy the long range
order. Therefore, the magnetic anisotropy, which particularly large for magnets at surfaces
and in low dimensions such as atomic chains plays a crucial role as this interacting stabilizes
the long-ranged order against the fluctuations. Experimentally, it is sometimes possible to
evaporate the magnetic metal that will be naturally assembled as an atomic-chain at the
step-edge. Many theoretical and experimental studies were performed to investigate the
magnetic properties of atomic chains deposited on stepped surfaces, using the SP-STM in
combination with the XMCD. Therefore, it became possible to arrange atoms in chains
along steps of suitable substrates and to analyze their properties [39, 40]. For example, fer-
romagnetism was observed in one-dimensional mono-atomic metal chains [41], and a giant
magnetic anisotropy of single cobalt atoms and nanoparticles [42], an oscillatory magnetic
anisotropy in one-dimensional atomic wires of different thickness[43] was reported. In-
plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy was observed on Fe/Cu(111) nanostructures grown
on stepped surfaces[44, 45], and the observation of spin and charge collective modes in
one-dimensional metallic chains[40] was reported. The spin and orbital magnetization was
investigated in self-assembled Co clusters on Au(111) step-edge. A strong magnetic surface
anisotropy of ultrathin Fe was observed on curved Pt(111)[46] and finally spin and orbital
magnetization was explored in self-assembled Co clusters on Au(111)[47].
In Chapter 1 of this thesis we review the density functional theory introduced by Ho-
henberg and Kohn [48]. It states that the ground-state energy can be uniquely described
by an energy functional of the ground-state density of the electrons. Effective approxima-
tions to the energy functional are available, which are applicable to the metallic systems
studied in this thesis.
Chapter 2 describes shortly the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW)
method [49] as implemented in the Ju¨lich developed fleur code [50], a versatile electronic
structure method, optimally suited to treat thin magnetic films and which solves the den-
sity functional equations in the vector-spin density formulation.
In Chapter 3, we describe elementary magnetic models, which provide a basis to the
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understanding of our results or the guidance of our calculations. To name is the Stoner
model [51, 52, 53, 54], which provides an instability criterion for the spontaneous appear-
ance of a magnetic phase, in particular the ferromagnetic phase, by parameters, which
are essential to density-functional theory calculations, the nonmagnetic density of states
at the Fermi energy which is directly related to the dimensionality of the system and the
exchange integral. It provides thus an elementary understanding of the appearance of
magnetism in low-dimensions. To name is also the Heisenberg model, which provides the
basis for understanding the variety of possible magnetic phases including the noncollinear
magnetic phases. In the last part of the chapter, we also lay out the theory of the magnetic
anisotropy energy (MAE) of ultrathin films which reduces in low-dimensional systems basi-
cally to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA), because the shape anisotropy becomes
very small. Knowing the MCA of a magnetic system is very important, since this quantity
determines to a large extent the functionality of the system and at the same time it is re-
sponsible stabilizing the long-ranged magnetic order against thermal fluctuations at finite
temperatures.
In Chapter 4 we will show our results obtained from collinear DFT calculations of
the structural relaxation and the magnetic properties of 3d transition-metals monolayers
on Rh(001) and Rh(111) substrates, using the FLAPW method. We find that Cr, Mn
and Fe prefer a c(2×2)-AFM solution, while V, Co and Ni favor the FM ground state
on the Rh(001) surface. I present the calculated MCA values for 3d monolayers on the
Rh(001) substrate, The results are analyzed according to Bruno’s model [55]. We will
also show the Rh crystal field and how the 3d-Rh hybridization effects the values of the
MCA and the easy axis of magnetization. In the second part of this chapter I focus on
the Rh(111) substrate and I will show that for for Cr and Mn monolayers, the row-wise
antiferromagnetic structure has the lowest energy, while for Fe, Co and Ni on Rh(111) the
FM solution is more more stable.
In Chapter 5, we focus our study on the ground state of Fe on hexagonal substrates. The
starting point is Fe/Rh(111), whose ferromagnetic state is only a small energy (24 meV/Fe)
below the antiferromagnetic state and thus close the region of phase transition, as found
for Fe/Rh(111) in Chapter 4 . This result is not sufficient to declare the ground state of
Fe to be ferromagnetic, in particular since we expect that antiferromagnetic interactions in
combination with the triangular lattice of the hexagonal termination of the substrate can
give rise to very complicated magnetic structures driven by minimizing the frustration in
the exchange parameters. Therefore, we will analyze the magnetic ground state of Fe on the
Rh(111) substrate by performing non-collinear spin-spirals total-energy calculations using
the fleur code [56]. From the spin-spiral calculation, we would straight forwardly conclude
that the ground state of Fe is noncollinear with an energy gain of 5 meV/Fe atom with
respect to the FM solution. We will also line out that the true ground state of Fe/Rh(111)
is not a single- but a double-Q ground state, stabilized by higher order interactions, and the
proposed model Hamiltonian should be modified to include the substrate moments in case
of highly polarized substrates. We will show from similarly performed calculations that Fe
on Tc(0001) has a 120◦ Ne´el ground state and not the row-wise antiferromagnetic state
discussed in Chapter 4, obtained from collinear calculations. At the end of the chapter we
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compare our results with other results obtained for Fe on Ru(0001) [57] and Ag(111) [30].
In the last chapter, we will present our results of Co on hexagonally terminated sub-
strates of 4d-transition metals. Similar to Fe, we will show that Co might lose its FM
state if we change the substrate from the late through the early transition metals. we will
additionally show calculated values for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of ferromagnetic
Co and Fe monolayers on hexagonal 4d transition-metal substrates. We will show that
the MCA of Fe is not strongly affected by the substrate, but the MCA of Co is. This
leads us to chose Co as a case of study to analyze the MCA of atomic Co chain on mi-
crofaceted Rh〈111〉. We will compare our obtained MCA results of the Co chain on the
stepped Rh(664) surface to a previous study of Co chains on Pt〈111〉, and will show that
relaxations play a crucial role in determining a reliable prediction of the magnetization
direction consistent with experimental results. In particular, it is shown that for Co on
Rh(111) the easy axis of the magnetization changes from out-of-plane for the monolayer
to in-plane of the atomic chain.
At the end, the thesis is summarized and concluded.
6 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1
Density functional theory (DFT)
1.1 Overview
Theoretical physics had enormous development early times of the last century. It started
when the particle-wave nature was verified through the work of Albert Einstein and Louis
de Broglie and many others. The prediction of chemical or physical properties of material
requires quantum mechanical treatment of the many-body system of electrons and nuclei
with their basic electrostatic Coulomb interactions. In quantum mechanics, the electrons
are described as particles and waves at the same time using the single equation by Erwin
Schro¨dinger in 1926[58]:
HˆΨ(ri, t) = EΨ(ri, t) (1.1)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator, which is the summation of the electrons Hamiltonian
Hˆel, the nuclei Hamiltonian Hˆnucl and the electron-nucleus interaction potential term Uint.
Ψ(ri, t) is the many-particle wave function of all particles i at positions ri at time t. E is
the energy eigenvalue of the many-particle system. The Schro¨dinger equation becomes:
(Hˆel + Hˆnucl + Uint)Ψ(ri, t) = EΨ(ri, t) (1.2)
It is possible to solve equation 1.2 for the H atom, because it has only one proton
and one electron. Several approaches can be taken to simplify solving this equation for
many-particle systems. One famous approach is the Born-Oppenheimer approach, which
separates the kinetic energy of the nucleus with respect to the kinetic energy of the elec-
trons. This approach works because the mass of the proton is about 1836 times the electron
mass, and therefore the movement is slow with respect to the electron speed. As a result
we only need to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for N electrons. For electron i at position
ri from the nuclei α with Zα at rα, equation 1.2 becomes
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Hˆ =
N∑
i=1
(−1
2
∇2i )−
N∑
i=1
∑
α
Zα
|ri − rα| +
1
2
∑
j 6=i
1
|ri − rj| (1.3)
Atomic units are employed, the length unit is the Bohr radius (a0=0.5292 A˚), the charge
unit is the charge of the electron, e (e = 1.602 · 10−19C), and the mass unit is the mass of
the electron, me. The first term in equation (1.3) is the sum of the kinetic energy operators
for all electrons in the system. The second term is the sum of the electron-nucleus Coulomb
attractions. The third term is the sum of the electron-electron Coulomb repulsions.
For solids N is larger than 1023. This makes the solution of such equation with 3N special
and N spin variables unobtainable obtainable without using approximations. Many nu-
merical methods and approaches were developed to solve this equation. The most powerful
theory was introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964[48], where they proposed that the
ground-state properties of the many-particle system can be determined by the ground-state
particle charge density n(r). This means that the degrees of freedom are reduced to be
only three instead of 3N . This theory is called ”Density Functional Theory (DFT)”, it
avoids the complicated many-body wavefunction and uses the electronic density for band-
structure calculations. DFT is designed to calculate the total energies for small systems
(up to few hundreds of nonequivalent atoms) at zero Kelvin.
1.2 Origin of DFT
In the 1920s, Thomas and Fermi could approximate the electronic distribution of an atom
by assuming a uniform distribution of the electrons in a field of an effective potential[59],[60].
They could represent the electronic total energy ETF as a functional of the uniform elec-
trons’ density n(r).
E[n(r)] = TTF [n(r)] + EH [n(r)] + Uext[n(r)] (1.4)
where n(r) is the density of electrons in the solid.
TTF [n(r)] = CF
∫
n(r)5/3dr (1.5)
is the Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy of electrons of density n(r). CF is a constant,
EH [n(r)] =
1
2
∫ ∫
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ (1.6)
is the Hartree energy, or the Coulomb interaction of the electron density with itself, and
Uext[n(r)] = −
∑
α
Zα
rα
∫
n(r)dr (1.7)
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is the classical interaction between the electrons and the Coulomb field of the nucleus
vext(r). The electron ground state density minimizes the energy functional E[n(r)] for the
ground state of an atom under the constraint
N = N [n] =
∫
n(r)dr (1.8)
where N is the total number of electrons in the atom. The ground-state electron density
must satisfy the variational principle
δETF [n]− µTF (
∫
n(r)dr−N) = 0 (1.9)
which yields the Euler-Lagrange equation
µTF =
δETF [n]
δn(r)
=
5
3
CFn
3/2(r)− ϕ(r) (1.10)
where µTF is the Lagrange multiplier,called chemical potential, associated with the con-
straint in eq. (1.8), and
ϕ(r) =
Z
r
−
∫
n(r′)
r− r′dr
′ (1.11)
is the electrostatic potential at point r due to the nucleus and the entire electron distribu-
tion.
In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn could show that the Thomas-Fermi model is an approx-
imation of an exact theory[48]. They could represent the total energy fully as a functional
of the electron density n(r) for a given external potential vext(r) for N-electron system.
Then eq. (1.7) becomes
Uext[n] =
∫
n(r)vext(r)dr (1.12)
this means that they didn’t restrict the external potential vext(r) to be only the classical
Coulomb potential as Thomas and Fermi did. Instead, they proposed that vext(r) is deter-
mined by the electron density, within a trivial additive term. Then the total energy of the
system becomes
E[n] =
∫
n(r)vext(r)dr + EHK [n] (1.13)
where
EHK [n] = T [n] + EH [n] + nonclassical term (1.14)
The energy variational principle is also provided such that for a trail density n˜(r) ≥ 0
and satisfies eq. (1.8), then the corresponded energy E[n˜(r)] must be the upper limit of
the ground state energy E0
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E0 ≤ E[n˜(r)] and δE[n˜(r)] = 0 (1.15)
Assuming the E[n] in eq (1.13) is differentiable, the ground-state density must also satisfy
the stationary principle in eq. (1.9) according to the variational principle (1.15). The
Euler-Lagrange equation (1.10) becomes
µ = vext(r) +
δEHK [n]
δn(r)
(1.16)
The great advantage of this theory is the reduction of the degrees of freedom from
3N, if the energy is represented as a functional of wave function E[Ψ], to only 3 degrees
of freedom since the electron density depends only on space vector r. Because of that, a
huge step was performed toward productive calculations in computational physics.
Hohenberg and Kohn didn’t treat the kinetic energy term in Thomas and Fermi model,
they only reformulated the total energy as functional in density which minimizes the energy
functional in an external potential and describes all electronic properties of the system.
The difficulty which was and remained is in calculating the kinetic energy of the interacting
electrons. Many approximations were done, but they didn’t give enough accuracy which
encourages further hard work on that. The solution came one year after Hohenberg and
Kohn published there article about DFT. In 1965 Kohn and Sham were able to solve of
one part the problem by assuming a non-interacting electron system, with kinetic energy
TKS[n] which can be accurately computed and covers a large part of the exact T [n]. This
is explained in the next section.
1.3 The Kohn-Sham equations
Kohn and Sham proposed a kinetic energy, that can be calculated accurately, by intro-
ducing wavefunctions of non-interacting electrons into the problem[61]. It is assumed that
these wavefunctions lead to the same ground state density as the many body wavefunction
Ψ. The correction to this kinetic energy can be handled separately through an exchange
correlation energy term. Equation (1.13) becomes
E[n] = TKS[n] +
∫
n(r)vext(r)dr + EH [n] + EXC [n] (1.17)
where
TKS[n] =
N∑
i
〈ψi| − 1
2
∇2|ψi〉 (1.18)
is the kinetic energy introduced in terms of single particle orbitals ψi. Since TKS is density
functional, satisfying Pauli principle, this leads that
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n(r) = 2
N∑
i
|ψi|2 (1.19)
The functional EXC [n(r)] in equation 1.17 is the exchange-correlation energy. It in-
cludes the non-classical of the Coulomb repulsion term in eq. (1.14) and the kinetic energy
difference T [n]−TKS[n]. From these equations one can write the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian
of N-noninteracting electrons as an effective single particle Schro¨dinger equation
{−1
2
∇2 + veff (r)}ψi(r) = iψi(r) (1.20)
where veff , the effective Kohn-Sham potential, is defined by
veff (r) = vext(r) +
δEH
δn
+
δEXC
δn
= vext(r) +
1
2
∫
n(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ + vxc(r) (1.21)
1.4 Spin Density Functional Theory
Most atoms, magnetic solids, many surfaces, thin films or nanostructures on surfaces. ex-
posed to an external magnetic field posses a non-zero ground state magnetization. In order
to describe these systems and characterize them completely, DFT Kohn-Sham formalism
can be extended to take into account the magnetization density, m(r), explicitly. This was
started by von Barth and Hedin in 1972[62]. For such systems the density can be replaced
by a hermitian 2×2 matrix n(r)
n(r) =
1
2
(n(r)I + σ.m(r)) (1.22)
where I is a 2×2 unit matrix, σ is the Pauli spin space matrix. This density matrix will
correspond to an effective potential matrix, which includes the scalar electric potential and
the magnetic effective vector potential
veff (r) = veff (r)I + µBσ.Beff (r) (1.23)
where
Beff (r) = Bext(r) + Bxc(r) with Bxc(r) =
δExc[n,m]
δm
(1.24)
The one particle Schro¨dinger equation (1.20) becomes what is called the ”Schro¨dinger-
Pauli equation”.
{−1
2
∇2 + veff (r)}
(
ψ↑i (r)
ψ↓i (r)
)
= i
(
ψ↑i (r)
ψ↓i (r)
)
(1.25)
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If it is sufficient to propose that the magnetic field is parallel to the z-axis, this leads to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian in eq. (1.25) into two spin components of the basis set ψi.
This means that spin-up and spin-down problems become decoupled and can be solved
independently. On the other hand, all physical observables become functionals of the
spin-up and spin-down electron density, satisfying equation (1.19).
1.5 Approximations made to the exchange-correlation
term EXC
To get an exact solution, it would be necessary to find the exchange-correlation term
exactly. This means one should determine the exact exchange-correlation potential, vxc.
This problem lead to many approximations to vxc depending on the treated electronic
systems. The most widely used approximation for vxc is founded on the assumption that
the charge density n(r) is slowly varying and can be approximated locally by a homogeneous
electron gas (HEG). Then the local contribution to the exchange-correlation energy should
be identical to the contribution from a uniform electron gas of the same electron and
magnetization densities. This leads to the most widely used approximation in DFT, the
Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA), which yields
EXC [n, |m|] ≈ ELSDAXC [n, |m|] =
∫
n(r)xc(n, |m|)d3r (1.26)
where xc(n) is the exchange-correlation energy density per electron as a function of the
uniform electron gas density n with a collinear magnetization density |m(r)|. There are
many approximate expressions for xc(n, |m|). The exchange-correlation in LSDA can be
decomposed linearly into an exchange and correlation part:
EXC = EX + EC (1.27)
The HEG exchange part is known analytically, while the correlation part is not known
except for very high or low densities[63],[64]. Because of that, many approximations for
the LSDA correlation functionals have been proposed[65],[66],[67], often based on quantum
Monte-Carlo studies, that have been parametrized.
In the local spin density approximation the exchange-correlation potential vxc, the
functional derivative of ELSDAXC with respect to the density n(r), takes the form
vLSDAxc (r) =
δELSDA[n, |m|]
δn
= xc(n, |m|) + n(r)∂xc(n, |m|)
∂n
(1.28)
This leads to a local exchange-correlation magnetic field
BLSDAxc (r) = n(r)
∂xc(n, |m|)
∂|m| mˆ(r) (1.29)
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The LSDA is a local approximation, considering a constant local electron density per
unit volume, and does not take the density variation into account. It was proved that it
is more accurate to introduce new approximation by expressing the exchange-correlation
energy as a function of the local density for each spin, n↑(r), n↓(r), their gradients ∇n↑(r),
and ∇n↓(r). This approximation is called ”Generalized Gradient Approximation” (GGA).
The exchange-correlation energy in GGA is expressed as
EXC ≈ EGGA[n↑, n↓] =
∫
f(n↑, n↓,∇n↑,∇n↓)d3r (1.30)
Using this approximation, Perdew and Wang could derive an accurate and simple analytic
representation of the HEG’s correlation energy[68],[69]. More developments were done on
GGA to increase its accuracy. LSDA and GGA are the most widely used approximations for
homogeneous electronic systems like metals. By that, DFT provides a reliable relationship
between n(r) and the ground-state energy. The Kohn-Sham formalism, particularly the
LSDA or GGA, is not designed to describe excited state properties. In particular, the
eigenvalues i, whose differences are often interpreted as single particle excitation energies,
yield band gaps for insulators which are smaller than those found by experiment. In
addition, some quantities which can be computed from LSDA ground state properties may
be in error. For example, LSDA usually overestimates the cohesive energy of solids. This is
thought to occur because the LSDA does a poor calculation of the total energy in isolated
atoms. The Kohn-Sham formalism often fails to adequately describe highly correlated
systems such as the Mott insulators. Such problems tell us that we should be very careful
in using DFT on systems with known properties before we attempt to predict properties of
new materials. For example LDA+U method is used to treat strongly correlated systems
using an unrestricted screened Hartree-Fock treatment for some localized orbital states and
neglects the fine details of the spatial variations of the Coulomb potential[70].
Numerically, DFT usage can be described as follows: Given the positions and charges
of the nuclei in the system, one can solve for the ground state charge density n(r), which
minimizes the total energy (eq. 1.17) by making an initial guess for n(r). Then equation
(1.21) and (1.28), if LDA is used as example, to calculate the Kohn-Sham potential, and
then solve the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1), subject to the boundary conditions of the prob-
lem to obtain a new charge density 1.22. In principle this new charge density could be
used to start the cycle over again. In practice this is numerically unstable, so the new and
old charge densities are mixed. This mixing can be as simple as a linear combination of
the old and new charge densities, or more complicated as the use of the Broyden method
[71], which accelerates convergence. The mixed charge density is used to calculate a new
Kohn-Sham potential in equation (1.21) and the process begins again. After a number of
iterations the input and output charge densities will be numerically almost equal, the total
energy will become converged, and the solution is self-consistent.
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Chapter 2
The FLAPW method
In DFT there are several methods to solve Kohn-Sham equations and determine the ma-
terial electronic structure. Basis-set based methods can be classified into three major
approaches to calculate the Schro¨dinger-like equation[72]: Plane wave, Localized atomic(-
like) orbitals, and atomic sphere methods. Plane waves play an important role in all widely
used methods, and still is the basis of choice for many new developments. Atomic sphere
methods are efficient approaches. The efficiency comes from the representation of the
atomic-like features, which vary rapidly close to each nucleus and smoothly, between the
atoms. Close to the nucleus, the basis sets are presented as smooth functions which are
”augmented” near each nucleus by solving the Schro¨dinger-like equation in the sphere at
each energy, and then match it to the outer wave function, usually plane wave. Then the
method is called ”Augmented Plane Wave” (APW) approximation. This approach was
introduced by Slater in 1937[73]. The eigen-states of an independent-particle Schro¨dinger
equation is expanded in terms of basis functions each is represented according to two
characteristic regions illustrated in figure 2.1.
2.1 The generalized eigenvalue problem
The region around each atom in figure 2.1 is presented as sphere, or ”muffin-tin”, where
the potential around each atom is similar to the potential of the atom. On the other hand,
the potential is smooth in the interstitial region between the atoms. One approach is to
expand the unknown one-electron wave function ψ(r) in a set of predefined basis functions
ϕ(r). A quite general expression for such an expansion, for a system with translational
symmetry with reciprocal lattice vector G and Bloch vector k , would be
ψν,k(r) =
∑
j
cνjkϕjk(r). (2.1)
where ν is a band index, the sum on j is finite in practice and the set of functions {ϕjk(r)}
are in general neither orthonormal nor complete unless plane waves are used as basis
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Figure 2.1: The division of space in the APW method. The muffin-tin spheres (MT) are
surrounded by the interstitial region (I).
functions. The expansion coefficients cijk are determined from the secular equation, via
the Rayleigh-Ritz principle [74]:∑
j
[Hjj′(k)− νkSjj′(k)]cνjk = 0, (2.2)
where
Hjj′(k) =
∫
Ω
ϕjk(r)[
−∇2
2
+ V
↑(↓)
eff ]ϕj′k(r)d
3r (2.3)
are the elements of the Hamilton matrix and
Sjj′(k) =
∫
Ω
ϕjk(r)ϕj′k(r)d
3r (2.4)
are the so-called overlap matrix elements. The integrals are evaluated over the volume of
the unit cell (Ω). The type of functions {ϕjk} chosen, may or may not be energy-dependent,
determines the detailed solution of the secular equation. The eigenvalues always follow from
the condition
det |Hjj′(k)− νkSjj′(k)| = 0. (2.5)
If plane waves are chosen as basis functions. They are orthogonal, diagonal in momen-
tum and any power of momentum and the implementation of planewave based methods is
rather straightforward because of their simplicity.
The APW is powerful approach but requires a solution on non-linear equations due to
the matching between augmented functions the plane waves. This problem is explained in
the next section, and it will be shown how it is useful to linearize the equations around
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reference energies, that one can solve this problem and get a solution on linear equations.
One of the most important outcomes of linearization is the development methods like the
LAPW and the Linearized Muffin-Tin Orbitals (LMTO) method [49, 75].
2.2 From augmented planewaves (APW) to Linearized
(L)APW
In the APW approach, the planewaves that solve the Schro¨dinger equation in a constant
potential are used in the interstitial region, while spherical harmonics times a radial func-
tion, that comes from the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in a spherical potential
inside the muffin-tins. The single particle wavefunctions ψi,k(r) are expanded in terms of
the following basis functions:
ϕG(k, r) =

ei(G+k)·r interstitial region∑
lm
AµGL (k)ul(r|El)YL(rˆ) muffin-tin sphere µ , (2.6)
where k is the Bloch vector, G is a reciprocal lattice vector, L abbreviates the quantum
numbers l and m and ul is the regular solution of the radial Schro¨dinger equation to the
energy El that corresponds to the eigenvalue of the wavefunction described with these basis
functions: {
−1
2
∂2
∂r2
+
1
2
l(l + 1)
r2
+ V (r)− ενk
}
rul(r) = 0. (2.7)
El is an energy parameter and V (r) is the spherical component of the potential. The coef-
ficients AµGL (k) are determined from the requirement that the value of the wavefunctions
have to be continuous at the boundary of the muffin-tin spheres.
In that sense, the APW’s form a set of continuous basis functions that cover all space,
where each function consists of a planewave in the interstitial region plus a sum of func-
tions, which are solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation to a given set of angular momentum
quantum numbers lm and a the energy E, inside the muffin-tin spheres. Several disadvan-
tages are faced in this approach. If the El were kept fixed, used only as a parameter during
the construction of the basis, the Hamiltonian could be set up in terms of this basis. This
would lead to a standard secular equation for the band energies.
Unfortunately, it turns out, that the APW basis does not offer enough variational free-
dom if the El are kept fixed. An accurate description can only be achieved if they are
set to the corresponding band energies. Requiring the El’s to equal the band energies,
which can no longer be determined by a simple diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix.
Since the ul’s depend on the band energies, the solution of the secular equation becomes a
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nonlinear problem, which is computationally much more demanding than a secular prob-
lem. It is difficult to extend the APW method beyond the spherically averaged muffin-tin
potential approximation, because in the case of a general potential the optimal choice of
El is no longer the band energy. For a given choice of El, the radial functions ul vanish at
the muffin-tin radius, the boundary conditions on the spheres cannot be satisfied, i.e. the
planewaves and the radial functions become decoupled. It can cause numerical difficulties
if ul becomes very small at the sphere boundary.
An additional term was introduced in the basis within the muffin-tin spheres in a
method called the linearized augmented planewave method (LAPW) [76]. Extra varia-
tional freedom is added to the basis, so that it is not necessary to set the El equal to
the band energy. This is done by including the derivative of the radial solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation with respect to the energy. The construction, then, can be regarded
as a linearization of the APW. In APW, the ul’s depend on the band energies and can
thus be understood as functions of r and . Hence, ul can be expanded into a Taylor-series
around El,
ul(, r) = ul(El, r) + u˙l(El, r)(− El) +O[(− El)2]. (2.8)
Here u˙l denotes the energy derivative of ul, ∂ul(, r)/∂, and O[( − El)2] denotes errors
that are quadratic in the energy difference. Therefore, an error of order ( − El)2 in the
wavefunction is introduced in the LAPW method. According to the variational principle
the error in the calculated band energies is of the order (− El)4. Due to this high order,
the linearization works very well even over rather broad energy regions. A single set of
energy parameters is sufficient for the whole valence band in most cases. Sometimes the
energy region has to be split up in two (very rarely more) windows with separate sets of
energy parameters. The LAPW basis functions are of the form
ϕG(k, r) =

ei(G+k)·r interstitial region∑
L
[AµGL (k)ul(r)+B
µG
L (k)u˙l(r)]YL(rˆ) muffin-tin sphere µ
(2.9)
with the extra term BµLu˙l(r)YL(rˆ) compared to the APW method. The additional coeffi-
cient is determined by requiring that not only the value of the basis functions, but also
their derivatives with respect to r are continuous at the sphere boundaries. In any case is
useful to require normalization
〈ul|ul〉 =
∫ RMT
0
u2l (r)r
2dr = 1. (2.10)
Here RMT is the muffin-tin sphere radius. Taking the derivative of (2.10) with respect to
the energy it can easily be shown, that ul and u˙l are orthogonal. u˙l is calculated from a
Schro¨dinger-like equation, derived by taking the energy derivative of (2.7),
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{
−1
2
∂2
∂r2
+
1
2
l(l + 1)
r2
+ V (r)− El
}
ru˙l(r) = rul(r). (2.11)
Still the solution of this equation has to be made orthogonal to ul, since any linear com-
bination of u˙l and ul also solves the equation. Once the ul and u˙l made orthogonal the
basis functions inside the spheres form a completely orthogonal basis set, since the angular
functions Ylm(rˆ) are also orthogonal. However, the LAPW functions are in general not
orthogonal to the core states, which are treated separately in the LAPW method. This
fact can cause problems in the presence of high lying core states. A detailed discussion of
these problems and strategies to circumvent them can be found in the book by Singh [77],
which includes a very comprehensive review of many aspects of the LAPW method.
With the construction of the LAPW basis the computational difficulties of the APW
method are solved although we loose accuracy. Since it is no longer necessary to set
the energy parameters equal to the band energies, the later can be determined by a sin-
gle diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix. The LAPW method can be extended to
non-spherical muffin tin potentials with little difficulty, because the basis offers enough
variational freedom. This leads then to the full-potential linearized augmented planewave
method (FLAPW). If ul is zero at the sphere boundary, its radial derivative and u˙l are in
general nonzero. Then the boundary conditions can always be satisfied.
The nonlinearity inherent to the APW method can only be circumvented at the expense
of a larger eigenvalue problem, because the requirement of continuous derivatives of RMT
makes the basis shift. Within LAPW (and also within APW) the basis functions in the
interstitial are represented by planewaves. The functions inside the muffin tins are coupled
to the planewaves via the boundary conditions, and can only be varied indirectly by a
variation of the planewave coefficients. Clearly, with a finite number of planewaves, at
maximum the same number of functions inside the spheres can be varied independently.
Hence, to make use of the of the extra variational freedom, that the LAPW basis set
allows compared to the APW basis, i.e. to vary the ul’s and the u˙l’s independently, more
planewaves have to be used.
2.3 The Full-Potential LAPW
In the older applications of APW and LAPW methods, the potential in the unit cell V (r)
was approximated by
V (r) =
{
V 0I = const. interstitial region
V 0MT (r) muffin-tin spheres,
(2.12)
using a constant potential in the interstitial region and a spherically symmetric potential
inside each sphere. The LAPW method yields accurate results (energies) for close-packed
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metal systems. For crystals with open structures such as silizides, perovskites, surfaces or
clusters, the restrictions to the potential (so-called shape-approximations) become difficult
to justify. The full-potential LAPW method (FLAPW) [78, 49] is proposed by no shape-
approximations in the interstitial region and inside the muffin-tin spheres. The constant
interstitial potential V 0I is replaced by the warped potential
∑
V GI e
iG·r and to the spherical
muffin-tin potential the non-spherical terms are added,
V (r) =

∑
G
V GI e
iG·r interstitial region∑
L
V LMT (r)YL(rˆ) muffin-tin spheres.
(2.13)
The charge density, ρ(r), is represented in the same way as the potential:
n(r) =

∑
G
nGI e
iG·r interstitial region∑
L
nLMT (r)YL(rˆ) muffin-tin spheres.
(2.14)
The wavefunctions between the plane waves in the interstitial region and the ra-
dial muffin-tins’ are different. This means they have to be matched in a way that the
basis functions and their derivatives are continuous at the sphere boundaries. Within
FLAPW the electron wavefunctions are expanded differently in the interstitial region and
the muffin-tins. Each basis function consists of a planewave in the interstitial, which is
matched to the radial functions and spherical harmonics in the muffin-tins. The coeffi-
cients, AµGL (k) and B
µG
L (k) in eq.(2.9), of the function inside the spheres are determined
from the requirement, that the basis functions and their derivatives are continuous at the
sphere boundaries. These coefficients play an important role. In this section we will there-
fore discuss how the matching conditions can be solved and what properties they induce.
In many systems where the FLAPW method can be applied, some atoms are symmetry
equivalent, i.e. these atoms can be mapped onto each other by a space group operation
{R|τ}. Such a group of atoms is called an atom type, represented by one of the atoms.
Let {Rµ|τµ} be the operation that maps the atom µ onto its representative. This atom
can now be assigned a local coordinate frame Sµ, where the origin of Sµ is at the atoms
position pµ.
The local frame is chosen such that the unit vectors of the local frame Sµ are mapped
onto those of the global frame by Rg (RµSµ = Sg). The local frame of the representative
atom Sα is only translated with respect to the global frame, i.e. the same rotation Rµ
maps Sµ onto Sα. The potential (and other quantities) inside the muffin-tins can now be
written in terms of the local coordinate system. Due to the symmetry we find VMTα(r
α) =
VMTµ(r
µ), where rα and rµ are expanded in terms of the local frames Sα and Sµ respectively.
As a consequence the radial functions ul(r) and the Hamiltonian matrices are the same for
all atoms of the same type. This way symmetry is exploited to save memory and computing
time (during the calculation of the t-matrices).
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Any planewave can be expanded into spherical harmonics via the Rayleigh expansion,
eiKr = 4pi
∑
L
il jl(rK) Y
∗
L (Kˆ) YL(rˆ), (2.15)
where r = |r|, K = |K| and K abbreviates (G + k). Looked at from the local frame
K and pµ appear rotated, besides the origin of the local frame is shifted. Therefore, the
planewave has the following form in the local frame:
ei(R
µK)(r+Rµpµ) (2.16)
Thus, the Rayleigh expansion of the planewave in the local frame is given by:
eiKp
µ
4pi
∑
L
il jl(rK) Y
∗
L (R
µKˆ) YL(rˆ) (2.17)
The requirement of continuity of the wavefunctions at the sphere boundary leads to the
equation ∑
L
AµGL (k) ul(RMTα)YL(rˆ) +B
µG
L (k) u˙l(RMTα)YL(rˆ)
= eiKp
µ
4pi
∑
L
il jl(rK) Y
∗
L (R
µKˆ) YL(rˆ), (2.18)
where RMTα is the muffin-tin radius of the atom type α. The second requirement is, that
the derivative with respect to r, denoted by ∂/∂r = ′, is also continuous∑
L
AµGL (k) u
′
l(RMTα)YL(rˆ) +B
µG
L (k) u˙
′
l(RMTα)YL(rˆ)
= eiKp
µ
4pi
∑
L
il Kj′l(rK) Y
∗
L (R
µKˆ) YL(rˆ). (2.19)
These conditions can only be satisfied, if the coefficients of each spherical harmonic YL(rˆ)
are equal. Solving the resulting equations for AµGL (k) and B
µG
L (k) yields:
AµGL (k) = e
iKpµ4pi
1
W
il Y ∗L (R
µKˆ)
[u˙l(RMTα)Kj
′
l(RMTαK)− u˙′l(RMTα)jl(RMTαK)]
BµGL (k) = e
iKpµ4pi
1
W
il Y ∗L (R
µKˆ)
[u′l(RMTα)jl(RMTαK)− ul(RMTα)Kj′l(RMTαK)]
(2.20)
The Wronskian W is given by:
W = [u˙l(RMTα)u
′
l(RMTα)− ul(RMTα)u˙′l(RMTα)] (2.21)
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Then one can show also that the FLAPW basis functions (eq. 2.9) can be transformed,
for systems that possess inversion symmetry, into the following form
ϕG(k,−r) = ϕ∗G(k, r) =
∑
lm′
e−iK(p
µ) (−i)l Ylm′(RµKˆ) Y ∗lm′(rˆ){Aul(r) +Bu˙l(r)} (2.22)
The Hamiltonian and overlap matrix will have the same property as the FLAPW basis
functions in systems that possess inversion symmetry. These two matrices are real sym-
metric rather than complex hermitian. The Hamiltonian depends explicitly on r via the
potential. The matrix elements are given by:
HG
′G(k) =
∫
ϕ∗G′(k, r)H(r)ϕG(k, rd3r (2.23)
Substituting r′ = −r yields:
HG
′G(k) =
∫
ϕG′(k, r
′)H(r′)ϕ∗G(k, r′)d3r (2.24)
where (2.22) and H(r) = H(−r) have been used. In addition the Hamiltonian operator
is real, i.e. H(r) = H∗(r). Thus, we finally obtain:
HG
′G(k) =
∫
ϕG′(k, r
′)H∗(r′)ϕ∗G(k, r′d3r
=
(
HG
′G(k)
)∗
. (2.25)
The same relation holds for the overlap matrix. Because the two matrices are real, this
means a great simplification in actual calculation. Then, the diagonalization of a hermitian
matrix is no more difficult than in the real case. However, one complex multiplication
contains four real multiplications, and therefore the complex problem is more ”expensive”
than the real, and the diagonalization needs the biggest part of the computing time in each
iteration.
2.3.1 Film Calculations within FLAPW
Within the growing number of investigations in the area of thin films and surfaces, the
ability to treat two dimensional systems becomes very important nowadays. In this case,
either big spins allowed to be used or the basis set need to be reformed due to the broken
translation symmetry in the perpendicular direction of the surface. Only the 2-dimensional
symmetry parallel to the surface is left to be used to reduce the problem. For 10–15
atomic layers thickness, it is otherwise semi infinite to approximate surfaces by thin films.
This approximation, called the thin-slab approximation, can only yield good results if the
interaction between the two surfaces of the film is weak enough, so that each of them shows
the properties of the surfaces of an ideal semi-infinite crystal.
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Figure 2.2: The unit cell in film calculations: (I) the muffin-tin spheres; (II) the interstitial
region; the film is delimited on both sides by vacuum (III)
In the case of film calculations space is divided into three distinct regions, the muffin-
tins, the interstitial and the vacuum region (Fig. 2.2). The interstitial region now stretches
from −D˜/2 to D˜/2 in z-direction, which is defined to be the direction perpendicular to
the film. The representation of the wavefunctions inside the muffin-tin spheres remains
exactly the same as in the bulk case. Since the periodicity along the z-direction is lost, the
unit cell extends in principle from −∞ to ∞ in z-direction. Still the wavefunctions in the
interstitial can be expanded in terms of planewaves. Therefore, the planewaves have the
form
ϕG‖G⊥(k‖, r) = e
i(G‖+k‖)·r‖ eiG⊥z (2.26)
with
G⊥ =
2pin
D˜
(2.27)
where G‖ and k‖ are the 2-dimensional wave- and Bloch vectors, r‖ is the parallel
component of r and G⊥ is the wavevector perpendicular to the film. The basis functions
in the vacuum region beyond (±D/2) are constructed in the same spirit as the functions
in the muffin-tins [79]. They consist of planewaves parallel to the film, and a z-dependent
function uG‖(k‖, z), which solves the corresponding 1-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation,
plus the energy derivative u˙G‖(k‖, z){
−1
2
∂2
∂z2
+ V0(z)− Evac + 1
2
(G‖ + k‖)2
}
uG‖(k‖, z) = 0 (2.28)
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Evac is the vacuum energy parameter and V0(z) is the planar averaged part of the vac-
uum potential. As in the case of u˙l in the muffin-tins, the function u˙G‖(k‖, z) is calculated
from a Schro¨dinger-like equation, which can be obtained by deriving (2.28) with respect
to the energy.{
−1
2
∂2
∂z2
+ V0(z)− Evac + 1
2
(G‖ + k‖)2
}
u˙G‖(k‖, z) = uG‖(k‖, z) (2.29)
The resulting basis functions have the form
ϕG‖G⊥(k‖, r) =
{
AG‖G⊥(k‖)uG‖(k‖, z) +BG‖G⊥(k‖)u˙G‖(k‖, z)
}
ei(G‖+k‖)r‖ (2.30)
The coefficients AG‖G⊥(k‖) and BG‖G⊥(k‖) are determined by requiring that the functions
are continuous and differentiable at the vacuum boundary. Instead of the energy parameter
Evac, a whole series of G⊥-dependent energy parameters, Eivac = E
G⊥
vac = Evac − 12G2⊥ can
be used to increase the variational freedom in the vacuum basis functions [80].
Finally, the basis set used for thin film calculations with the FLAPW method has the form
ϕG‖G⊥(k‖, r) =

ei(G‖+k‖)r‖ eiG⊥z Int.{
AG‖G⊥(k‖)uG‖(k‖, z)
+BG‖G⊥(k‖)u˙G‖(k‖, z)
}
ei(G‖+k‖)r‖ Vac.
[
∑
L
AµGL (k)ul(r) +B
µG
L (k)u˙l(r)]YL(rˆ) MT µ.
(2.31)
2.4 The Kohn-Sham-Dirac Equation
Close to the nucleus, where the kinetic energy is large, the relativistic effects are significant.
This means the electrons inside the muffin-tins should be treated relativistically, where it is
reasonable to treat the interstitial region and the vacuum non-relativistically. This makes
the Kohn-Sham equation to be as single particle Dirac equation{
cα · p + (β − 1)mc2 + V eff (r)}Ψ = EΨ (2.32)
α˜ =
((
0 σx
σx 0
)
,
(
0 σy
σy 0
)
,
(
0 σz
σz 0
))tr
=
(
0 σ˜
σ˜ 0
)
(2.33)
β =
(
I2 0
0 −I2
)
(2.34)
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σx σy σz are the Pauli matrices and σ is the vector of Pauli matrices, p is the momentum
operator, and In denotes an (n × n) unit matrix. V eff is the effective potential, that
contains electron-nucleon Coulomb potential, Hartree potential and exchange-correlation
potential. In the case of non-zero spin-polarization, V eff becomes spin-dependent. Finally,
Ψ is the relativistic four component wavefunction.
The straightforward way to solve this problem would be to expand each of the four com-
ponents of Ψ in terms of the FLAPW basis. If all four components were treated with the
same accuracy, this would result in a basis set which contains four times as many functions
as in the non-relativistic (non-magnetic) case. Numerically, the effort of the Hamiltonian
diagonalization scales with the dimension of the matrix to the power of three, this means
that the computing time needed for the diagonalization will increase by a factor of 64.
Only the large component of Ψ is matched in the non-relativistic wavefunctions at the
boundary between the muffin-tins and the interstitial region. This is because the small
component is already negligible at this distance from the nucleus. The small component
cannot be varied independently, because it is attached to the large component. However,
this approximation is sensible for two reasons: Firstly even inside the muffin-tin sphere
the large component is still much bigger than the small component, and plays the more
important role, and secondly the two components are determined by solving the scalar
relativistic equations for the spherically averaged potential. Therefore, they are very well
suited to describe the wavefunctions.
Hence, the size of the basis set and the Hamiltonian matrix remains the same as in non-
relativistic calculations, but the problem has to be solved twice, once for each direction of
spin. This amounts to a numerical effort, that is equal to that needed in spin-polarized
non-relativistic calculations.
2.4.1 The Scalar Relativistic Approximation
Some approximations can be implemented via the FLAPW to make relativistic calcula-
tions more efficient. One of these approximations is the scalar relativistic approximation,
which has been suggested by D.D. Ko¨lling and B.N. Harmon [81]. In this approximation,
the spin-orbit term is neglected, then the spin and spatial coordinates become decoupled.
This reduces the Hamiltonian matrix into two matrices of half the size, which can be di-
agonalized separately. This approximation saves a factor of four in computing time.
When the electrons are only treated relativistically inside the muffin-tin spheres, the
first problem is how to construct the relativistic radial function. This is done by solving the
scalar relativistic equation, including only the spherically averaged part of the potential.
The solution of Dirac equation (2.32) is discussed in many textbooks like reference [82].
Due to spin-orbit coupling m and ms are not good quantum numbers any more, and they
have to be replaced by the quantum numbers κ and µ (or j and µ), which are eigenvalues
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of the operators K and the z-component of the total angular momentum jz (or the total
angular momentum j and jz) respectively. K is defined by
K = β(σ · l + 1) (2.35)
The solutions of (2.32) have the form
Ψ = Ψκµ =
(
gκ(r)χκµ
ifκ(r)χ−κµ
)
, (2.36)
where gκ(r) is the large component, fκ(r) is the small component, χκµ and χ−κµ are spin
angular functions, which are eigenfunctions of j, jz, K and s
2 with eigenvalues j, µ, κ
(-κ) and s = 1/2 respectively. The spin angular functions can be expanded into a sum
of products of spherical harmonics and Pauli spinors, where the expansion coefficients are
the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. The radial functions have to satisfy the following set of
coupled equations.  −
κ+ 1
r
− ∂
∂r
2Mc
1
c
(V (r)− E) κ− 1
r
− ∂
∂r
( gκ(r)fκ(r)
)
= 0 (2.37)
with
M = m+
1
2c2
(E − V (r)). (2.38)
To derive the scalar relativistic approximation D.D. Ko¨lling and B.N. Harmon [81]
introduced the following transformation.
(
gκ(r)
ϕκ(r)
)
=
 1 01
2Mc
κ+ 1
r
1
( gκ(r)
fκ(r)
)
(2.39)
Using this transformation (2.37) becomes
 −
∂
∂r
2Mc
1
2Mc
l(l + 1)
r2
+
1
c
(V (r)− E) + κ+ 1
r
M
′
2M2c
−2
r
− ∂
∂r
( gκ(r)ϕκ(r)
)
= 0, (2.40)
where M
′
is the derivative of M with respect to r (∂M/∂r), and the identity κ(κ + 1) =
l(l + 1) has been used. Recalling, that κ is the eigenvalue of K = β(σ · l + 1) the term
(κ + 1)M
′
/2M2cr can be identified as the spin-orbit term. This term is dropped in the
scalar relativistic approximation, because it is the only one, that causes coupling of spin
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up and spin down contributions. The radial functions gl(r) and ϕl(r) (the index κ has
been replaced by l) can now be calculated from the following set of differential equations.
∂
∂r
gl(r) = 2Mcϕl(r) (2.41)
∂
∂r
ϕl(r) =
(
1
2Mc
l(l + 1)
r2
+
1
c
(V (r)− E)
)
gl(r)− 2
r
ϕl(r) (2.42)
The energy derivative of these yields a set of equations for g˙l(r) and ϕ˙l(r), which are
the relativistic analog of u˙l(r). For numerical reasons the functions gl(r) and ϕl(r) are
replaced by pl(r) = rgl(r) and ql(r) = crϕl(r). In the implementation of FLAPW, the
radial wavefunctions are normalized according to〈(
gl
ϕl
)∣∣∣∣ ( glϕl
)〉
=
∫ RMT
0
(g2l (r) + ϕ
2
l (r))r
2dr = 1 (2.43)
The energy derivatives of the radial functions have to be made orthogonal to the radial
functions. 〈(
gl
ϕl
)∣∣∣∣ ( g˙lϕ˙l
)〉
= 0 (2.44)
Thus, the scalar relativistic FLAPW basis set is
ϕG‖G⊥(r) =

1√
Ω
ei(G‖+k‖)r‖ eiG⊥z Int.{
AG‖G⊥uG‖(z) +BG‖G⊥u˙G‖(z)
}
ei(G‖+k‖)r‖ V ac.
∑
α
lm
AαGklm
(
gl(r)
ϕl(r)
)
Ylm(rˆ) +B
αGk
lm
(
g˙l(r)
ϕ˙l(r)
)
Ylm(rˆ) MT
(2.45)
Note that the Pauli-spinors have been omitted, since the spin up and down problems are
solved independently within the scalar relativistic approximation. Rewriting (2.40)
HSP
(
gl(r)
ϕl(r)
)
= E
(
gl(r)
ϕl(r)
)
(2.46)
with
HSP =

1
2M
l(l + 1)
r2
+ V (r) −2c
r
− c ∂
∂r
c
∂
∂r
−2mc2 + V (r)
 (2.47)
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a matrix expression for the scalar relativistic Hamiltonian including only the spherically
averaged part of the potential can be obtained. For completeness, the radial charge density
is defined by
ρl(r) =
〈(
gl
fl
)∣∣∣∣ ( glfl
)〉
=
∫ RMT
0
(g2l (r) + f
2
l (r))r
2dr. (2.48)
Chapter 3
Magnetism of low dimensional
systems
Materials can be classified according to their magnetic susceptibility, which is the measure
of the material response to an externally applied magnetic fields. Diamagnetic materials
have localized moments which do not contribute in the materials magnetic response, even
to an external applied magnetic field, and by that they have negative magnetic suscepti-
bility. Paramagnetic materials are non-magnetic, with zero net magnetization, but can be
magnetized by inducing their moments through an external magnetic field. Materials which
are spontaneously magnetized without being in an external magnetic field are called mag-
netic materials. In magnetic materials, the spin split states enhance a net magnetization
to occur. They are classified according to their spin moments arrangement, for example,
magnetic materials with spins aligned in parallel (ferromagnetic) or anti-parallel (anti-
ferromagnetic) to each other are called collinear, while non-collinear magnetic material has
its spins aligned by a certain angle with respect to each other in the three dimensional
space[83, 84, 85].
Metals exhibits conduction electrons which are delocalized. These itinerant electrons
can move nearly free inside the metal. This means that metals might be paramagnetic, or
magnetic. Among all the transition metals, only Fe, Co, and Ni are magnetic in their bulk
phase, but when we go to lower dimensions, the physics changes and many paramagnetic
metals become magnetic[86]. Many theories and models were introduced to understand
magnetic materials in low dimensional systems. In this chapter, we chosen to explain the
most dominant classical models to describe magnetic interactions: Stoner and the classical
Heisenberg model. In the first section of this chapter, we will describe the Stoner model,
since it is used to describe the ferro- and anti-ferromagnetic materials in terms of nearest
neighbor exchange interactions[86, 51, 52, 54, 53, 87]. Where the classical Heisenberg model
will be explained in the second section, since it is normally used to describe magnetic
interactions by going beyond the nearest neighbor interactions to describe non-collinear
magnetic systems[88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. In the last section of this chapter, we will present
the theory of magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) in low dimensional system, since it is
responsible about stabilizing the magnetic order at finite temperatures[86, 93, 94, 55, 95].
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Figure 3.1: Graphical solution of (3.10).
3.1 Stoner Model
The one–particle nature of the Kohn–Sham equation makes it possible to derive a Stoner
like theory for ferromagnetism [51, 52, 53, 54]. Within the spin-density functional theory,
the magnetization density of solids is usually defined to be the difference between the
majority and minority spin densities, |m(r)| = n↑−n↓. It is small compared to the electron
density, n(r) = n↑ + n↓. Expanding the exchange correlation energy Exc(n(r),m(r)) into
a Taylor series in terms of the parameter ξ = m/n yields
Exc(n, ξ) = Exc(n, 0) +
1
2
E ′′xc(n, 0)ξ
2 + · · · (3.1)
On taking the derivative of the exchange-correlation energy with respect to spin-up and
spin-down densities,
n↑ = (n+m)/2 ' n(1 + ξ)/2
n↓ = (n−m)/2 ' n(1− ξ)/2,
(3.2)
the exchange-correlation potential for the two spin directions becomes
V ↑(↓)xc (r) = V
±
xc (r) = V
0
xc(r)∓ V˜xc(r)m(r) (3.3)
(with (+) for ↑ and (−) for ↓), where
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V 0xc = xc(n, 0) + n
∂Exc(n, 0)
∂n
V˜xc =
1
n2
∂2Exc(n, 0)
∂m2
m. (3.4)
In the Stoner model this potential shift is expressed in terms of a constant:
V ±xc (r) = V
0
xc(r)∓
1
2
IM M =
∫
Vatom
m(r)dr . (3.5)
M is the total magnetic moment per atom, and I is the exchange integral (Stoner
parameter). Because of this constant shift the spatial shape of the potential remains the
same as in the nonmagnetic case. Consequently, the solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations
also remain unchanged, only the single particle energies εi are shifted by the same amount
∓IM/2,
ψ±i (r) = ψ
0
i (r), 
±
i = 
0
i ∓
1
2
IM (3.6)
Hence, the whole band structure is spin-split and the shape of the bands remains
unaltered. As a result, the local densities of states (LDOS) projected on an atom for the
spin-directions, n±(), are also shifted by ∓IM/2.
n±() = n(± 1
2
IM) . (3.7)
From this property of the DOS a criterion for the existence of ferromagnetism can be
derived. Integrating the density of states up to the Fermi energy EF yields the number of
electrons N and the total magnetic moment per atom M .
N =
∫
<EF
[
n(+
1
2
IM) + n(− 1
2
IM)
]
d (3.8)
M =
∫
<EF
[
n(+
1
2
IM)− n(− 1
2
IM)
]
d . (3.9)
The charge neutrality requirement embodied in (3.8) determines the unknown Fermi
energy and this, inturn, determines the magnetic moment. Requiring charge neutrality the
first equation can be used to obtain the Fermi energy as a function of the magnetization
EF = EF(M). Substituting this into the second equation leads to a self consistency problem
for M .
M = F (M), with
F (M) =
∫
<EF(M)
[
n(+
1
2
IM)− n(− 1
2
IM)
]
d . (3.10)
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Figure 3.2: Values of the Stoner parameter, (paramagnetic) density of states per atom
n(EF) at the Fermi energy, and In(EF ) as a function of the atomic number Z. Only the
elements Fe, Co, and Ni fulfill the Stoner criterion and are ferromagnetic. All results are
obtained with the density functional theory in the local density approximation [52, 53].
The function F (M) is odd in M , therefore F (0) = 0 and F (M) = −F (−M). It is a
monotonically increasing function, i.e. F ′(0) > 0, and saturates at the largest possible
magnetization ±M∞ = F (±∞). A graphical solution of (3.10) is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
Two functions F (M), consistent with the above properties, are plotted. In case A only
the trivial nonmagnetic solution M = 0 is present, whereas in case B three solutions exist,
two of which have non-zero magnetization. From the properties of F (M) follows that (3.10)
always has solutions with non-zero magnetization, if the slope of F ′(0) = I n(EF) > 1. This
is finally the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism:
I n(EF) > 1 . (3.11)
The Stoner criterion is an instability condition which expresses the competition between
the exchange interaction in terms of the exchange integral I which drives the system into
ferromagnetism for large I and the kinetic energy in terms of the DOS, the more kinetic
energy the wider the band width or the lower the density of states. A big exchange integral
and a large nonmagnetic DOS at the Fermi energy favors ferromagnetism. Figure 3.2 shows
the exchange integral I, the local DOS at the Fermi energy n(EF) derived from nonmagnetic
calculations and the product In(EF) for a number of elemental metals. It shows, that the
Stoner condition for ferromagnetism is only fulfilled for Fe, Co, and Ni, precisely those
metals that show itinerant ferromagnetism.
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3.1.1 Role of coordination number:
The Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism, equation (3.11), depends on the Stoner parameter
I and the nonmagnetic density of states at Fermi energy n(EF). The exchange integral I is
an atomic property, element specific quantity, and independent of the local environment,
the structure and the site of a given atom.
The exchange integrals, of the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals, posses a global trend[52,
53]:
I3d > I4d > I5d (3.12)
For the d electrons are relevant electrons to study for itinerant magnetism. On the
other hand, the density of states depends on the coordination number Nnn and the hopping
matrix elements hd between the d electrons. The energy integral over band width, W , of
the local DOS of angular momentum quantum number (l = 2) for d-electrons is normalized
to 2l + 1: ∫
W
nl(ε)dε = 2l + 1 (3.13)
As as simplest approximation, it is possible that the local DOS scales inversely proportional
to the band width:
n(EF) ≈ 1
W
(3.14)
At the atomic limit, the band width converges to zero and the Stoner criterion will
be always fulfilled and moments in accordance with Hund’s first rule will be found. For
transition metals the largest contribution to the local DOS comes from the d electrons,
then d-d hybridization determines the shape of the density of states. Therefore, the local
DOS can be approximated to
n(EF) ≈ nd(EF) ≈ 1
Wd
(3.15)
By that, the average local band width W d(~Ri) for an atom i at position ~Ri can be
estimated in a nearest neighbor tight-binding model:
Wd ≈ Wd(~Ri) = 2
√
Nnn(~Ri)hd(Rnn) (3.16)
From this equation we see that the band width depends on the hopping matrix element
hd of the d-electrons and the number of nearest neighbor atoms, Nnn, called the coordina-
tion number. The hopping matrix element depends on the overlap of the d wavefunctions.
It decreases with increasing lattice constant or distance to the nearest neighbor atom, Rnn.
For a given lattice constant it increases with the extension of the wavefunction or, equiv-
alently, the number of nodes. In line with the arguments of increasing number of nodes
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from 3d- to 5d-wavefunctions, a clear ”macro trend” between the transition-metal series is
visible:
h3d < h4d < h5d ⇒ W3d < W4d < W5d ⇒ n3d > n4d > n5d (3.17)
An additional ”micro trend” does exist in the same transition-metal series: due to the
incomplete screening of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus by the d-electrons, the d-
wavefunctions at the beginning of the transition-metal series are more extent than at the
end of the series. This means that the hopping matrix element at the beginning of the
series is larger than at the end, with the consequences for the band width W and the DOS
n(EF). From equation (3.16), the smaller the coordination number Nnn the smaller the
d-d hybridization and the smaller is the band width. The coordination number of an atom
in the environment of a fcc crystal, N fcc, is 12, and 8 for an atom in the (001)-surface of
the fcc crystal, N (001). For an atom located in a two-dimensional (001) monolayer film,
NML = 4, and of an atom in a monoatomic chain, N chain = 2. If the nearest neighbor
distance Rnn and the bonding strength hd are fixed to be constants, one will obtain the
ratio of the band widths to be:
W chaind : W
ML
d : W
(001)
d : W
fcc
d = 0.41 : 0.58 : 0.82 : 1 (3.18)
or the local DOS
nchaind : n
ML
d : n
(001)
d : n
fcc
d = 2.45 : 1.73 : 1.22 : 1 (3.19)
3.2 Heisenberg Model and Beyond
To predict the magnetic ground state of a magnetic system can be a highly nontrivial prob-
lem. In cases, for example, where competing exchange interactions between neighboring
atoms cannot be satisfied, the exchange interaction is frustrated which gives rise to a mul-
titude of possible spin-structures. In the past, the magnetism of complex spin structures
of itinerant magnets has been almost exclusively discussed within the framework of model
Hamiltonians, e.g. the classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian,
H2-spin = −
∑
i,j
i>j
Jij Mi ·Mj . (3.20)
The magnetic moments ( ~M = µB ~S) localized on the lattice sites i, j are considered
as classical vectors M, with the assumption that their magnitudes M are constant. The
exchange interaction between the magnetic moments is described by the pair interaction
Jij. In localized spin systems the Jij can be safely restricted to the ferromagnetic (J1 > 0)
or antiferromagnetic (J1 < 0) nearest-neighbor (n.n.) interaction, i.e. Jij = 0 for all i, j,
except for Jn.n. = J1. Also in itinerant magnets J1 often dominates over the rest of the
further distant pairs. However, an attempt to reproduce the critical Curie temperature,
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TC , solely from J1 produces results of limited validity as will be seen in next, magnetic
anisotropy, section.
Exchange interactions beyond the classical Heisenberg model can be motivated from a
perturbation expansion of the Hubbard model [36]. Expanding the Hubbard model into a
spin model, replacing the spin operators by classical spin vectors, a second order perturba-
tion expansion reproduces the classical Heisenberg model. The fourth order perturbation
treatment (the third order is zero in the absence of spin-orbit interaction) yields two addi-
tional terms of different form. One is the four-spin exchange interaction (4-spin):
H4-spin = −
∑
ijkl
Kijkl
[
(MiMj)(MkMl) + (MjMk)(MlMi)− (MiMk)(MjMl)
]
.
The 4-spin interaction arises from the hopping of electrons over four sites, i.e. the process
1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1. Another term, resulting from the hopping 1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 1, is
the bi-quadratic exchange:
Hbiquadr = −
∑
ij
Bij(Mi ·Mj)2. (3.21)
The exchange parameters Jij, Kijkl, and Bij depend on the details of the electronic
structure and it is known [87] that for transition-metals the sign and magnitude are rapidly
varying functions of the d-band filling. For Bravais lattice, the solution of Heisenberg
model is flat spin-spirals, with propagation vector Q in the first Brillouin Zone (BZ). Then
it becomes convenient to write the spin on N crystal lattice sites in terms of their Fourier
components ~MQ
H2-spin = −N
∑
Q
J(Q) MQ ·M−Q . (3.22)
By this description, the superposition of two or three Q spirals, which are separated
by one lattice vector, becomes degenerate with each chosen Q-point to construct the new
state. In thin films, M4K1 and M
4B1 are about one order of magnitude smaller than
M2J1T˙hen the higher order spin interactions have the effect, depending on the sign and
value, of splitting magnetic states which are degenerate when described by the 2-spin
Heisenberg model as we will see in chapter (5).
In itinerant magnets, the electrons that are responsible for the formation of the mag-
netic state do participate in the formation of the Fermi-surface and hop across the lattice.
Thus, it is by no means clear how far a short-ranged n.n. interaction or even how far the
Heisenberg model, and models beyond that, can go in giving a sufficiently good description
of the physics of itinerant magnets at surfaces and films. We believe that the combination
of ab-initio calculations and the study of model Hamiltonians provides a powerful approach
to investigate the magnetic structures of complex magnetic systems.
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3.3 Non-Collinear Magnetism
The energy functional of a general magnetic system can be expressed in two ways, as a
functional of the charge density n and the magnetization density vector field m, or as a
functional of the hermitian 2 × 2 density matrix ρ. The two formulations are completely
equivalent. The density matrix is defined by the following equation:
ρ =
1
2
n I2 + σ ·m = 1
2
(
n+mz mx − imy
mx + imy n−mz
)
. (3.23)
where, σ is the Pauli spin space matrix. The potential matrix can be defined in the same
way,
V = V I2 + µB σ ·B =
(
V + µBBz µB(Bx − iBy)
µB(Bx + iBy) V − µBBz
)
. (3.24)
The components of the density matrix are given in terms of the solutions of the Kohn-Sham
equation:
ραβ =
N∑
i=1
ψ∗i,αψi,β. (3.25)
where, ψi,α ≡
(
φ↑i (r)
φ↓i (r)
)
are Pauli wave functions that reproduce the electron and the
magnetization density.
In an actual implementation of non-collinear magnetism in a computer program these
matrix quantities are very useful, though they are less intuitive than the “physical” quan-
tities n, m, V , and B.
Using the potential matrix (3.24), the Kohn-Sham equation becomes{
− ~
2
2m
∇2 I2 + V
}
ψi = iψi. (3.26)
The kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian is diagonal in the two spin directions. It is
only the off-diagonal part of the hermitian 2×2 potential matrix, e.g. V21 = µB(Bx+ iBy),
that couples the two components of the Pauli spinor ψi. If the B-field is collinear, the
spin coordinate frame can always be chosen such that the B-field points in the spin z-
direction. In this case V21, and thus the off-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian, becomes
zero, because Bx and By are zero. The notation V↑ = V + µBBz, V↓ = V − µBBz is
commonly used for the diagonal elements of V in the collinear case. Since the two spin
directions become completely independent, the spin-up and down problem can be solved
separately in two steps. Each step can be treated like the non-magnetic problem with
the appropriate potential V↑ or V↓. In practice this means that extending a non-magnetic
ab-initio program to collinear magnetism is rather straight forward. In addition collinear
calculations are by far less costly than non-collinear ones. Since the effort required to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix scales with the number of basis functions to the third
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power, diagonalizing two small matrices for each spin is much faster than diagonalizing
one matrix of twice the size. It also requires only 1/4 of the memory to store the matrix.
Another advantage arises when the collinear system has inversion symmetry. In that
case the Hamiltonian and the overlap matrix become real symmetric rather than complex
hermitian. In general non-collinear calculation, the Hamiltonian matrix is always complex,
due to the complex Pauli matrix σy, i.e. the term iµBBy in V21. A third point is, that in
most cases non-collinearity reduces the symmetry. The consequence is, that the area of the
irreducible part of the Brillouin zone increases. The computational effort increases linearly
with the number of k-points that have to be taken into account for the Brillouin zone
integration. So far most magnetic calculations have been performed for collinear systems,
because such calculations are more simple and significantly less time consuming.
3.3.1 The Spin Space Groups
The spin-orbit coupling and the dipole interaction, which is usually treated classically,
are the only terms in the Hamiltonian that couple real space and spin space. Only these
parts of the Hamiltonian create a relation between the spin and the spatial coordinates.
When the spin-orbit coupling and the dipole interaction (both terms are of similar size in
the systems under consideration) are neglected, real space and spin space can be regarded
as completely independent. For this purpose generalized groups, the spin space groups
(SSG)[96], have been introduced [88, 92]. The action of a SSG operator {αS|αR|t} on a
two-component spinor can be defined by
{αS|αR|t}ψ(r) = U(αS)ψ({αR|t}−1r) = U(αS)ψ(α−1R r− α−1R t), (3.27)
where ψ is a two-component spinor, αS and αR are the spin and space rotation, respectively,
t is a non-symmorphic space translation and U is the spin 1/2 rotation matrix (with Euler
angles α, β, γ),
U(α, β, γ) =
(
e−i
α+γ
2 cos(β
2
) −e−iα−γ2 sin(β
2
)
ei
α−γ
2 sin(β
2
) ei
α+γ
2 cos(β
2
)
)
. (3.28)
Under the restriction αS = αR we return to the definition of the operations of the usual
space group. The operators of the space group are thus a subset of the SSG operators. The
condition αS = αR implies that the spin and the space coordinates are transformed in the
same way. This property is required for operations that leave the Hamiltonian invariant
when SOC is taken into account. The relative angle between the lattice and the spin is
important in this case. However, when SOC is neglected αS and αR can be different.
This is a very important feature of the SSG and it is a prerequisite for the treatment of
incommensurate spin-spirals within an ab-initio calculation[96].
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3.3.2 Spin Spirals
A magnetic structure with moments that are rotated around specific axis (here: z-axis,
eq. 3.29) by a constant angle from atom to atom along a certain direction of the crystal
is called a spin-spiral. This can be described by a reciprocal lattice vector, the spin-spiral
vector q. The rotation angle of the magnetic moment of an atom at the position Rn is
then given by ϕ = q ·Rn. The magnetic moment of an atom at the position Rn is given
by
Mn = M(cos(q ·Rn + φ) sin θ, sin(q ·Rn + φ) sin θ, cos θ), (3.29)
where θ is the so-called cone angle, a relative angle between the magnetic moment and the
rotation axis, assumed in z-direction, and φ an eventual phase factor, also called phase
angle. Fig. 3.3 shows four examples of spin-spirals with spin-rotation axis perpendicular
((a) and (c)) and parallel ((b) and (d)) to the spin-spiral vector q and different angles
between the spin-rotation axis and the magnetic moment.
Figure 3.3: Four examples of spin-spirals with spin-rotation axis perpendicular ((a) and
(c)) and parallel ((b) and (d)) to the spin-spiral vector q. For each case two spirals with
cone angles of θ = pi/2 and θ = pi/4 between the magnetic moment and the rotation axes
are shown[38].
The spin-spiral vector Q is a vector in the real space coordinate frame, while the
spin-rotation axis is a direction (vector) in the spin-coordinate frame. Since these two
coordinate frames become totally independent when spin-orbit coupling is neglected, the
angle between the spin-spiral vector Q and the spin-rotation axis becomes meaningless. In
that case the two spirals at the top and the two spirals at the bottom of Fig. 3.3 become
completely equivalent. However, the spin spirals with different θ do not become equivalent.
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The cone angle θ is still a well defined quantity if SOC is neglected, because the rotation
axis is a vector (direction) in spin space.
Spin-spirals are frequently called spin density wave, or more specific spiral spin density
waves (to distinguish from the longitudinal spin density waves) or frozen magnons. The
origin of the last term is that a spin-spiral looks like a “snap shot” of a single magnon
at a fixed time. Spin spiral calculations can therefore be used to simulate the effect of
temperature on a magnetic system. Another possible application of spin-spirals is the
simulation of the long range domain walls including the calculation of the formation energy.
Though there are many possible applications for spin-spiral calculations, it was the
discovery of a spiral ground state structure in fcc iron [32] and 4f and 5f metals [33] that
gave rise to many theoretical studies [34, 35]. A very important theorem, which allows
the treatment of the spin-spirals in the first-principles calculations without the use of large
super-cells, is the generalized Bloch theorem [83, 97]. This theorem, however, can only
be proved when SOC is neglected. For this reason the spin-rotation axis can always be
considered as parallel to the z-axis of the spin-coordinate frame. Thus, only the mx and
my components are rotated, while mz does not change (eq. 3.29).
3.3.3 Generalized Bloch Theorem
In the case of an incommensurate spin-spiral the periodicity with respect to lattice trans-
lations along the direction of q is lost. This is a major problem for ab-initio methods that
rely on the translational periodicity. However, when spin-orbit coupling is neglected, all
atoms of the spiral structure are equivalent. The magnitude of the magnetic moment of
each atom is the same and they all “see” the same local environment, i.e. the relative angles
between the local moment and the moments of the neighbors are equal. Only the angle be-
tween the local moment and the lattice changes from site to site, but that is only significant
in the presence of SOC. This leads to a generalization of the Bloch Theorem[83, 97].
Let us consider a spin-spiral structure in a crystal without an external magnetic field
and take the rotation angle ϕ = q · Rn to be counterclockwise. The only term of the
Hamiltonian that changes from site to site is the exchange correlation B-field Bxc, i.e. the
matrix potential V = V I2 + µBσ ·Bxc. Hence, the Hamiltonian satisfies the relation
H(r + Rn) = U(qRn)H(r)U†(qRn). (3.30)
As pointed out in the previous section the rotation axis can always be taken to be along
the spin z-axis. Thus, the spin 1/2 rotation matrix (Eq.3.28 ) has the form
U(qRn) =
(
e−iϕ/2 0
0 eiϕ/2
)
, ϕ = q ·Rn. (3.31)
Keeping these properties of the Hamiltonian in mind we can define a generalized trans-
lation, Tn = {−qRn||Rn}, that combines a lattice translation and a spin rotation. Here 
denotes the identity operation. These translations are members of the SSG but not of the
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usual space group, since the rotation in spin space differs from the rotation in real space.
Applying a generalized translation to Hψ yields
TnH(r)ψ(r) = U(−qRn)H(r + Rn)U†(−qRn)U(−qRn)ψ(r + Rn)
= H(r)U(−qRn)ψ(r + Rn). (3.32)
Thus, the generalized translation commutes with the Hamiltonian:
TnH = HTn (3.33)
It can be shown that the generalized translation operations satisfy the relation
TnTm = TmTn = Tn+m (3.34)
In analogy with the proof of Bloch’s theorem[84] it follows that the eigenstates can be
chosen such that
Tnψ(k, r) = U(−qRn)ψ(k, r + Rn) = eik·Rnψ(k, r). (3.35)
This formulation of the generalized Bloch Theorem is equivalent to the statement that
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can be written in the form
ψ(k, r) = eik·r
(
e−iq·r/2α(k, r)
e+iq·r/2β(k, r)
)
, (3.36)
where α(k, r) and β(k, r) are functions with translational periodicity, e.g. α(k, r) = α(k, r+
Rn). We will prove the equivalence of (3.35) and (3.36) in two steps.
(i) (3.36) ⇒ (3.35)
Tnψ(k, r) = eik·Rnψ(k, r)
= eik·(r+Rn)
(
e−iq·r/2α(k, r + Rn)
e+iq·r/2β(k, r + Rn)
)
= ei(k·Rn)
(
ei(k−q/2)·rα(k, r + Rn)
e+i(k+q/2)·rβ(k, r + Rn)
)
(3.37)
(ii) (3.35) ⇒ (3.36)
Tnψ(k, r) = eik·Rnψ(k, r)
= eik·(r+Rn)
(
e−iq·r/2α(k, r)
e+iq·r/2β(k, r)
)
= ei(k·Rn)
(
ei(k−q/2)·rα(k, r)
e+i(k+q/2)·rβ(k, r)
)
(3.38)
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⇒ eik·Rn
(
ei(k−q/2)rα(k, r + Rn)
ei(k+q/2)rβ(k, r + Rn)
)
= eik·Rn
(
ei(k−q/2)rα(k, r)
ei(k+q/2)rβ(k, r)
)
⇒ α(k, r + Rn) = α(k, r), β(k, r + Rn) = β(k, r). (3.39)
The fact that α and β are periodic functions is very important for the implementation
of the generalized Bloch theorem into the FLAPW[38] and many other (plane-wave based)
methods.
3.3.4 Non-Collinear Magnetism in FLAPW
The first implementation of non-collinear magnetism in the ab-initio calculations [98, 90,
89, 99, 91, 34, 100], allowed only one direction of magnetization per atom, i.e. the direction
of the magnetization density mˆ is not allowed to change within one sphere1, but varies
only from sphere to sphere (so-called the atomic sphere approximation for the direction of
magnetization). This agrees with the intuitive picture that an atom carries a magnetic mo-
ment of a certain size and only the direction of these moments differs between the atoms.
Such methods describe only the inter-atomic non-collinearity. However, in general the di-
rection of the magnetization changes continuously from site to site, though, in many cases,
the deviations from the main atomic direction are only significant in a region between the
atom, where the magnitude of the magnetization is rather small. The first calculation that
treated the magnetization as a continuous vector quantity was published by Nordstro¨m et
al. [101]. They followed the most general approach allowing the magnetization to change
magnitude and direction continuously, i.e. even within an atom. Thus, their implementa-
tion, that is based on the FLAPW method, allows them to also investigate the intra-atomic
non-collinearity, which is important for actinides like Pu.
Our method uses a “hybrid” approach (Fig.3.4) where the magnetization is treated as
a continuous vector field in the interstitial and in the vacuum regions, while inside each
muffin-tin sphere we only allow for one direction of magnetization.
Inside the muffin-tins, like in the collinear case, it is still possible to work with V↑ and
V↓ in the non-collinear case, since we restrict the magnetization to the local quantization
quantization axis. Therefore, a local spin-space coordinate-frame is introduced with the
z-axis parallel to the local quantization axis. V↑ and V↓ are now spin-up and -down with
respect to the local axis. Since both, the potential and the basis functions, are set up
in terms of the local spin-coordinate frame, the determination of the basis functions and
calculation of the integrals of these functions with the Hamiltonian inside the muffin-
tins is completely unchanged. The changes come in, when the basis functions inside the
muffin-tins are matched to the plane waves in the interstitial region, because the local
spin-coordinate frame Sα is rotated with respect to the global frame Sg.
The FLAPW method uses augmented plane waves as basis functions. Therefore, each
basis function for a given k-vector, ~k, can be uniquely identified by is wave vector G and
the spin direction. The basis functions in the interstitial region are:
1Within the muffin-tin spheres, however, magnetization can vary in magnitude
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of the representation of the non-collinear magnetization
density within the present approach. The magnetization is treated as a continuous vector
field in the interstitial region and in the vacuum. Within each muffin-tin the magnetization
has a fixed direction and can only vary in magnitude[38].
ei(k+G)rχgσ (3.40)
χgσ is a two component spinor. The index g has been added to notify that χ
g
σ is the
representation of this spinor in the global spin frame. This representation of the basis
functions is used for both collinear and non-collinear calculations. However, the potential
matrix V , and thus the Hamiltonian, is diagonal in the two spin directions in the collinear
case. Therefore, the Hamiltonian can be set up and solved separately for the two spin
directions. In the non-collinear case the off-diagonal part of V is not zero anymore. Hence,
the full Hamiltonian for both spin directions has to be set up and solved in a single step. In
the vacuum we also use the global spin frame for the representation of the basis functions.
The basis set is only changed in the muffin-tins, because we use a local spin coordinate
frame, which is rotated with respect to the global frame. The consequence is that, when
the plane waves are matched to the functions in the muffin tin spheres, each spin direction
in the interstitial region has to be matched to both, the spin-up and -down basis functions,
in the sphere. Thus, the basis set has the following form.
ϕG,σ(k, r) =

ei(G+k)r χgσ Int.(
AGσ (k‖)u
G‖
σ (k‖, z) +BGσ (k‖)u˙
G‖
σ (k‖, z)
)
ei(G‖+k‖)r‖ χgσ Vac.∑
σα
∑
L
(
AµGLσσα(k)u
σα
l (r) +B
µG
Lσσα(k)u˙
σα
l (r)
)
YL(rˆ) χσα MTµ
(3.41)
where, uσ
α
l (r) is the solution of the radial Schro¨dinger equation in the “local“ spin-frame
σα. The sum in the muffin-tins is over the local spin directions and L abbreviates lm. The
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A- and B-coefficients depend on the local and the global spin and are obtained from the
boundary conditions
ei(k+G)rχσ =
∑
σα
∑
L
(
AµGLσσα(k)u
α
lσα(r) +B
µG
Lσσα(k)u˙
α
lσα(r)
)
YL(rˆ)χ
αg
σα . (3.42)
The local can be transformed to the global spin-coordinate frame Sg by a rotation Rαgl,
given by the Euler angles (α, β). In this case, the Euler angles are equivalent to the polar
angles of the local quantization axis in the global frame, α = ϕ, β = θ. The magnetization
density and the magnetic field, seen from the global frame, mαg(r) and Bαg(r), are related
to the same quantities seen from the local frame by
mαg(r) = Rαgl mαl(r)
Bαg(r) = Rαgl Bαl(r). (3.43)
where the index α indicates, that this corresponds to quantities inside the muffin-tin of
atom type α. The Pauli spinors transform according to
χαg = Uαgl χαl, (3.44)
where
χαl↑ =
(
1
0
)
, χαl↓ =
(
0
1
)
(3.45)
is their representation in the local spin frame. The matrices Rαgl and Uαgl are given with
Rαgl =
 cosϕ cos θ − sinϕ cosϕ sin θsinϕ cos θ cosϕ sinϕ sin θ
− sin θ 0 cos θ
 , (3.46)
Uαgl =
(
e−i
ϕ
2 cos( θ
2
) −e−iϕ2 sin( θ
2
)
ei
ϕ
2 sin( θ
2
) ei
ϕ
2 cos( θ
2
)
)
. (3.47)
3.4 Magnetic Anisotropy
In an isotropic material, all physical properties are identical for different special directions.
When the physical property depends on the crystallographic directions, like velocity of
sound or elastic properties, then the material is no more isotropic. Magnetic crystals can
be magnetized with minimum energy in a certain direction, called easy axis. On the other
hand, it is hard to magnetize the crystal in another certain direction where maximum
energy is needed, called the hard axis. The energy needed to change the magnetization
direction from the hard to the easy axis is called the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE).
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In general, the MAE will be a complex function of the orientation of the magnetization
relative to the crystal axes. In low-dimensional systems twofold symmetries are the most
relevant ones and the magnetic anisotropy is then expressed as
HMAE =
∑
i
~Si · ~~Ki · ~Si (3.48)
where the tensor of single-site anisotropy constants,
~~Ki, determines the strength of the
anisotropy as well as the direction of the easy and hard axes. In perfect thin films and
wires the presence of a surface holds then responsible for an uni-axial anisotropy energy
normal to the surface, i.e. all components of
~~Ki are zero except K
zz
i = Kδ
zz for isotropic
films and Kxxi = 1/2Kδ
xxandKyyi = 1/2Kδ
yy for isolated wires.
After expressing ~Si in the form of equation (3.48), the uni-axial MAE takes the angular
dependence
EMAE(θ) = −Kcos2θ (3.49)
θ is the angle between the magnetization and the film or wire normal, and K = EMAE =
E
(‖)
MAE−E(⊥)MAE is the uni-axial anisotropy constant given in energy per atom. The magneti-
zation direction is ⊥ (‖) to the film plane or wire axis when K > 0(K < 0). The total MAE
of the system, E
(tot)
MAE = NAEMAE, depends on the number of atoms NA. For higher sym-
metries, like surfaces or bulk systems, corresponds to anisotropy contributions which are
smaller in energy than the uni-axial anisotropy and are usually neglected. The anisotropy
constant depends sensitively on the chemical elements involved, structural details, details
of the electronic structure and the dimensionality of the system.
The magnetic dipolar interaction and the spin-orbit interaction are considered to be the
microscopic origins of the magnetic anisotropy. The dipolar interaction is of long range and
senses the outer boundaries of the sample. This results in the shape anisotropy. Discussing
long range contributions, the underlying atomistic lattice describing the crystalline of the
system can be neglected and the shape anisotropy is described in terms of a continuum
theory. Any contribution to the MAE beyond the continuum theory, taking explicitly the
crystallinity of the system into account, is summarized as magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy (MCA). Both the dipolar and the spin orbit interaction contribute to the MCA and
the total anisotropy constant K
K = Kshape +K
dip
MCA +K
soc
MCA (3.50)
is just a linear superposition of the different contributions. The shape anisotropy constant,
Kshape in atomic Rydberg units per atom of a perfectly flat ferromagnetic (FM) film of
infinite extension, or an infinitely long perfectly cylindrical wire, is given by the local
magnetic moment m and the atomic volume V as
Kfilmshape = −2pi
αm2
cV
and Kwireshape = −pi
αm2
cV
(3.51)
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where α is the fine structure constant, e2/~c/, and c is the speed of light. The negative
sign means that the shape anisotropy is pulling the magnetization into the film plane or
along the wire axis. The shape anisotropy is the most important for bulk samples, thick
films, patterned nanostructures and wires. For thin films of few atomic layers and wires and
magnetic structures that are not FM, the assumption that the magnetization can be treated
by continuous magnetic medium is no longer valid. Then the magnetic dipole-dipole energy
has to be evaluated. In transition-metals, the magnetization distribution around the atom
is almost spherical and is thus treated to a good approximation as a collection of discrete
magnetic dipoles, which are regularly arranged on a crystalline lattice. The dipolar energy
Edip per atom experienced by a dipole at site i due to the presence of ferromagnetically
aligned dipoles on all other sites j can then be expressed as
K
(i)
dip(θ) = K
(i)
dipcos
2(θ) =
2
c2
∑
j(j 6=i)
mimj
R3i,j
(1− 3cos2θij) (3.52)
θij is the angle between the direction of the magnetic moment m of the dipoles at sites i or j
given in units of Bohr magneton and the vector Ri,j connecting atoms i and j, it denotes the
relative distance between these dipoles or atoms, respectively. The θ-dependence expresses
the fact that the dipole-dipole interaction contributes to the magnetic anisotropy. In thin
films and wires the anisotropy energy depends on the position of the atom i normal to the
surface or wire axis, and on the film thickness or wire diameter (in difference toKshape where
all atoms have the same value). For crystalline thin wires and films the sum in equation
(3.52) can be evaluated straight forwardly with fast converging summation techniques
[102, 103]. Draaisma and de Jonge[93] worked out in detail the layer dependent dipolar
anisotropy K
(i)
dip. In general, the outer atoms experience values of Kdip that are smaller
than those of the inner layers which finally approach Kshape. The inner atoms reach 95%
of Kshape after about 15 A˚below the surface. The exact details depend on the crystal
structure and surface orientation, e.g. a reduction between 25% and 45% of Kshape was
reported for a (001) oriented fcc or bcc monolayer. The deviation of Kdip from Kshape gives
the dipolar contribution to the MCA KdipMCA in equation (3.50), which occurs here due to
the presence of a surface or interface and is sometimes also called the surface contribution of
the dipolar anisotropy. If the MAE is expressed in terms of energy densities , EMAE = V .
This KdipMCA is expressed in terms of an areal density. The dipolar energy contributes also
to the MCA of bulk systems or thick films or wires, if the underlying lattice structure
has a twofold symmetry. For this three-dimensional case more sophisticated summation
techniques such as the Ewald summation method[104] is required to obtain reliable results
for equation (3.52).
The spin-orbit interaction, treated typically by a Pauli-type addition to the Hamiltonian
as:
Hsoc =
µB
2mc
σ · (E(r)× p) = µB
2mc
σ · (5V (r)× p) (3.53)
provides the essential contribution to the MCA. This Pauli approximation is derived from
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the Dirac equation, and is normally sufficient for treating relativistic effects in transition-
metal magnets. For a radially symmetric potential, equation (3.53) can be rewritten as:
Hsoc =
µB
2mc
1
r
dV (r)
dr
σ · (r× p) = µB
2mc
1
r
dV (r)
dr
(σ · L) = µB
2mc
ξ(r)σ · L (3.54)
where ~L is the angular momentum operator. Since the radial derivative of the potential in
a crystal will be largest in the vicinity of a nucleus, then the major contribution to the spin-
orbit interaction will come from this region. For small r the potential will be Coulomb-like
(V = −Z
r
), therefore the radial expectation value of ξ(~r) leads to a material dependent
spin-orbit coupling constant ξ, which is proportional to Z2. The MCA dominates in low
dimensions over the shape anisotropy and the anisotropy depends crucially on the sym-
metry of the system. In a solid, the symmetry is determined by the crystal field, then the
spin-orbit coupling will introduce orbital moments and magnetocrystalline anisotropy by
coupling the states which do not carry orbital moments such that the combination form
an orbital moment, eg. a dxy + dx2−y2 → m = ±z.
In second-order perturbation theory, the expectation value of the orbital moment op-
erator µBL can be written as:
ml = µB
〈
~L
〉
= µB
∑
i,j
〈ψi|L|ψj〉 〈ψj|Hsoc|ψi〉
i − j f(i)[1− f(j)] (3.55)
where f is the Fermi function insuring that the wavefunction ψi is occupied and ψj is
unoccupied. In metals, several bands crossing the Fermi level EF . The sum of all contribu-
tions from bands near EF determine the orbital moment. Van der Laan[105] showed that
when the majority and minority bands are well separated by the exchange interaction, the
spin-orbit coupling changes the total energy of the system in second-order perturbation
theory as:
δE =
∑
i,j
〈ψi|Hsoc|ψj〉 〈ψj|Hsoc|ψi〉
i − j f(i)[1− f(j)] ≈ −
ξ
4piµB
m̂s · [m↓l −m↑l ] (3.56)
where m̂s is the direction of the spin moment, and m
↓
l (m
↓
l ) is the orbital moment vector
for spin-down (up) bands. If the spin-up band is completely filled, then the energy change
δE is proportional to the size of the orbital moment and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy. This means that the difference of δE for two different magnetization directions
will be proportional to the difference in the orbital moments. This relation between orbital
moment anisotropy and MCA was first derived by Bruno[55].
The spin moment increases in low-dimensional systems because of reduced coordina-
tion number (see subsec. 3.1.1). This increase will enable the formation of large orbital
moments, as can be seen from most atoms. In figure 3.5 some representative values of
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Figure 3.5: Local spin ms and difference between (⊥) and (‖)orbital magnetic moments ∆ml
in units of µB of Fe, Co and Ni atoms in bulk materials (3D), unsupported thin films (2D) and
wires (1D). For the bulk crystals the variation of the orbital moment with the direction is small,
but for films and wires the differences in orbital moments parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) to
film-plane or wire-axis are given.Positive ∆ml means the perpendicular (⊥) are larger than the
(‖) orbital moments. The |EMCA| indicates the order of magnitude of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy for different dimensions. The results were obtained in the generalized gradient
approximation to the density functional theory[86].
spin and orbital momentum have been collected. These calculations yield very small or-
bital moments: 0.05 µB, 0.08 µB and 0.05 µB for bcc Fe, hcp Co, and fcc Ni, and about
twice the value if the orbital polarization (OP) proposed by Brooks[106] is included. It
is known that the orbital moments are quenched in the bulk due to the strong hybridiza-
tion with neighboring atoms. Larger orbital moments are obtained for the (111) oriented
unsupported 3d monolayers. For Fe, Co and Ni the values are 2-3 times larger than the
corresponding bulk values. Thus, in monolayer films the quenching of the orbital moments
is less pronounced due to the reduced hybridization.
However, it is important to realize that these enhanced orbital moments are still an
order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding free atom values, as given by Hund’s
second rule. Consequently, for atomic scale, magnetic structures such as wires, small
clusters and adatoms strong changes in the orbital moment occurs which leads to large
values of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. In practice, these films are deposited
on substrates, which will once quench the values, especially for the orbital moments. But
the spin-polarization of the substrate can lead to additional large contributions to the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in particular for substrates with large Z, such as Pt
or Ir.
First principles calculations based on the LSDA or GGA underestimate the orbital
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Figure 3.6: d-level splittings shown in the left figure at a given k-point due to a crystal
field in a square monolayer results in a density of states, shown on the right[86].
moments. In the literature several methods have been discussed how this deficiency can be
overcome[106, 94, 107]. For example, the orbital moments of the bulk magnets are about
twice the value if Brooks’ orbital polarization is applied[95, 108]. The effect of OP is much
more drastic in low dimensions[109].
Sto¨r introduced a simple model to to interpret ab initio results on thin films using un-
supported (001) oriented d-metal monolayer[110]. Assume that the d-band is substantially
exchange split and more than half filled, so that only the (partially filled) minority band
has to be considered. The d-orbitals at each atom site experience in the a crystal field V
in the monolayer plane. This leads to a splitting of these levels. If the surface normal is
assumed to be in z-direction, the dxy and dx2−y2 levels will experience a stronger field than
the out-of-plane directed dzx, dyz and dz2 orbitals. The crystal field leads to a splitting
of 2V‖ for the in-plane oriented orbitals and 2V⊥ for the out-of-plane oriented ones. In
band-picture, these splittings can be translated into band widths W , which will then be
twice as large (cf. Figure 3.6). Normally, V‖ will be larger than V⊥, so that R = V⊥/V‖ < 1.
However, if the monolayer is sandwiched between two slabs of nonmagnetic material the
situation could be changed. If the minority band is half filled -like in the case of Co-; the
dxy and dx2−y2 states will split symmetrically by ±V‖ around the Fermi level, the (dzx, dyz)
and dz2 states by ±V⊥. In a band-picture, these splittings will of course depend on the
considered ~K‖ point. Now we can use perturbation theory equation (3.55) to calculate the
orbital moments
m
‖
l =
ξµB
2V‖
(
3
R
+
2
R + 1
)
and m⊥l = 4
ξµB
2V⊥
(3.57)
from this equation, only the in-plane orbital moments, m
‖
l , depends on the splitting of the
out-of-plane oriented states, where the out-of-plane moment, m⊥l , is only quenched by the
in-plane crystal field V‖. This is clear since m⊥l corresponds to an in-plane motion of the
electron, i.e. hopping between the dxy and dx2−y2 states that are separated by V‖. Using
equation 3.56, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy becomes:
KMCA = E
‖
MCA − E⊥MCA =
ξ
4µB
(m
‖
l −m⊥l ) = −
ξ2
8V‖
(
3
R
+
2
R + 1
− 4
)
(3.58)
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This means that as long as R < 1 an in-plane magnetization is obtained, while for
R > 1 an out-of-plane magnetization easy axis is possible.
3.4.1 Magnetic anisotropy and critical temperature:
In ferromagnetic two dimensional systems, we can use the magnetic anisotropy energy
(EMAE) to estimate the two dimensional Ne´el critical temperature, T
(2D)
c from . The sim-
plest statistical-mechanics method to estimate the magnetic transition temperature is the
mean-field approximation[111, 112, 113, 114]. This method is, however, unsatisfactory
in the case of 2D magnets since it neglects the long-wavelength fluctuations and, there-
fore, gives a nonzero value of the magnetic transition temperature for isotropic Heisenberg
Hamiltonian contradicting to the Mermin-Wagner theorem[115]. Much better suited for
the study of the 2D systems is the random phase approximation (RPA)[116, 114]. Ac-
cording to a renormalization group analysis[117], the two dimensional T
(2D)
c scales with
the three dimensional critical temperature T
(3D)
c obtained from the 3D-Heisenberg model,
which is normalized by logarithmic factor:
T (2D)c =
2T
(3D)
c
ln
(
pi2J1
E⊥MAE
) (3.59)
This equation contains the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy energy E⊥MAE. J1 is the next
nearest neighbor exchange interaction parameter in Heisenberg picture.
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Chapter 4
Collinear magnetism of
3d-monolayers on Rh substrates
4.1 3d-Monolayers on (001) oriented substrates
During the past two decades, theoretical and experimental investigations were performed
to understand the magnetism of ultrathin magnetic films on (001) oriented nonmagnetic
substrates. Mainly the weakly interacting coinage metals (Cu, Ag, Au) and some transition
metals (TMs), e.g. Pd, have been chosen as substrate in order to minimize the interac-
tion between monolayer and substrate[1, 2]. Cu with an experimental lattice constant of
ao = 3.61 A˚ turned out to be an ideal template for fcc bulk TMs, while Ag (ao = 4.09 A˚)
and Au (ao = 4.08 A˚) are templates to grow the bcc metals. Employing density func-
tional theory (DFT), some general trends were identified for 3d monolayers (ML) on these
substrates: (i) The magnetic moments of the monolayers are considerably enhanced as
compared to the equivalent bulk systems and (ii) similar to the bulk cases, Fe, Co, and Ni
are ferromagnetic (FM) on these substrates, while V, Cr, and Mn prefer a c(2 × 2) anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) structure, i.e., a checkerboard arrangement of antiparallel magnetic
moments[3, 5], a magnetic structure which cannot be derived from respective bulk phases.
Experimentally, Ortega and Himpsel studied 3d monolayers on Ag(001) and confirmed the
theoretical predictions, especially the magnetism of V on Ag(001)[6].
4.1.1 3d monolayers on Pd, Ag and W (001) substrates:
Here we discuss specific theoretical results obtained of 3dmonolayer on Pd(001)[3], Ag(001)[4]
and W(001)[7] substrates. We will use these results to compare them to our calculational
results of for 3d monolayers on Rh(001) substrates in next section.
In the 3d series the overall trend of the local moments follows Hund’s first rule as shown in
figure 4.1. The largest local moment of about 4 µB was found for Mn and from Mn to Ni
the magnetic moment decreases in steps of 1 µB. The latter behavior is a consequence of
the strong ferromagnetism in these monolayers, because they have one spin band is fully
occupied so that the density of states at Fermi level (see sec. 3.1) is small or even zero,
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then susceptibility of such systems is thus also small or zero because the spin splitting
is saturated so that an additional field cannot cause an significant additional magnetic
moment[118]. The magnetic moments of Ti, V, and Cr monolayers show a pronounced
dependence on the substrate: Ti is magnetic on Ag, but nonmagnetic on Pd; the magnetic
moment of V is reduced by more than 1.5 µB when changing the substrate from Ag to
Pd; and for Cr the magnetic moment changes, in the FM (AFM) configuration, from 3.78
(3.47) µB on Ag to 3.87 (3.46) µB on Pd.
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Figure 4.1: Local magnetic moments of 3d monolayers on Ag(001) and Pd(001) calculated
for the p(1×1) ferro- (solid symbols connected by solid line) and the c(2×2) antiferromag-
netic configuration (open symbols connected by dashed line)[3, 5].
Later on, it was experimentally found that Fe has a c(2×2)-AFM ground state on W(001)[11],
which was theoretically predicted[8, 9, 10]. A theoretical study to predict the magnetic
ground state of 3d-transition metals on W(001) substrate followed this finding[7]. The
magnetic ground state was predicted to be ferromagnetic for V, Cr and Mn while Fe, Co
and Ni prefer the c(2×2)-AFM order on W(001) substrate. This trend is opposite trend
from what Blu¨gel found in the case of Ag or Pd substrate as shown in figure 4.2. The
3d monolayers on W(110)[119] show the same behavior as on noble metal substrates, this
clearly gives evidence that results on W(001) are an effect of hybridization with the open
(001) surface.
The reason of this opposite trend can be explained as following: In case of strong overlayer-
substrate hybridization, the coordination number, symmetry and interlayer distance is
decisive in the determination of the magnetic properties of the system. On the other hand
there is a difference between a bcc (001) substrate such as W and fcc (001) substrate as
Ag. For a bcc substrate each 3d-transition metal atom has only four nearest W atoms
at the interface, while the surrounding atoms in the overlayer are next nearest neighbors.
In the fcc substrate each 3d-transition metal atom has eight nearest neighbors, four 3d
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Figure 4.2: Total energy difference ∆E = EAFM −EFM per 3d atom between the c(2×2)-
AFM and p(1×1)-FM phase for 3d monolayers on Ag(001)(circles), Pd(001) (diamonds)
and W(001)(triangles). ∆E > 0 (< 0) means that the ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic)
configuration is the most stable one[3, 5, 7].
atoms within the monolayer and four substrate interface atoms. Considering that the 5d
orbitals of W are more extended than the 3d ones of the overlayer and taking the additional
interlayer relaxation into account, we can conclude that here the hybridization between the
overlayer and the substrate is more important than the hybridization between the 3d atoms
in the monolayer plane. Thus, the nature of the 3d-4d or -5d bond determines the physics.
The strong 3d-5d hybridization effects also the magnetic moments, displayed in figure
4.3. Similar to fcc substrates the overall trend of the spin moments across the 3d series
follows Hund’s first rule. This atomic-like behavior indicates that the magnetism is domi-
nated by the local intra-atomic contribution. A comparison with unsupported monolayers
(UML) using the experimental W lattice constant shows that the magnetic moment of the
3d overlayer is reduced due to the interaction with the substrate, which is a consequence
of the 3d-5d hybridization.
The magnetism of the overlayer also polarizes the substrate. For the FM configuration,
the W atoms at the interface are antiferromagnetically coupled to the monolayer (apart
from the case of Co) and carry a moment which is roughly proportional to that of the
3d TM. The induced polarization decreases rapidly with distance from the interface into
the bulk and is already one order of magnitude lower at the second W layer. The sign
of the magnetization oscillates from one W layer to the next, indicating a layered AFM
(LAFM) susceptibility of W(001). For antiferromagnetic monolayers, the W moments in
every second layer are suppressed due to symmetry.
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Figure 4.3: Local magnetic moments of 3d monolayers on W(001) calculated for the
p(1×1) ferro- (solid symbols connected by solid line) and the c(2×2) antiferromagnetic
configuration (open symbols connected by dashed line). For the FM case, the magnetic
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4.2 Results of 3d-Monolayers on Rh(001) Substrate
In this section we will show results of ab initio calculations of 3d monolayers on the 4d
TM substrate Rh(001). Rh has a large Stoner enhanced susceptibility as shown for Rh
films on Fe [15] and FeRh is known to form ordered alloys in the cesium chloride (CsCl-
type) structure with subtle magnetic properties[16, 17, 18]. The lattice constant of Rh
(ao = 3.80 A˚) is in between those of Cu and Ag and thus Rh serves as a potential sub-
strate to grow artificial phases of 3d transition-metal films such as fcc-Fe stabilized under
tensile strain or bcc-Co under compressive strain. The Rh(001) substrate provides favor-
able growth conditions for transition-metal films despite a large lattice mismatch of fcc
Fe or Co and bcc Fe with Rh of about 6%, 8% and -7%, respectively. For example, no
notable intermixing has been encountered at the interface of Fe/Rh(001) during growth
of Fe films[19]. Epitaxial, pseudomorphic layer-by-layer growth of one and two layers of
Co on Rh(001) was reported by Begley et al. [20] and several groups [19, 21, 22, 23] have
been able to grow pseudomorphically even thicker films of face-centered tetragonal Fe on
Rh(001). Hayashi et al.[22, 23] concluded on the basis of soft X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) experiments measured at room temperature that a monolayer and a
bilayer of Fe are not ferromagnetic and interpreted them as magnetically dead caused by
the large strain exceeded in the interface of the thin film and the substrate. Hwang et
al.[24] found experimentally a suppression of the ferromagnetic order of Fe overlayers on
the Rh(001) surface, and he as well as Spisak and Hanfer[25] predicted a c(2 × 2) AFM
order for 1 ML Fe on Rh(001) on the basis of DFT calculations.
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In our study, we determined the structural, electronic and magnetic properties of 3d
TM monolayers on Rh(001) by performing the first principles calculations using the full
potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method in film geometry as imple-
mented in the (FLEUR) code (see chapter 2). The generalized-gradient approximation of
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof was applied (see section 1.5) leading to a Rh bulk lattice
constant of 3.819 A˚ which is only 0.4% larger than the experimental lattice constant of
3.804 A˚[120]. The film was modeled by a symmetric seven layer Rh(001) slab covered by
a single 3d monolayer (see figure 2.2), using the calculated in-plane Rh lattice constant.
Relaxations were considered for the topmost two layers, i.e., the 3d ML and the interface
ML Rh(I). Both, the FM and the c(2×2) AFM configuration were relaxed. We used about
120 LAPW basis functions per atom with a muffin-tin radius of 1.22 A˚ for the 3d mono-
layer atoms and 1.28 A˚ for the Rh atoms. The irreducible part of the two-dimensional
Brillouin zone (I2DBZ) was sampled with 78 k‖ points for the FM (AFM) configuration.
4.2.1 Relaxations and magnetic moments:
Here we present relaxations results of 1 ML 3d/Rh(001). The formula we used to calculate
the relaxation, ∆dxy, between the layer i and j is:
∆dij =
dij − do
do
(4.1)
where, dij is the interlayer distance and do is the ideal bulk interlayer distance of the
substrate. First we relaxed the top most monolayers of the clean Rh(001) surface. The
nonmagnetic relaxations of the interlayer spacing between the topmost monolayer and the
second layer, ∆d12, and the second Rh interlayer spacing, ∆d23, were −0.3% and +0.2%
respectively. Our prediction of top most two monolayers’ Rh(001) relaxations are in a very
good agreement compared to the experimental relaxations:∆d12 = +0.5±1.0 (−1.6±1.6)%
and ∆d23 =0±1.5% (0±1.6)%[121]([122]).
The relaxations of the interlayer spacing between the 3d monolayer and the topmost
substrate layer, ∆d12, and the first Rh interlayer spacing, ∆d23, are presented in Figure 4.4
for both FM and AFM configurations.
For the FM configuration, we notice that the smallest inward relaxation of the 3d
monolayer occurs for Mn and Fe on Rh(001), where the magneto-volume effect (the atomic
volume dependence of the magnetic susceptibility) is strongest, i.e. the large magnetic
moments (see Fig. 4.5) of these TM compensate the strong inward relaxation – caused by
the larger Rh lattice constant – most efficiently. Of course there are also other factors
controlling the ∆d12 that is, e.g., for V smaller than for Cr although the magnetic moment
of the latter is much larger that of vanadium. Here, also the fact that the bulk lattice
constant of V is 5% larger than that of Cr has to be considered. With the exception
of Ni, in all cases the equilibrium distance between the interface Rh layer and the bulk
Rh underneath increases with respect to the substrates bulk interlayer spacing. Moving
from left to right through the periodic table, we find that ∆d23 decreases, supporting the
interpretation that the d-band filling controls these relaxations[123, 124]. This highlights
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Figure 4.4: Relaxations of the first and second interlayer spacing, ∆d12 (circles) and ∆d23
(squares), respectively, for 3d TM monolayers on Rh(001) for the FM (solid symbols con-
nected by solid lines) and the c(2 × 2) AFM (open symbols connected by dashed line)
configuration. The corresponding changes are given with respect to the substrates bulk
interlayer spacing, which is 1.91 A˚.
the importance of multilayer relaxations for the early transition monolayers. The same
trend can be seen for the monolayers with c(2× 2) AFM configuration: while ∆d12 is also
influenced by the magnetic moment of the 3d monolayer, ∆d23 depends almost solely on
the d-band filling.
In Fig. 4.5 the magnetic moments of the 3d TM monolayers on Rh(001) are compared
with the Ag(001) and Pd(001) substrates for the FM and AFM structures at the relaxed
interlayer distances. The magnetic moments for on Rh(001) are smaller than those on
Ag(001) or Pd(001) for the early TMs, while they are quite similar for the late TMs. This
can be understood on the basis of the observation, that the overlap of the d-wavefunctions
with the substrate is larger for the early than for the late TMs. Therefore, the dependence
of the TMs magnetic moments on the chosen substrate is largest at the beginning of the
TM series. The largest moment, in all cases, is found for Mn. The V and Ni magnetic
moments vanish for the c(2 × 2) AFM structure. The induced magnetic moment of the
Rh interface layer couples antiferromagnetically with Cr and ferromagnetically with Mn,
Fe, Co and Ni, while almost no moment is induced by V. The largest induced magnetic
moment is caused by the Co monolayer. The induced moments are much larger for Rh
than for substrates like Ag(001), highlighting the importance of the substrate for magnetic
properties like the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA), which will be discussed later. Of
course the AFM ordered TM films induce no magnetic moment in the interface Rh layer,
and the induced moments in the deeper layers are considerably smaller (and of opposite
orientation).
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Figure 4.5: Magnetic moments of 3d TM monolayers on Ag, Pd and Rh(001) surfaces
(top) and the interface Rh moments (bottom). The TM moments are denoted by full
(empty) symbols for the FM (AFM) solutions. For the FM case the magnetic moment of
the interface Rh atoms is given by full green squares. The data for the 3d TMs on Ag(001)
and Pd(001) are taken from Ref.[3] and [5].
4.2.2 Magnetic order:
The total energy difference ∆E = EAFM − EFM between the c(2 × 2) AFM and the FM
configuration is plotted in Fig.4.6 for the 3d TM monolayers on different substrates. For
the Rh(001) substrate, we found a FM ground state for V, Co and Ni, while it is c(2× 2)
AFM for Cr, Mn and Fe. The data for Ag(001) and Pd(001) are taken from Ref.[3] and
[5]. For the V and Ni we see that the energy differences are small, 4 meV and 15 meV
respectively. Experimentally, the case of 1 ML V on Ag(001) was discussed controversially,
claiming ferromagnetic order [125, 126], or the absence of ferromagnetic order [127], as well
as evidence for antiferromagnetic order [6]. Therefore, we checked ∆E carefully as function
of several computational parameters, like k-point sampling of the temperature broadening
at the Fermi level. No change in the magnetic order was found even in the presence of
external electric fields. From Fig.4.6 we see for V and Cr a magnetic trend towards FM as
we change the substrate from Ag through Pd to Rh, while an increasing tendency towards
AFM is observed for Mn and the late TMs. We notice that the magnetic order of the 3d
monolayers on Rh(001) changes when relaxations are included, which lead to change in
magnetic order for Fe since it is close to the phase transition region. This highlights the
importance of relaxations to predict the correct magnetic ground state, especially when
the nearest neighbor interactions become weak and higher order interactions cannot be
ignored as we will see later.
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Figure 4.6: The magnetic order of 3d TMs on Ag (circles), Pd (diamonds) Rh (squares)
and W(001) (up triangles): positive ∆E = EAFM−EFM indicates a FM ground state, while
negative values denote AFM order. The open squares connected by dashed line represent
the magnetic order of unrelaxed 3d TMs on Rh(001).
For a weakly interacting substrate, like Ag(001), the trends of ∆E can be understood
on the basis of the densities of states of the TM monolayers[3]. As we move on to more
strongly interacting substrates like Pd or Rh, this sinus-like curve is shifted gradually to
the right, i.e. hybridization with the substrate effectively lowers the d-band filling in the
TM film. This trend is even more pronounced for strongly interacting early TM substrates,
like W(001), causing a complete reversal of the magnetic trends[7].
To analyze the role of the hybridization between the Fe ML and the Ag, Pd or Rh
substrate, the local density of states (LDOS) for the nonmagnetic (NM) and the FM
configuration of one ML Fe on different substrates are shown in Fig.4.7. We see from the
NM LDOS, that there is no overlap of the Ag 4d-band with the Fe DOS, that is pinned at
the Fermi level due to its incomplete 3d-band filling. Therefore, the Fe bandwidth is small
and the high DOS at the Fermi level favors ferromagnetism. In contrast there is a strong
3d-4d hybridization between the Fe ML and the Rh(001) substrate. The broadening of
the Fe d-band reduces the DOS at the Fermi level leading finally to an antiferromagnetic
ground state. The case of Fe/Pd(001) is in between these extremes, but still a FM order
is obtained as a ground state. From the FM DOS it can be seen that a small FM moment
can be induced in the Pd interface that is absent in the case of Fe/Ag(001).
We now compare Fe on Rh(001) to Cr/Rh(001), since the latter has a strong tendency
towards a c(2 × 2) AFM ground state. From the NM LDOS (top of Fig.4.8) we see,
that the Fermi level falls in a minimum of the Cr LDOS, favoring the AFM ground state
even more than in the case of Fe (see Fig. 4.6). A comparison of the magnetic DOS
shows that in Fe/Rh(001) the minority DOS is pinned at the Fermi level, while in the Cr
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Figure 4.7: Local densities of states (LDOS) for the Fe atoms and the substrate atoms
at the interface (I) for the nonmagnetic (NM) and FM configurations of Fe on Ag(001),
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case the position of the majority d-band is determined by the band-filling and the whole
exchange-split d-like DOS is energetically at a much higher position. This modifies the
hybridization to the substrate, as can be seen in the relaxations: while Fe and Cr have
very similar bulk lattice constants, the relaxation of FM Cr on Rh(001) is much bigger
than FM Fe/Rh(001) relaxation (see Fig. 4.4). In the case of the AFM solutions the trend
is exactly opposite, i.e. Fe relaxes much stronger than Cr. Additionally, the Rh(I) AFM
LDOS majority and minority bands, in both Fe and Cr cases, are completely identical
(since there is no induced moments), while its FM LDOS Rh(I) majority and minority
bands are distorted. The AFM minority DOS at Fermi is smaller than the FM one in both
Fe/Rh(001) and Cr/Rh(001) systems. This indicates that the stability (instability) of the
Fe and Cr AFM (FM) solution is related to the bands values at the Fermi level. In the
AFM case also the d-bandwidth is much smaller than in the FM case. In all these cases
the magnetic moments are approximately the same (Fig. 4.5).
4.2.3 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy:
Focusing on the calculation of the EMCA, there are two ways to do that. The first is using
the total energy approach, were it should converge for each chosen spin quantization axis
and then the energy difference is EMCA. Another way to calculate EMCA is using the force
theorem[128] which should be, in principle, applicable up to linear changes in the charge and
magnetization densities, as the magnetization is rotated from one direction to another[129].
This theorem states that EMCA is given by the difference in band energies (sum of valence
eigenvalues) obtained with spin-orbit coupling for two different spin-quantization axes,
using the same self consistent scalar-relativistic potential.
EFTMCA =
occ∑
i
⊥i −
occ∑
i

‖
i (4.2)
From this, EMCA is represented by forming the difference of the sum of the occupied
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian taken for the out-of-plane (⊥) and in-plane (‖) spin direc-
tions respectively, provided that the same effective potential is used when the Kohn-Sham
equation is solved. This method has the great advantage that only one nonrelativistic
self-consistent calculation of the potential must be done. Numerical evidence was pro-
vided by O. Eriksson that the MCA of 3d elements are rather well reproduced using the
force theorem, and that it gives results similar to total energy calculations[130]. In ad-
dition, difference between the total energy and force theorem calculations of the EMCA
should be smaller than the numerical accuracy of the total energy calculations. By that,
converged potentials are computed within DFT without spin-orbit coupling and then one
extra iteration.
Because of the lack of symmetry, a huge number of k points necessary to achieve con-
vergence of the integrals in the Brillouin zone (BZ) involved in the calculation of the EMCA.
Using self consistent (SC) calculations (Fig. 4.9), we tested the MCA convergence versus
the number of k-points up to 1024 k‖-points in the full 2DBZ. After that we calculated
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function of 1/k obtained from SC calculations. Open symbols represent the force theorem
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MCA, using force theorem, with 2048 k‖-points and found no change in the easy axis pre-
diction, with 0.1, 0.03 and 0.1 meV/3d difference from the SC results fro Fe, Co and Ni
respectively. We did one selected MCA calculation using force theorem with about 4000
k‖-points and there was no change compared to the 2048 k‖-points MCA value.
We start with the unsupported 3d monolayers (UML) using the Rhodium lattice con-
stant for FM and c(2×2)-AFM. The results are shown in figure 4.10. For strong ferromag-
netic elements (Fe, Co and Ni), it is clear from the figure that the orbital moments are
the source of MCA as suggested by Bruno (see sec.3.4). This is obvious since the splitting
between the majority and minority local spin moments is strong in these elements in both
FM and AFM spin configurations, even if the spin-orbit coupling is included (Fig. 4.12
and 4.11). This gives the rise to a strong orbital moment anisotropy that determines the
easy magnetization axis. On the other hand, the situation is not clear, especially for the
AFM calculation in case of V and Cr UMLs, were the magnetization easy axes is opposite
to the orbital moments anisotropy ∆ml shown in figure 4.10.
In the case of supported monolayers, the EMCA of one ML 3d/Rh(001) for the FM and
AFM configurations is shown in figure 4.13. We cannot trace the substrate effect out of
that, since there is an in-plane MCA tendency for V, Cr, Mn and Fe, while there is and out
of plane tendency of the MCA for Co and Ni. First we try to explain our MCA results from
the orbital moments anisotropy (OMA) in the frame of Bruno model. From the FM results
we find good agreement between the MCA and OMA of Co (−0.041 µB) and Ni (−0.025
µB), while we are not able to explain the MCA of V, Cr, Mn and Fe because of their tiny
OMAs (< 0.002µB). From the AFM results, OMAs of Cr (+0.014 µB), Mn (−0.022 µB),
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Figure 4.10: Magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA) for 3d UML is presented as (×) con-
nected by solid (dashed) black line for FM (AFM) configuration. The orbital moments
anisotropy (OMA) ∆ml for FM (AFM) case is presented as filled (empty) squares con-
nected by solid (dashed) red line. Note that the scale on the normal (MCA) is different
from the opposite (OMA) y-axis.
Fe (−0.015 µB) and Co (−0.056 µB) do fully agree withe the calculated MCA values.
For more understanding of the substrate effect on MCA, we need to check the influence
of the crystal field and the hybridization. For the crystal field effect, we calculated the 3d
contribution in the MCA, by excluding the spin orbit coupling of the substrate atoms. We
can see that the crystal field prefers the in-plane MCA. To see the effect of the induced
moments in the substrate, we calculated the MCA for the c(2×2) AFM, where there are no
induced moments for the substrate interface layer Rh(I). By that we understand that the
induced moments, i.e. the hybridization strength, pushes the magnetization to be out of
plane. This means that the out of plane tendency is coming from the hybridization between
the 3d ML and the Rh(001) substrate. One should mention that Cr has an opposite trend
to what we concluded because it has negative induced moments.
Knowing the MCA value enables us to estimate Ne´el temperature for ferromagnets with
uniaxial anisotropy as explained in subsection 3.4.1. If we want to use equation (3.59),
then we need an estimated value of the nearest neighbor exchange interaction constant J1
obtained from classical Heisenberg model (sec. 3.2). The FM has −2J1M2 on square lattice
and +2J1M
2 for AFM configuration, then the energy difference between FM and AFM is
equal to 4J1. From the obtained results of the magnetic order from total energy calculations
(subsec. 4.2.2), we can estimate Ne´el temperature for 3d monolayers which have uniaxial
anisotropy on Rh(001). This implies only on vanadium and Cr since it has FM with out-
of-plane MCA. Using equation (3.59) and the bulk experimental Ne´el temperatures, we
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Figure 4.11: Local spin density of states for UMLs of V, Cr and Mn for both FM and AFM
configurations. Red (blue) solid line represents majority (minority) spin states without
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Figure 4.12: Local spin density of states for UMLs of Fe, Co and Ni for both FM and AFM
configurations. Red (blue) solid line represents majority (minority) spin states without
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estimate T
(2D)
c for V and Cr monolayers on Rh(001) to be 3K and 285K, respectively. We
also ”can” estimate Fe Ne´el temperature to be larger than 260 K, keeping in mind that we
used the FM out-of-plane MCA value, since there is no theoretical way to estimate Ne´el
temperature for in-plane anisotropies. To justify our estimated Ne´el temperature of Fe
monolayer on Rh(001), we find it close to what was estimated for Fe monolayer on W(001)
surface, 240-260 K[131].
In table4.1, we present a summary of all results we obtained for 3d monolayers on
Rh(001). It includes the 3d and Rh(I) relaxations, 3d spin moments, 4d induced spin
moments, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, orbital moments and the total energy differences
between the FM and c(2×2)-AFM configurations. We could show that Cr, Mn, Fe do
have a c(2×2)-AFM while V, Co and Ni monolayers prefer to order ferromagnetically on
Rh(001) substrate. From the calculated MCA values we found that only V and Cr have an
out-of-plane magnetization easy axis. We also could interpret our MCA results of the 3d
unsupported and supported monolayers according to Bruno model by using their orbital
moments anisotropies (OMA). Additionally, we tried to understand the influence of the
crystal field and the on the 3d MCA. We concluded that the crystal field prefers the in-
plane, while the out-of-plane tendency comes from the 3d-Rh(I) hybridization. From the
obtained total energy differences and MCA values we could estimate the critical tempera-
ture of V and Cr. In the next section, we will move to describe the magnetic properties of
the 3d-TMS monolayers on Rh(111) surface.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Relaxations, ∆d12 and ∆d23, 3d and Rh(I) magnetic moments,
MCA, OMA and total energy differences results of 3d-TMs monolayers on Rh(001) sub-
strate.
V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni
FM:
∆d12 (%) −7.4 −11.7 −7.4 −7.4 −13.3 −12.8
∆d23 (%) +6.9 +6.7 +3.0 +2.2 +2.8 −0.7
3d moments [µB] 0.23 2.98 3.76 3.01 2.01 0.73
Rh(I) moments [µB] 0.00 −0.10 +0.18 +0.26 +0.46 −0.35
MCA [meV/3d] +0.03 −0.19 +0.27 +0.75 −0.28 −0.86
OMA ∆ml [µB] 0.00 −0.002 +0.001 −0.001 −0.041 −0.025
AFM:
∆d12 (%) −7.4 −5.2 −9.6 −12.8 −13.5 −13.5
∆d23 (%) +6.9 +3.2 +3.8 +4.5 +2.2 +0.7
3d moments [µB] 0.00 2.94 3.63 2.93 1.73 0.00
Rh(I) moments [µB] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MCA [meV/3d atom] - +0.18 −0.11 −0.19 −0.63 -
OMA [µB] 0.00 +0.014 −0.022 −0.015 −0.056 0.00
EAFM−EFM [meV/3d] +6 −155 −346 −55 +162 +23
4.3 3d-Monolayers on Rh(111) Substrate:
Magnetic properties of V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni monolayers on the hexagonal Rh(111)
surface will be explained in this section. We followed the same procedure as in the previous
section (4.2). By studying the magnetic properties of (111)-oriented surfaces, we will see the
effect on the magnetic properties when increasing the coordination number in the magnetic
layer from 4, in square lattices, to 6 in hexagonal lattices. The (111) results, especially
for Fe, will be helpful to investigate its magnetic ground state, especially since we have
hexagonal substrates, where frustrations may occur due to their triangular lattices. All
calculations were performed in the same way as outlined in sec. 4.2.1. The computational
parameters were also not changed, keeping in mind that we have hexagonal k-point mesh,
with 36 k‖-points in the 2DIBZ.
4.3.1 Relaxations and magnetic moments:
The structural relaxations were performed for V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni monolayers on
Rh(111) substrate for two magnetic configurations, FM (with one atom/unit cell) and the
RW-AFM (with 2 atoms/unit cell) as illustrated in figure 4.14. For Cr (V), there was no
stable FM (AFM) collinear solution. The FM and AFM relaxations of 3d/Rh(111) are
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presented in figure 4.15 and compared to the 3d/Rh(001) results.
Figure 4.14: FM (left) and RW-AFM (right) unit cells of hexagonal lattices.
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From figure 4.15 we notice that the smallest ∆d12 inward FM relaxation of the 3d
monolayer occurs again for Mn on Rh(111), as it is for the case on Rh(001). This is due
to the strong magneto-volume effect of Mn, which is reflected in the large Mn magnetic
moments, which compensate most efficiently the strong inward relaxation caused by the
larger Rh lattice constant. For the close packed (111) surfaces, the unit cell volume is
smaller, therefore the inter-atomic distances will get smaller, and then their relaxations
are expected to be smaller than in the (001) surface. This can bee seen in our comparison
between 3d/Rh(111) and 3d/Rh(001) FM and AFM relaxations. We notice that there is
only small difference of Fe FM relaxations between Rh(001) and Rh(111), compared to
almost similar change for Mn, Co and Ni FM relaxations, although Fe has larger magnetic
moments than Co and Ni on Rh(111) as well as on Rh(001). This indicates that there are
other factors than the magneto-volume effect, which might arise from the hybridization
effects between Fe-Rh(111) and Fe-Rh(001) in a similar manner.
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For the Rh(111) substrate, the outward FM relaxation of the ∆d23 interface layer,
Rh(I), was largest (smallest) for Co (Ni). In the case of Fe/Rh(111), ∆d23 was very similar
to Fe/Rh(001) in the FM case. The AFM relaxations of Rh(I) where smaller in case of
Rh(111) than the ones on the Rh(001) substrate.
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Figure 4.16: Magnetic moments of 3d TM monolayers on Rh(111) (circles) and Rh(001)
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(AFM) solutions. There is no FM solution for Cr/Rh(111) and no RW-AFM solution for
V/Rh(111).
In Fig. 4.16 the magnetic moments of the 3d TM monolayers on Rh(111) are compared
with the Rh(001) substrates for the FM and AFM solutions at the relaxed interlayer
distances. In both solutions, the magnetic moments of the early 3d monolayers on Rh(111)
are smaller than on on Rh(001). This is in agreement with Stoner model, were magnetism
is enhanced with smaller coordination number and larger magnetic moments are expected
on (001) than on (111) and the overlap of the d-wavefunctions with the substrate is larger
for the early than for the late TMs, as we see for Mn. Therefore, the dependence of the
TMs magnetic moments on the chosen substrate is largest at the beginning of the TM
series. The largest moment, in all cases, is found for Mn. Ni moments didn’t vanish for
the RW-AFM solution on Rh(111), as for c(2× 2)-AFM on Rh(001) substrate.
For the ferromagnetic solutions of 3d/Rh(111), the induced magnetic moment of the
Rh interface layer couples antiferromagnetically with Mn and ferromagnetically with Fe,
Co and Ni. The large difference between Rh(I) induced moments by Mn is due to the 6%
difference between Mn/Rh(111) and Mn/Rh(001) FM relaxations (Fig. 4.15), which shows
that the strong magneto-volume effect Mn is more weakly affected on Rh(111) than on the
the Rh(001) surface.
In the case of the RW-AFM solution of 3d/Rh(111), the interface Rh layer has finite
induced magnetic moments, while the c(2 × 2)-AFM ordered films induce no magnetic
moment. The reason is that the Rh(I) atoms, in case of RW-AFM ordered magnetic
films on hexagonal structures, are located below three magnetic atoms with a non-zero
net magnetization, where as the Rh(I) atoms have four atoms as neighbors with zero net
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moments on square lattices. Additionally, the RW-AFM structure is not the only possible
anti-ferromagnetic spin configuration on hexagonal substrates due to spin frustrations on
triangular lattices as we will see later. Therefore, Rh(I) atoms will always have induced
moments in case of any collinear AFM arrangement on hexagonal surfaces, although the
are considerably small compared to those where induced ferromagnetically.
Table 4.2: Results of optimized interlayer distance (in A˚), obtained from FM (AFM) relaxations,
between 3d monolayer and Rh(I) of Rh(001) and Rh(111) substrates.
V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni
Rh(001) 1.77 (1.77) 1.69 (1.81) 1.77 (1.73) 1.77 (1.67) 1.66 (1.65) 1.67 (1.65)
Rh(111) 2.07 (-) - (2.09) 2.16 (2.08) 2.07 (2.02) 2.01 (2.01) 2.03 (2.03)
The largest induced magnetic moments are caused by the Co and Ni monolayers on both
Rh surfaces. This is due to their strong ferromagnetism and strongest inward relaxations
with smallest interlayer distance from Rh(I) as shown in table 4.2. The induced moments
from the FM calculations are larger for Rh(001) than for Rh(111) substrate due to the
difference in the coordination number, as well as smaller 3d-Rh(I) interlayer distance. For
the RW-AFM results, the Rh(I) atoms have almost zero magnetic moments induced by Cr
or Mn, where they are noticeable for Fe, Co and Ni because of their large inward relaxations
on Rh(111) (see fig. 4.15(right))
4.3.2 Magnetic order:
Collinear calculations were performed to calculate the total energy difference ∆E = EAFM−
EFM between the RW-AFM and the FM relaxed configurations. The results are plotted
in Fig.4.17 for the 3d TM monolayers on Rh(111)substrate, and compared to Rh(001)
substrate results. For the Rh(111) substrate, we found that FM solution is more stable
for Fe, Co and Ni, while it is c(2 × 2) AFM for Mn. As mentioned above, Cr (V) has
no stable FM (RW-AFM) solution on Rh(111), therefore we are unable to calculate total
energy difference. Except for Fe, the results of Rh(111) substrate show no difference in the
3d magnetic order from what we obtained on the Rh(001) substrate.
Using equation (3.11), a stronger tendency towards ferromagnetism is expected for large
nonmagnetic LDOS at Fermi level, which means smaller band width (eq. 3.14) and then
smaller coordination number (eq. 3.16), keeping the nearest neighbor distance constant.
For different magnetic configurations of Fe on Rh substrate, we calculated the local density
of states of the Fe monolayer on Rh(111) surface, and then compare the results to Fe density
of states on Rh(001) as shown in figure 4.18. From the nonmagnetic calculations, we see
that the Fe LDOS –at Fermi level– on Rh(001) is larger than Fe NM LDOS on Rh(111)
substrate. These nonmagnetic results of LDOS agrees with the expectation that systems
with large coordination number will have wider band width and then smaller nonmagnetic
density of states, which is the case for Fe/Rh(111) NM LDOS. But according to the Stoner
model, Fe/Rh(001) should be more FM than on Rh(111).
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Figure 4.17: Total energy difference for different magnetic order of 3d TMs on Rh(111)
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From the magnetic LDOS, we see that in the case of Fe/Rh(001) Fe has larger FM
LDOS AFM, therefore the AFM configuration is more stable, while Fe FM is smaller than
the AFM LDOS in the case for Fe/Rh(111) leading to more stability of FM solution.
Finally, we should notice that we calculated Fe ground state on Rh(111) by total en-
ergy difference between FM and the RW-AFM configurations, but on hexagonal lattices,
the magnetic spins are frustrated if they prefer to align anti-ferromagnetically. In our
comparison between Fe/Rh(111) and Fe/Rh(001) we chosen the collinear RW-AFM spins
arrangement on Rh(111) surface, which is not the only collinear solution to construct an
anti-ferromagnetic structures on hexagonal substrates. There are many collinear and non-
collinear spin structures where the spins might align non-ferromagnetically in two or three
dimensions, simplest example is the famous 120◦ Ne´el magnetic structure on hexagonal
lattice. This leads us to further investigations in next chapter to find the true magnetic
ground state of Fe on Rh(111) and other hexagonal substrates.
As a conclusion of this chapter, We employed the full-potential linearized augmented
plane-wave method to report a systematic density-functional study of the magnetic prop-
erties of the 3d transition-metal (V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) monolayers deposited on
the Rh(001) and Rh(111) substrates. Performing collinear calculations, we relaxed our
structures using atomic force calculations, and compared the FM and AFM relaxations
on both Rh surfaces. we found, all monolayer films are magnetic. The size of the local
magnetic moments across the transition-metal series follows Hund’s rule with a maximum
magnetic moment of 3.77 µB for Mn. The largest induced magnetic moment of about
0.46 µB was found for Rh atoms adjacent to the Co-film on Rh(001). When relaxations
are included, we predict a ferromagnetic (FM) ground state for V, Co and Ni, while Cr,
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Mn and Fe favor a c(2 × 2) antiferromagnetic (AFM) state, a checkerboard arrangement
of up and down magnetic moments, on Rh(001) substrate. The Rh(111) substrate didn’t
change the magnetic ground state but for Fe, where it changes from AFM on Rh(001) to
FM on Rh(111). The magnetic anisotropy energies of these ultrathin magnetic films are
calculated for the FM and the AFM states. With the exception of Cr and V, the easy axis
of the magnetization is predicted to be in the film plane. To gain an understanding of the
c(2 × 2) AFM state of Fe/Rh(100), we analyzed this result with respect to the trends of
the magnetic order of 3d monolayers on other 4d substrates, such as Pd(100) and Ag(100).
The FM ground state of Fe monolayer on Rh(111) couldn’t be explained from the NM
density of states and the Stoner model. In next chapter we will show our non-collinear
calculations to predict Fe magnetic ground state on different hexagonal substrates. We will
use a model Hamiltonian derived from the classical Heisenberg model to extract the ex-
change interaction parameters. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) was calculated
only for 3d/Rh(001). MCA of 3d/Rh(111) will be discussed separately in the last chapter.
Chapter 5
Fe monolayers on hexagonal
nonmagnetic substrates
Describing the magnetic order of the square lattices (001) monolayers, using Heisenberg
model equation (3.22) up to the second nearest neighbor interaction (J1, J2), is relatively
simple. As long as the nearest neighbor interaction is the dominating one, there are only two
phases to be considered: the ferromagnetic p(1×1) structure (J1 > 0) the antiferromagnetic
c(2×2) superstructure (J1 < 0). If we describe the solution of the Heisenberg model as
spin-spirals with a q‖-vector from the first Brillouin zone, the c(2×2) structure corresponds
to the M-point in the 2DBZ of the square lattice. If the next-nearest neighbor interaction
is antiferromagnetic, J2 < 0, and sufficiently strong, |J1| < 2|J2|, then the ground state
changes to be magnetic structure with a 2Dq‖ vector at the X-point in the 2DBZ. This
means that an anti-ferromagnetic p(2×1) or p(1×2) structure (ferromagnetic rows of atoms
along the [001] or [010] direction coupling antiferromagnetically from row to row) becomes
the magnetic ground state.
A recent theoretical study was preformed to predict the magnetic ground state of Fe
monolayers on a TaxW1−x alloy if the substrate is tuned by changing the Ta concentration
x[14]. Non-collinear magnetic structures at critical Ta concentration were predicted. This
means that complex magnetic order can be obtained even in single monolayer (ML) mag-
netic films on non-magnetic (001) substrates. Furthermore, recently a spin-spiral state was
discovered for a Mn ML on W(110) [132] and for a Mn ML on W(001) [12], although the
driving force in this case is not a Heisenberg-type interaction but rather Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya type exchange. As a result, one can control the magnetic order of 3d monolayer by
tuning the substrate.
By that, the investigation of the magnetic order on square lattices started from late
(Ag, Pd) and ended with early (W) transition metals substrates as illustrated in figure
(5.1). For the hcp elements there is no square lattices which could help to have a complete
understanding of the magnetic order trend of 3d monolayers on nonmagnetic substrates.
Our case of study focuses on Fe because it has intensively been studied theoretically and
experimentally.
This leads us to continue investigating the Fe magnetic ground state on hexagonal sub-
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Figure 5.1: Total-energy difference between the FM (ground state if ∆E > 0) and c(2×2)-
AFM (∆E < 0) configuration for Fe MLs on (001) surfaces.
strates. This will increase the understanding of their magnetic trend. Hexagonal surfaces
of 4d- and 5d-transition metals such as Re, Ru, or Ir have been particularly attractive
from an experimental point of view as ultra-thin 3d-TM films can often be grown pseudo-
morphically and without intermixing [133, 134, 135, 136, 137]. However, there has been
a controversy in the past about reports ultra-thin films on these surfaces [135, 136]. The
fundamental key to many unresolved puzzles may be the itinerant character of transition
metals resulting in competing exchange interactions beyond nearest-neighbors and higher-
order spin interactions beyond the Heisenberg model.
For our case of study, Fe films on Rh(111) substrate, we present in this chapter a
systematic study to find and explain the true magnetic ground state. In the first section,
we show our results obtained from collinear calculations of Fe ground state on 4d(111)
TMs, Ag, Pd, Rh, Tc and Ru, and compare them with other results obtained for Fe
monolayer on 5d TMs. In second section, we show our non-collinear calculations results
of Fe monolayer on Rh(111) and Tc(0001) substrate. We will also explain the role of the
higher order interactions through a model Hamiltonian which goes beyond the classical
Heisenberg model by including the higher order terms originated from the biquadratic
and 4-spin interactions as were presented in section (3.2). At the end of the chapter we
will show an overall comparison of the predicted Fe ground state on different 4d and 5d
substrates.
5.1 Results of Fe monolayer on different hexagonal
substrates from collinear calculations:
From the performed collinear calculations on Fe monolayer on Rh substrate (see previous
chapter), it remained unclear whether the FM state is the ground state of an Fe monolayer
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on Rh(111). In this section we present a theoretical comparison of magnetic properties of
Fe monolayer on different 4d hexagonal substrates. Since we have Fe results on Pd, Rh
and Tc, we will add to our comparison the Ru results obtained in reference [57].
The electronic and magnetic properties were determined based on density-functional
theory. Calculations have been carried out in the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) to the exchange-correlation functional [138] using the full-potential linearized aug-
mented plane wave (FLAPW) method, as implemented in the fleur code [50, 56]. All
calculations have been performed in the scalar-relativistic approximation, i.e. neglecting
the effect of spin-orbit coupling. The collinear magnetic states were investigated in systems
modeled by 7 layers of 4d-TM substrate with hcp or fcc stacking covered by a pseudomor-
phic Fe monolayer on each side of the films. We have used the theoretical lattice constants
obtained by GGA calculations (see table5.1), which are in good agreement to the the ex-
perimental values. Both, the FM and the RW-AFM configurations were relaxed. We used
about 120 LAPW basis functions per atom with a muffin-tin radius of 1.22 A˚for the Fe
monolayer atoms and 1.28 A˚ for the 4d substrate atoms. we used 2.17A˚ value for the cutoff
of the plane wave expansion of wavefunctions. The irreducible part of the two-dimensional
Brillouin zone (I2DBZ) was sampled with 36 k‖-points to determine the relaxations and
the energy differences between the different magnetic configurations with the same two
atomic unit cell.
5.1.1 Structural optimization & relaxations:
The relaxations and magnetic moments of Fe monolayers on 4d-TM substrate are shown
in Table 5.1. All relaxations are calculated using equation (4.1). We relaxed the topmost,
3d and 4d(I) layers. The Fe stacking on the 4d substrate was checked. Fe prefers to be
fcc on Pd and hcp stacking on Rh(111) and Tc(111). It also prefers hcp stacking with
Ru(0001) [57]. It is important to mention that relaxing only the top most monolayer is not
enough to have good understanding of what affects the interlayer 3d-4d relaxed distance.
For example, in reference [57], relaxations were done only for the Fe monolayer, while the
substrates interface layer Ru(I) was not relaxed. Having the same relaxations conditions,
we tested Fe on Ru(0001) FM relaxations including the Ru(I) layer. We found that the
optimized Fe-Ru(I) interlayer distance, d12, is 2.08 A˚ instead of 2.18 A˚ in ref. [57]. This
means that, we cannot have quantitatively predict of what affects the 3d-4d interlayer
optimized distance, which is very helpful to trace the magnetic interactions between the
3d and 4d monolayer. The FM relaxations of Fe monolayer on 4d hexagonal substrate
obtained from collinear calculations are shown in table 5.1. We don’t show here the AFM
relaxations, because of frustrations on triangular lattices which makes it difficult to predict
which the optimum collinear AFM arrangement for our comparison.
From table (5.1), we see that the relaxations of the 3d monolayer were all directed
inwards to the substrate. This is due to the large lattice mismatch between the 3d and
4d bulk lattice constants. From the interlayer distance, d12, between the 3d monolayer
and the 4d interface layer, one can explain the origin of the relaxations of 3d on different
substrates. Mainly, three major factors that affect Fe interlayer distance on the substrate
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Table 5.1: Results for the structural FM relaxations and magnetic moments. a0 is the calculated
in-plane lattice constant using GGA, ∆d12 are the relaxations of the 3d monolayer in (%). ∆d23
are the relaxations of the interface monolayer in (%). Positive (negative) ∆dij defines if the relax-
ation direction has an outward (inward) direction. The interlayer distance d12 is in A˚ngstroms.
Fe/Ag(111) are taken from Ref. [38]. Experimental in-plane lattice constants are taken from
Ref.[120]
a0 (exp.)A˚ ∆d12(%) ∆d23(%) d12 [A˚] mFe (µB)
Fe/Ag(111) 2.93 (2.89) −8.8 +0.4 2.17 3.09
Fe/Pd(111) 2.79 (2.75) −10.7 +3.1 2.04 3.09
Fe/Rh(111) 2.70 (2.69) −6.0 +2.3 2.07 2.89
Fe/Ru(0001) 2.72 (2.70) −3.4 −1.1 2.06 2.75
Fe/Tc(0001) 2.72 (2.74) −5.2 −1.2 2.08 2.64
(i. e. relaxations): Geometry, magnetic moments through the magneto-volume effect and
the hybridization with the substrate. The geometrical effect can be seen by calculating the
Fe-4d(I) bulk interlayer distance, dbulkFe−4d using constant Fe fcc volume along [111]. Due to
the difference between Fe and 4d lattice constants, we averaged the Fe-4d(I) bulk interlayer
distance
dFe−4dbulk =
1
2
(dFe−Fea4d + d
4d−4d
a4d
) (5.1)
where dFe−Fea4d is the Fe-Fe bulk interlayer distance using the 4d in-plane lattice constant a4d
keeping the Fe bulk volume to be constant, and d4d−4da4d is the 4d bulk interlayer distance.
Figure 5.2 shows optimized values of dFe−4d in relation to the in-plane 4d lattice constant.
The difference between the optimized interlayer distances and the bulk values (eq. 5.1)
represents the magneto-volume and hybridization effects. For large moments, like on Pd
and Ag, one would expect large magneto-volume effect as we see an Ag case, but we find
smaller optimized d12 for Fe-Pd than the bulk value, although Fe has similar calculated spin
moments on Pd as on Ag. This can be explained by the fact that hybridization between Fe
monolayer and Pd(I) are stronger than between Fe and Ag(I), which defeat the magneto-
volume effect. This is consistent with our results from section(4.2.2). For Fe on Rh, we
see that there is a competition between the magneto-volume effect and hybridization to
optimize the Fe-Rh(I) interlayer distance. For Ru and Tc, which are hcp substrates, the
magneto-volume effect is stronger in Ru, due to higher Fe moments, whereas the optimized
Fe-Tc interlayer distance can be driven by stronger hybridization between Fe and Tc. In
terms of band filling, we see how the d-band filling increases Fe magnetic moments if we
tune the substrate from left to right among the 4d-transition metals series, i. e. from Tc
to Ru, Rh, Pd and Ag.
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Figure 5.2: The bulk Fe-4d interlayer distance according to eq.(5.1) with difference in-plane
lattice constants for Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd and Ag (black circles), the optimized Fe-4d interlayer
distance (red squares), and Fe local spin moments on different substrates. Shaded area
includes hcp elements.
5.1.2 Magnetic order:
After having understood the origin of the Fe-4d(I) interlayer relaxation for the FM case, it
is also important to try to understand Fe magnetic order on those 4d hexagonal substrates.
Using first-principles collinear calculations, we demonstrate that a hexagonal Fe ML can
assume very different magnetic phases on a triangular lattice provided by hcp (0001) and fcc
(111) surfaces of 4d- and 5d-transition metals. Here we show our obtained collinear results
of Fe monolayer on Pd(111), Rh(111) and Tc(0001) and compare them to other theoretical
and experimental studies were done on Fe monolayer on Ru(0001) [135, 57, 139, 136, 140],
Ir(111) [136, 27], Pt(111) [137], Re(0001) and Os(0001) [57].
To calculate the magnetic ground state, we followed the procedure as we did for 3d-
monolayers on Rh(111) in last chapter (sec. 4.3.2). In figure 5.3, we show the total-energy
difference between the FM and the row-wise AFM (RW-AFM) configuration, considering
hcp and fcc stacking of the monolayer. Only for substrates at the end of the TM-series,
Pd and Pt, the Fe monolayer prefers fcc stacking. On all other substrates Fe prefers an
hcp stacking. Only on Rh and Ir the energy difference between fcc and hcp stacking is
sufficiently small (9.0 and 7.6 meV/Fe-atom, respectively) to suggest the experimental
observation of both types after film growth at room temperature [27, 28]. To see the
importance of relaxing both, Fe monolayer and the substrate interface layer, we compared
our Fe/Tc(0001) magnetic order with what ref. [57] calculated by relaxing only the Fe
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monolayer. In our calculations we got a RW-AFM ground state with -114 meV/Fe atom,
while in ref. [57] the same ground state but with -82 meV/Fe atom was obtained. This
means that there is about 30 meV/Fe atom difference, which is very large if we have smaller
energies (as we see in Rh, Ir cases in Fig. 5.3), where we are in the energy range of about
30 meV/Fe atom. This will be discussed more in details in next section.
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Figure 5.3: Total-energy difference between the FM (∆E > 0) and RW-AFM (∆E < 0)
configuration for Fe MLs on hcp (0001) and fcc(111) surfaces of 4d- and 5d-TMs. Closed
and open symbols indicate a favorable hcp or fcc stacking of the Fe ML, respectively. The
magnetic moment of the Fe atoms, mFe, is given. ∆EAFM−FM is nearly constant for an
unsupported hexagonal Fe ML (UML) with the corresponding in-plane lattice constants
(dashed line). Results of Fe on Ru, Re, Os are taken from ref. [57], Fe/Ir(111) from ref. [27]
and Fe/Pt(111) from ref. [141]
Our conclusion from Fig. 5.3 is that Fe on substrates from the center of the TM-series,
Tc and Re, exhibits a clear antiferromagnetic behavior and the RW-AFM state has the
lowest energy. Fe on substrates at the end of the TM-series is ferromagnetic. In between,
we observe a gradual change from a strongly AFM to a strongly FM behavior as function of
the electron filling of the substrate. It is argued that this change in the magnetic coupling
results from the 3d− 4d and 3d− 5d hybridization between the Fe ML and the substrate,
which is altered by the d-band filling [11, 14]. This argument is supported by the fact (i)
that the role of the hybridization is also apparent from the monotonous variation of the Fe
magnetic moments as one moves through the TM-series and (ii) the gradual change from
FM to AFM coupling cannot be explained on the basis of the changing in-plane lattice
constant as the comparison with unsupported MLs on the respective lattice constants shows
a rather stable ferromagnetic value of about 160 meV/Fe-atom, c.f. Fig. 5.3.
From the results shown in figure 5.3, we can conclude that the nearest-neighbor ex-
change interaction, J1, in the Fe ML changes continuously from antiferro- to ferromagnetic
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with the filling of the substrate’s d-band. The antiferromagnetic exchange interaction is
strong and important for Fe on most of these substrates except for Pd and Pt on which Fe
is clearly ferromagnetic. The antiferromagnetic interaction on a triangular lattice leads to
the frustration of magnetic interactions and is the origin of complex magnetic states. Fe on
Re or Tc exhibits strong antiferromagnetic interactions as shown by the large energy gain
when assuming a RW-AFM state and the true ground state could be a 120◦-Ne´el state.
Due to the small energy difference between the FM and RW-AFM order for Fe on Os, Ru,
Rh and Ir many magnetic states have to be considered as possible ground states. Since Fe
MLs were studied on Ru(0001)[57], we focus our study on Rh(111) as model systems of
complex magnetism on a triangular lattice [27, 28]. For completeness we will also analyze
Fe monolayer on Tc(0001) substrate.
5.2 Results of Fe monolayer on different hexagonal
substrates from non-collinear calculations:
We concluded in the previous section (5.1.2), that the nearest-neighbor exchange interac-
tion, J1, in the Fe ML changes continuously from antiferro- to ferromagnetic with filling of
the substrate d-band. For an Fe ML on substrates such as Rh, Ru, Re or Ir, J1 is small, as
we will see in this section, and interactions beyond nearest-neighbors or higher-order spin
interactions can be relevant.
We also Study the so-called multi-Q states, which are a superposition of symmetry
equivalent spin spirals, that are degenerate in the Heisenberg model but can gain energy,
e.g., due to the presence of biquadratic or four-spin interactions [31]. The theory behind
that can be explained and understood by constructing a model Hamiltonian using the well
known classical Heisenberg model of atomic spins on local lattices sites (eq. 3.22). In this
section we will show the model Hamiltonian in case of triangular lattices, and then find out
the relationship between single and multi-Q states in terms of the higher order terms of
the biquadratic and 4-spin interactions. After wards we present our computational results
for spin spirals of Fe monolayer on Rh(111) and Tc(0001), and then compare them to
what have been done in case of Fe monolayer on different 4d-transition metals hexagonal
substrates.
5.2.1 Model Hamiltonian & Heisenberg model for 2D hexagonal
lattices:
For an antiferromagnetic material, the spin structures are frustrated if they are put on
a triangular lattice. In this case, the nearest neighbor spin interactions predict a 120◦
Ne´el ground state if one goes beyond that to see how the long range exchange interaction
influences the magnetic ground state, and more complex structures (spin-spirals) can be
found. The best way is to describe these systems in terms of exchange parameters using a
model Hamiltonian such as the classical Heisenberg model (eq. 3.22), where the quantum
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RW-AFM q = (1
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Figure 5.4: FM, RW-AFM and Ne´el spin configurations in real space and their spin spiral
vector in Fourier (reciprocal) space.
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nature of the spin is not taken into account [142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147]. Flat spin spirals
are the general solution of the classical Heisenberg model on a periodic lattice, where
the exchange constants Jij determine the strength and the type of coupling between local
moments at sites i and j pointing along the unit vectors Mˆi and Mˆj, respectively. Spin
spirals are characterized by a wave vector q and the moment of an atom at site Ri is given
by
Mi(Ri) = M
(
cos(q ·Ri), sin(q ·Ri), 0
)
(5.2)
where M is the spin moment per atom and the unit vector eˆ = (cos(q ·Ri), sin(q ·Ri), 0).
By considering spin spirals along the high symmetry line of the hexagonal two-dimensional
irreducible Brillouin zone (2D-IBZ), an important part of the magnetic phase space will be
covered. Then, a model Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of the exchange interaction
parameters (see ref. [57, 38])
J(q) =
∑
δ
J0δe
−iq·Rδ (5.3)
If the seventh nearest neighbor is taken into account, the total energy can be expressed for
any q along Γ-K-M as:
E(q) = −M2( 2J2 + 2J6
+cos(piq)[4J1 + 4J5]
+cos(2piq)[2J1 + 4(J3 +B1M
2) + 4J7]
+cos(3piq)[4J2 + 4J5]
+cos(4piq)[2(J3 +B1M
2) + 4J4]
+cos(5piq)[4J4 + 4J7]
+cos(6piq)[2J5 + 4J6]
+cos(7piq)[4J7]) (5.4)
where q ∈[0,1]. At high symmetry points along Γ-K-M, we find well-known magnetic states
such as the FM state at the Γ-point, the RW-AFM state at the M-point, and the 120◦ Ne´el
state at the K point, see Fig. (5.4).
It can be shown that the model Hamiltonian along M-Γ differs from what we have in
equation. (A-20), and can be written in the following form:
E(q) = −M2( 2J1 + 2(J3 +B1M2) + 2J5
+cos(piq)[4J1 + 4J2 + 4J4 + 4J7]
+cos(2piq)[2J2 + 4(J3 +B1M
2) + 4J4 + 2J6]
+cos(3piq)[4J4 + 4J5 + 4J7]
+cos(4piq)[2J6 + 4J7]) (5.5)
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For the single-Q we can obtain values for the nearest-neighbor biquadratic interaction,
B1, and four-spin interaction, K1. The first order contributions of the biquadratic terms,
B1, to the FM, RW-AFM and 3Q states are[38]
Ebiquardr,FM = −6B1M4
Ebiquardr,RW−AFM = −6B1M4
Ebiquardr,Ne´el = −3
2
B1M
4
Ebiquardr,3Q = −2
3
B1M
4 (5.6)
while the contributions if the 4-spin interaction exchange constants, K1, are
E4−spin,1Q = −12K1M4
E4−spin,3Q = −4
3
K1M
4 (5.7)
The degeneracy of single- and multi-Q states within the Heisenberg model is lifted by
the higher-order interactions, by calculating the energy differences between suitable single-
Q and multi-Q states. One set of degenerate states are spin spirals at the M-points of the
2D-BZ and the 3Q-state constructed from the three independent M-points [31], then the
difference between the single-QM and the 3Q is a constant as shown in eq. (5.8).
E3Q − ERW−AFM = (16/3){2K1 +B1} (5.8)
for the difference between the 3Q and the single-QM, which are degenerate in the Heisen-
berg model.
To calculate B1 and K1 we need a second equation, which can be found as following:
A superposition of two ±Q-points at the high symmetry line, which is degenerate with
each of them, called the double-Q-state. There are two possible choices, the first one is to
take the Q3ΓK/4-point, which represents a rotating spirals with ±pi2 along Γ-K direction. A
superposition of ±Q3ΓK/4 will lead to an double-RW-AFM structure in real space, called
uudd(3ΓK/4)-state as shown in figure 5.5. A second choice is to take the QMΓ/2-point,
which represents also rotating spirals with ±pi
2
but this time along M-Γ direction. A
superposition of ±QMΓ/2 will lead to an double-RW-AFM structure in real space along
[112], called uudd(MΓ/2)-state (see fig. 5.5).
This means if we plug Q3ΓK/4 =
3
4
× 2
3
in eq. (A-20) we will have
E = −M2(−2J1 + 2J2 − 2J3 − 4J4) + 2B1M4 − 12K1M4 (5.9)
for the single-Q3ΓK/4 and
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E = −M2(+2J1 − 2J2 − 2J3 − 4J4) + 2B1M4 − 12K1M4 (5.10)
if we use QMΓ/2 =
1
2
in eq. (A-21) for the single-QMΓ/2.
If we use the double-Q biquadratic and 4-spin terms derived in Ref. [38]
Ebiquardr,2Q = −2B1M4 and E4−spin,2Q = −4K1M4 (5.11)
and then plug them in the uudd–model Hamiltonian up to the fourth nearest neighbor, we
get
E = −M2(−2J1 + 2J2 − 2J3 − 4J4)− 2B1M4 − 4K1M4 (5.12)
for the uudd(3ΓK/4)-state and
E = −M2(+2J1 − 2J2 − 2J3 − 4J4)− 2B1M4 − 4K1M4 (5.13)
for the uudd(MΓ/2)-state.
A a result (5.12)-(5.9)=(5.13)-(5.10), which means that we will have the same energy
difference between the single- and double-Q-state in both Γ-K-M and Γ-M directions, i. e
Euudd − E3ΓK/4 = Euudd − EMΓ/2 = 4{2K1 −B1} (5.14)
for the difference between the uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
(uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
) and the single-Q3ΓK/4 (QMΓ/2)
along Γ-K-M (M-Γ) direction. By that, we are able to calculate B1 and K1 from equations
(5.14) and (5.8).
Using equations (A-20) and (A-21), different cuts through the zero temperature mag-
netic phase diagrams can be calculated analytically. The magnetic phase diagram, shown
in figure 5.6, are calculated only for the first three exchange interaction terms J1, J2 and
J3. I. e., the exchange interactions taken into account are up to the third nearest neighbor.
From these phase diagrams, it can be seen that not only collinear but mainly non-collinear
magnetic structures exist on 2D hexagonal lattices.
If we calculate the phase diagram in arbitrary units of J1 (5.6(a)), the Ne´el ground
state is expected for any positive value of J2 if J1 is negative. A spin spiral structure
is predicted for large positive J1 if J2 is smaller than −J1. On the other hand, if the
third nearest neighbor interaction term J3 is included, the possibility of predicting more
complex structures increases (c. f. 5.6(b) and (c)). For example, the possibility to have
non-collinear magnetic structures is very large if both J2 and J3 values are negative and
larger than ≈ |J1|
2
.
In practice, these phase diagrams can be used as a starting point to predict the magnetic
order on triangular lattices by tuning the substrate or the overlayer. A very simple, and
computationally less expensive approach is to employ the virtual crystal approximation
(VCA) [148], in which one studies a crystal with the primitive periodicity, but composed
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Figure 5.5: Double- and multi-Q states spin structures in real space (left) and reciprocal
space (right).
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Figure 5.6: Phase diagrams of the classical Heisenberg model for a 2D hexagonal lattice
for states on the high symmetry lines. (a) J1-J2 plane for J3 = 0. J2-J3 plane for (b)
J1 > 0 and (c) J1 < 0. White circles are the exchange interaction parameters obtained
from fitting the spin spiral curve using eq. (A-20) of free standing Mn/Fe monolayer within
the VCA. This plot was calculated by B. Hardrat at University of Hamburg.
of fictitious ”virtual” atoms that interpolate between the nuclear number Z of the atoms
in the parent compounds, which is possible if Z differs by ±1. This technique is widely
used in band-structure calculations. By using this approximation, one can calculate the
spin spiral curve for free standing monolayer of Mn, and then do a fractional increase
of Mn atomic number to reach Fe atomic number. This means that the energy spin
spiral curve is calculated as if we have an Fe1xMnx alloy, with x Mn concentration, we
can predict all possible magnetic ground states if we tune Mn concentration in the alloy.
I. e. we increase the 3d-band filling. This can also be applied if we have a pure magnetic
monolayer supported by a tunable substrate, like alloys of different substrates of different
atomic numbers like 4d- or 5d-transition metals. From the energy spin spiral curve of free
standing Mn/Fe layer using the VCA, the exchange interaction parameters, J1, J2 and J3,
are calculated by fitting the energy dispersion curve to equation A-20. Using the values
of J , we see that pure Mn ML will have a RW-AFM ground state, while Fe ML prefers
FM ground state. We can see that Mn ML might have complex non-collinear magnetic
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structures the Mn 3d-band filling is increased. This supports our idea that the exchange
interaction parameters can be controlled by tuning the substrate, which might lead to
unexpected complex magnetic structures.
5.2.2 Results of Fe monolayer on Rh(111):
In this section, the search for the magnetic ground state of Fe on Rh and Tc will be shown
by performing non-collinear spin-spiral calculations along the high symmetry line, Γ-K-M-
Γ, in the hexagonal BZ. The non-collinear magnetic states have been studied employing an
asymmetric film consisting of six substrate layers and an Fe monolayer on one side of the
film at the distance optimized for the collinear (FM or AFM) state of lowest energy. The
spin spirals have been calculated exploiting the generalized Bloch theorem [83]. We have
used about 120 basis functions per atom for all calculations and at least 1024 k‖ points in
the 2D-BZ for the spin-spiral calculations, 48 k‖ points in one quarter of the 2D-BZ for
the uudd configurations and 32 k‖ points in the 2D-BZ for the 3Q-state requiring a surface
unit-cell comprising 4 atoms. All other numerical parameters were kept to be the same as
for the collinear calculations in sec. (4.3.1).
The total energy relative to the FM spin configuration of Fe monolayer on Rh(111), is
shown in fig. 5.7 as a function of the spin-spiral q-vector, using GGA and LDA exchange
correlation potentials, along the high symmetry line Γ-K-M-Γ, and for hcp or fcc Fe-Rh(I)
stacking. We see that both stacking sequences share the same global minimum energy. The
fcc Fe-Rh(I) is lower than the hcp stacking minimum energy by ∼ −5 meV/Fe atom. But
the Fe prefers hcp stacking by −9 meV/Fe atom (see subsec. 5.1.2) from the independently
FM relaxed solution of each stacking, this means that the real spin spiral curve of the hcp
Fe-Rh(I) stacking is lower in energy by −9meV, i. e. the hcp is lower than the fcc stacking
global minimum energy by −4 meV/Fe atom, provided that the difference between fcc and
hcp Fe-Rh(I) optimized d12 was 0.01A˚. We checked that, and found the our analogy is true,
the hcp at the minimum q-point is always lower than the fcc stacking total energy by −4
meV/Fe atom. Because of that, we always use the Fe-Rh(I) hcp stacking results. On the
other hand, we compare GGA and LDA results, and we see that both confirm the same
result, where Fe monolayer might have a possible spin spiral ground state along Γ-K, with
−5 (−10) meV/Fe atom in case of GGA (LDA).
A simple approach to estimate the J ’s, is to exclude the higher order terms in equa-
tion A-20, and calculate J1, J2 and J3 from the high symmetry points total energies, Γ, M
and K, where they are presented in terms of J1, J2 and J3 from equation A-20 as following:
EΓ = −M2(6J1 + 6J2 + 6J3)
EM = −M2(−2J1 − 2J2 + 6J3)
EK = −M2(−3J1 + 6J2 − 3J3) (5.15)
As a simple approximation, if the variation of Fe magnetic moments is considerably small
at the high symmetry points, , we can assume an arbitrary value of M=1. We have three
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Figure 5.7: Total energy of spin spirals for 1 ML Fe/Rh(111). Solid blue circles (green
squares) are the fcc (hcp) Fe-Rh(I) stacking GGA results (left). Solid indigo triangles are
the LDA results with hcp-Fe-Rh(I) stacking (right). The green (indigo) stars are the GGA
(LDA) double- and multi-Q total energies.
equations with three variables. By solving equation (5.15) we get values of J1, J2 and
J3 equal to +5.97(+4.18), −2.22 (−1.56), and −3.75 (−2.63) meV/Fe from GGA (LDA)
results. If we use these values and insert them in the phase diagram (Fig. 5.6), we find
out that Fe has indeed a non-collinear spin spiral ground state along Γ-K-M-Γ, using
both GGA and LDA exchange correlation potentials. This agrees well with what we see
in our spin spirals results. In addition to their effect on calculating J3 value accurately,
we know from eq. A-20, that including the higher order terms B1 and K1, in Heisenberg
model, requires us to go beyond the third nearest neighbor and calculate at least J4 for
qualitative results. In this case to calculate the fourth nearest neighbor we need to it to
the whole curve (Fig. 5.7) while to determine B1 and K1 equations (5.8 and 5.14) can be
used. Calculating the double- and multi-Q states will include the higher order interactions
in our calculations, and helps to get more accurate J values, and better prediction of the
true ground state.
The 3Q state can be constructed in real space by a superposition of three M points
on the hexagonal Brillouin zone (see Fig.5.5). The double-Q structure, along Γ-K-M, is a
collinear magnetic structure in real space which can be constructed by a superposition of
two spiral q-points at Q3ΓK/4, i.e. uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
in real space (see Fig. 5.5). Because we
calculated the spin spirals using at ferromagnetically relaxed positions, we performed real
space (collinear) calculations to determine the total energies of the multi-Q (double-Q)
states with the same relaxed atomic positions. By that we got the value illustrated by
stars in figure 5.7 using LDA and GGA exchange correlation potentials. If we look at the
calculated double-Q value, we see that it has higher (lower) energy than the corresponded
q-point by about +3 (−30) meV/Fe atom for the Q3ΓK/4 and QMΓ/2 points, respectively,
which is surprising since they are expected to gain the same energy due to the including
of the higher order terms. The 3Q results show −2.5 (−8) meV/Fe atom energy gain
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below the M, the RW-AFM phase, value using GGA (LDA). Then we calculated B1 and
K1 values using equations (5.8 and 5.14) for the Q3ΓK/4 and got B1 = −0.6 and K1 =0.0
meV/Fe atom, we then added these values to the model Hamiltonian constructed along
Γ-K-M, and used it to fit our calculated energy dispersion curve to calculate the exchange
interaction parameters, which are shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: GGA and LDA results of Heisenberg exchange constants for the hcp Fe ML on Rh(111)
substrate obtained by fitting the total-energy dispersion along Γ-K-M and the higher order terms
B1 and K1
(meV) J1 J2 J3 J4 B1 K1
GGA 3.8 −0.6 −1.6 0.3 −0.6 0.0
LDA 3.9 −0.7 −1.1 0.4 −1.3 0.5
We see that GGA and LDA values of J1, J2 and J3 are very similar, but different from what
we got when we exclude the higher order interaction terms, using Eq. (5.15). These results
show how important is to include the higher order terms in the model Hamiltonian to get
accurate values of the exchange interaction parameters. If we use the values of J3/|J1| and
J2/|J1| from the shown results in table 5.2, we find that Fe has non-collinear spin spiral
along Γ-K-M on Rh(111) substrate, but still very close to to FM phase transition, referring
to the calculated phase diagrams in figure 5.6. This is consistent with the minimum −5
meV/Fe atom total energy difference below the Γ point, i.e. the FM solution. From the
calculated higher order interactions parameters, we notice that the biquadratic interaction
term B1 is in the same order as the next nearest neighbor term J2, where as the 4-spin
interaction term K1 is zero. In this case we can interpret our results keeping in mind that
if the Fe atoms nearest neighbor interactions are relatively weak compared to next nearest
neighbor interactions, the higher order terms are very important and cannot be ignored
due to their highly possible contribution of stabilizing non-collinear ground state.
Because of the small ground state total energy difference, the above interpretation is
not a final answer since we are not sure if this small energy difference yields the global
minimum or not, especially since the difference k-points sampling between the spin spiral,
collinear (for double-Q) and the real space (for 3Q) calculations will produce about 5
meV/Fe atom numerical error as it was checked for free-standing Fe monolayer. Because
of that, we calculated the total energy of the double-Q state along the line M-Γ, which
is constructed by a superposition of two Q points at QMΓ/2, which represents a collinear
magnetic structure in real space called uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
state (see Fig. 5.5). The GGA (LDA)
results show, surprisingly, that the uudd
(
M Γ/4
)
gained about −32 (−27) meV/Fe atom
below the QM/2 point, and became a global minimum by −30 (−21) meV/Fe atom relative
to FM solution. These results were not expected because uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
and uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
are degenerate according to Heisenberg picture explained in section (3.2), and supposed to
provide the same B1 and K1 values.
Trying to understand the unexpected obtained results for uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
, we plotted the
Fe, the interface layer Rh(I), and the subsurface rhodium layer Rh(I-1) GGA and LDA
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Figure 5.8: Fe, Rh(I) and Rh(I-1) spin moments are presented by magenta circles (violet
squares) symbols from GGA (LDA) spin spiral calculations. The Rh subsurface moments
are indicated by open symbols and Rh(I) by solid ones.
magnetic moments for each spin spiral point q, as shown in figure 5.8. First we see that
LDA predicts smaller magnetic moments than GGA for Fe by about constant value ( 0.1µB)
at each q-point. Also for Rh(I) atoms, LDA predicted smaller Rh induced moments than
GGA, especially for spirals between the QM/2, or Q3ΓK/4, and Γ, with smaller difference for
the QM/2 compared to Q3ΓK/4 moments. No change in the Rh subsurface induced moments
using GGA or LDA is observed.
The very interesting result, which may explain the magnetic ground state of uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
Fe on Rh(111), can be seen in the rhodium induced magnetic moments at the interface
and subsurface. We see large polarization of the Rh(I) at QM/2 while for Q3ΓK/4, smaller
polarized Rh induced moments were found, although the Fe moments are similar for both
q-points. To have full picture about Rh induced moments, we need also to know the in-
duced moments of the double- and multi-Q states, which are missing figure 5.8 because
Rh(I) has two values of induced moments, for the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
configuration, as can be
seen in table 5.3.
First we explain the reason of having different induced moments in the Rh(I) layer
atoms for uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
, while they are equally induced for uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
: If we have a
side view on both configurations, as illustrated in figure 5.9, we see that each Rh(I) atom
is below three Fe atoms and affected by a net Fe magnetization direction of ±1MFe in
the case of uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
. This is not the case for the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
configuration, where
Rh(I) atoms are affected once by ±1 net Fe magnetization and another by ±3MFe.
If we now look to the magnetic polarization at Rh(I) and Rh(I-1), both GGA and
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Table 5.3: LDA and GGA Fe and Rh(111) induced moments at the interface and the subsurface
rhodium layers, Rh(I) and Rh(I-1), for the double- and multi-Q states in units of µB using.
GGA LDA
Rh(I) Rh(I-1) Rh(I) Rh(I-1)
uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
: 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.04
uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
: 0.32,0.09 0.04 0.27,0.08 0.03
3Q: 0.11 0.02 0.10 0.02
LDA predict again similar double- and multi-Q rhodium induced moments for the 3Q
and uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
. If we take GGA results of Rh induced moments, we see that the
double-Q uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
, has the same polarization between Rh(I) and Rh(I-1) induced
moments as the Q3ΓK/4-point (≈0.05 µB), where the 3Q has larger induced moments
(≈0.08 µB) than the QM/2 (≈0.02 µB) state in the substrate Rh(I) and Rh(I-1) layers.
The largest polarization for Rh(I) and Rh(I-1) occurs for the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
state, where
it has also larger polarization (≈0.32 µB) than the QM/2-point (≈0.16 µB), even larger
than the polarization at Γ-point (≈0.25 µB). From these results, we can now explain why
the equality between the degenerate double-Q states in equation (5.14) is broken and we
cannot use this equations to calculate the higher order terms B1 and K1, to use them to
fit the energy dispersion curve along M-,Γ, using equation (A-21). This means that, if we
use equations (5.8 and 5.14) to calculate B1, we will have B1 values which, if we use in
equation (A-21) to fit the energy dispersion curve, will produce inconsistent J values which
cannot be used to predict the true ground state.
.
The reason of this inconsistency is the following: When we used uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
results to
calculate B1 and then use it in equation (A-20), we got consistent J , B1 and K1 values due
to the homogeneous induced moments in the Rh(I), which agrees with what was mentioned
in ref.[31], and that the model Hamiltonian for higher order terms is only applicable for
constant magnetic moments. This means that we cannot use this model for for highly
polarized substrates like Rh(111) substrate to calculate higher order interactions constants,
because the substrate moments are not equally induced in all directions, which leads to
a failure in calculating the correct exchange interaction parameters and then to wrong
prediction of the system ground state from the magnetic phase diagrams. Instead, our
results suggest that a term proportional to M2 or M4 is missing in the functional, similar
to what was proposed in Ref.[149].
To see if we can explain Fe magnetic ground state on Rh(111) using the LDOS, we
compare the LDOS of RW-ARM, FM and the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
configurations, shown in fig-
ure 5.10. If we look at Fe LDOS, we notice that the RW-AFM and the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
majority spins are very similar with the FM LDOS majority shifted toward Fermi level
(EF ). Most important is the fact that smallest LDOS is obtained for uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
minor-
ity spin states, while FM and the RW-AFM minority spin states remain of similar height at
Fermi energy, with sharper FM minority band. The Rh(I) LDOS have opposite trend: The
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the reason why do does uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
have different while
uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
has equal induced moments in Rh(I) layer of Rh(111) surface.
uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
minority band is the largest at EF , and remains of similar value for the FM
and RW-AFM LDOS. The Rh(I) majority bands at EF , are smallest for the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
,
and largest for the FM LDOS. These results confirms our explanation of the c(2×2)-AFM
Fe ground state on Rh(001), where the LDOS minority bands for the c(2×2)-AFM are
smaller than the minority states of the FM solution (see sec. 4.2.2).
Up to now, we have no access to experimental studies to verify our calculated results
and predictions for Fe monolayer on Rh(111) hexagonal substrates. For Fe/Rh(111) we
can compare our prediction of Fe monolayer magnetic ground state on Rh(111), by refer-
ring to the experimental verification of Fe complex magnetism on Ir(111) surface[27, 28].
This comparison is very helpful due to the fact that Ir is below Rh in the periodic table,
i. e. both have the same d-band filling. This means, Ir and Rh are expected to interact
in similar way from electronic structure point of view, keeping in mind that Ir has larger
spin orbit coupling parameter which magnifies the magnetic anisotropy energy and the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and then stabilizes long range magnetic order at non-
zero temperatures. Nevertheless, the study of Fe/Ir(111) suggests that multiple-Q states
can be constructed to reproduce the observed magnetic unit cell, and they might be quit
similar to (7:8) mosaic structure, a collinear magnetic structure[27], with 15 atoms in the
unit cell. The 4-atomic uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
unit cell, as we did for Fe/Rh(111), was also calcu-
lated and an energy close to the 15-atoms ground state structure was obtained[150]. Since
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Figure 5.10: LDOS of the RW-AFM (gray shaded), FM (black line) and uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
(red
line) state of (a) Fe monolayer and (b) Rh(I) layer.
the observed magnetic unit cell seems to be large and contains more than 4-atoms per
unit cell we constructed by superposition of two Q spiral points (see Fig. 5.5). Simple
trial is, if we make a super position of another two spiral points at QM/2, we will have
16-atoms per unit cell, each group of four atoms have the same atomic spin and rotate
by pi
2
with respect to each other as illustrated in figure 5.11, with coplanar vortex-like
magnetic structure. Using this large unit cell, we performed total energy calculations for
Fe UML, and found that the vortex-like structures has +66 meV/Fe atom energy above
the FM solution, where the Fe UML 4-atoms uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
configuration has −7 meV/Fe
atom energy less than the the FM solution. This two dimensional possibility is not the
only one, but there are another two complex three dimensional possible spin structures can
be constructed from the same vortex-like Q-points. This was tested for only one Fe UML
due to the large computational effort, which makes it very difficult to perform calculations
of realistic systems. On the other hand, there are many possible AFM configurations that
might be constructed in real space on hexagonal lattices along [112], but not from a linear
combination of two Q-points on the high symmetry line as the uudd-states we studied. We
checked one possibility by calculating the total energy of an uuud-state along [112] and
found that it has lower energy than the collinear FM state of Fe/Rh(111) by −17 meV/Fe
atom, but remains higher than the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
ground state we found by +13 meV/Fe
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Figure 5.11: Vortex-like structure, with sixteen atoms per unit cell, each four atoms have
the same spin rotating by pi
2
with respect to each other(left). The two spin spiral Q-points
used to construct such a coplanar vortex-like structure (right).
atom.
5.2.3 Results for the Fe monolayer on Tc(0001) substrate:
Employing the same procedure as for Fe/Rh(111), we performed also non-collinear calcu-
lations to calculate total energies in terms of spiral vectors for Fe monolayer on technetium
(0001) surface, Tc(0001). The aim of that is to have a complete picture about Fe magnetism
on different hexagonal substrates, especially after the theoretical study performed to study
Fe ground state on Ru(0001) and Re(0001) from non-collinear DFT calculations [57]. Also,
the ground state of Fe monolayer on Ir(111) was experimentally investigated and modeled
by theoretical non-collinear DFT calculations [27, 28].
We used the experimental Tc lattice constants to calculate the spin spirals using the
collinear ground state, RW-AFM, relaxations (Tab. 5.1). All numerical parameters were
the same as for Fe/Rh(111). Results of total energies relative to the FM solution, using
GGA are shown in figure 5.12(a). The moments of Fe, Tc(I) and Tc(I-1) are also presented
in figure 5.12 (b). In addition we performed collinear calculations at the two double-Q,
uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
and uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
states, to test the validity of equations (5.8 and 5.14),
since the equality of the difference between the single- and double-Q total energies was
broken for Rh(111) case.
We see, from figure 5.12(a), that also here, we have different energy differences between
the two double-Qs and their single-Q, even though these differences are rather small.
These results indicate that the higher order interactions are very weak and cannot change
the magnetic ground state from what is enforce by the nearest next nearest neighbor
interactions. The global minimum energy is at K, which means that Fe has a Ne´el ground
state on Tc(0001) with angles of 120◦ between adjacent spins, with −180 (−60) meV/Fe
atom below the FM (RW-AFM) solution. The change of Fe ground state from a RW-AFM
to a Ne´el structure, due to topological frustrations, highlights the importance of taking
non-collinear magnetic structures into account. This can be seen from the RW-AFM
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Figure 5.12: (a) Total energy of spin spirals for 1 ML Fe/Tc(0001) are presented by solid
squares. (b) Fe magnetic moments and the Rh(I), Rh(I-1) induced moments. The double-Q
state results are presented by solid triangles.
ground state predicted from collinear calculations including only next nearest neighbor
interactions by the choice of two atoms per unit cell. We also can see that Tc surface
layers were not strongly polarized, from the Tc(I) and Tc(I-1) induced magnetic moments
shown in figure 5.12 (b).
On the other hand, if we look to the magnetic moments from the double-Q calculation,
presented in table 5.4, the polarization between Tc(I) and Tc(I-1) is small as it is for the
single-Q state. Interestingly, the Fe moments are strongly polarized for the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
double-Q state. We will discuss this result when we compare all Fe/4d results at the end
of chapter
Table 5.4: GGA Fe and Tc(0001) induced moments at the interface and the subsurface Tc layers,
Tc(I) and Tc(I-1), for the double- and single-Q states in units of µB using.
Fe Tc(I) Tc(I-1)
uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
: 2.42,2.43 0.02,0.01 0.0
Q3ΓK/4: 2.51 0.01 0.0
uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
: 2.42,2.35 0.05,0.02 0.01
QMΓ/2: 2.44 −0.04 0.01
Using equations (5.14 and 5.8), from the uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
double-Q and the multi-Q
states results, we can now calculate the higher order interaction terms B1 and K1. Then
we use equation (A-20) to fit the spin spiral results along Γ-K-M. The GGA results are
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shown in table 5.5. Referring to the calculated phase diagrams (Fig. 5.6), our calculated
J1, J2 and J3 confirm our prediction of Ne´el ground state of Fe monolayer on Tc(0001)
substrate.
Table 5.5: GGA results of Heisenberg exchange constants for the hcp Fe ML on Tc(0001)
substrate obtained by fitting the total-energy dispersion along M-Γ and the higher order terms
B1 and K1
(meV) J1 J2 J3 J4 B1 K1
Fe/Tc(0001): −15.6 −1.3 −7.6 −0.7 3.2 1.2
Using the calculated phase diagrams (Fig. 5.6), confirms that Fe has 120◦ Ne´el ground
state on Tc(0001), if we use the calculated J ’s values. This is a surprising result, because
the stability of the Ne´el state is dominated by J1 which is, according to table 5.5, a factor
of 10 compared to J2.
Due to the radioactivity of the substrate, there are no experimental studies to compare
our calculated results and predictions for an Fe monolayer on Tc(0001) hexagonal substrate.
Since Ru is neighboring element to Tc with one electron more in the 4d-band, we can justify
our results to be consistent with what was experimentally observed for Fe on Ru(0001)[135,
139, 136, 140]. This leads us to the next section where we present an overall comparison of
the SS dispersion curves, double- and multi-Q states for Fe monolayer on 4d-TMs hexagonal
substrates.
5.2.4 Comparison of Fe magnetic order on 4d hexagonal sub-
strates:
If we look back to Fig. (5.3), we can see that the magnetic order of Fe on Rh, Ru, Ir or Re is
close to a transition region. In the last subsection, we used first principles DFT calculations
to show that Fe possess a collinear double-RW-AFM ground state on Rh(111) substrate,
called uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
. This four spin magnetic unit cell was constructed by a superposition
of two spin spiral points (±QM/2) at pi/2 rotation angle in Fourier space along the high
symmetry line M-Γ of the two dimensional hexagonal IBZ. We also showed that Fe has a
Ne´el ground state on the Tc(0001) substrate. To have a connection between our results, we
know that Ru is between Rh and Tc in the 4d-transition metals series. In this subsection
we will use the performed spin spiral calculations for Fe monolayer on Ru(0001) substrate
(ref. [57]) to compare to our results, and to try to understand the trend of the Fe ground
state if we change the substrate by increasing the 4d-band filling. In addition, we will try
to connect our double-Q (uudd) results, with what was calculated for Fe/Ru(0001). Then
we try to estimate the correction we should add to the model Hamiltonian (eq. A-20 and
A-21) we used to calculate the exchange and higher order interactions parameters.
In figure 5.13, we show a comparison of the total energies of spin spirals, double- and
multi-Q states for Fe monolayer on Ag(111), Rh(111), Ru(0001) and Tc(0001) hexagonal
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Figure 5.13: (a) Total energy of spin spirals for 1 ML Fe/4d relative to Γ-point. Green
(Blue) solid squares (circles) connected by solid lines are our GGA results for Fe on Rh
(Tc) hexagonal substrates. Red (Black) solid diamonds (up-triangles) connected by solid
line are the GGA results of Fe on Ru (Ag) hexagonal substrates taken from ref. [57] ([30]).
Our calculated double- and multi-Q states GGA total energies for Fe on Ag, Rh and Tc
results are presented by stars. Ru double- and multi-Q states GGA results are taken from
ref. [57].
substrates. We can see from this comparison how the Fe magnetic ground state changes
by increasing the 4d-band filling, i. e. tuning the substrate from Tc through Ag. The
strength of the exchange interactions can also bee seen, with the negative nearest neighbors
interactions dominate for the early 4d-TMs substrates to stabilize the Ne´el ground state
on Tc and Ru, while at the positive neighbor interactions dominate and stabilize the FM
ground state for the Ag or Pd substrate. In between, i. e. only for the Rh substrate,
complex magnetism appears, due to the higher interactions, especially when J3 ≈ −J1 as
illustrated in figure 5.14.
After inserting the Js into the phase diagram of the 2D Heisenberg model, shown in
figure 5.15, we can provide a complete picture of the substrates’ impact on the Fe ex-
change coupling by including spin spiral calculations for an Fe ML on Tc(0001), Ru(0001),
Rh(111), and Ag(111). In the J1-J2 plane of the diagram, we see that the d-band filling
of the substrate drives the system along the line J2 ≈ 0 from a Ne´el configuration on Tc
and Ru to the FM solution on Rh and Ag. For small J1, we need to consider also the
phase diagrams in the J2-J3 plane showing the spin spiral minimum of Fe on Rh(111) in
the ΓKM-direction, Fig. 5.15(c), and the 120◦ Ne´el state of Tc(0001), Fig. 5.15(b).
For itinerant magnets such as iron, it is not a priori clear that the Heisenberg model,
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Figure 5.14: Heisenberg exchange interaction parameters J1M
2 (green squares), J2M
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2 (blue diamonds) obtained from spin spiral calculations for Fe monolayer
on 4d hexagonal substrates. Open symbols with (?) indicate that these are expected
values. Ru (Ag) results are taken from Ref.[57] ([30]).
which relies on localized magnetic moments, can provide a good description. We have seen
this in the uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
double-Q structure, where the substrate magnetic moments were
not equally induced in Fe/Rh(111). On the other hand Fe moments on Tc(0001) were also
not equal. If we compare our the double-Q results to Fe/Ru(0001) (from ref [57]), then
we might have an idea how to modify the Heisenberg model Hamiltonian, to be able to
include interaction terms for highly polarized substrates, like Tc, Ru and Rh, which then
will increase the accuracy of predicting the magnetic ground state.
In figure 5.16, we compare the energy differences between the single-Q and the double-
Q uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
and uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
for Fe monolayer on 4d hexagonal substrates. From
the uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
results, we see that adding the substrate to the Fe ML changes almost
nothing in the energy differences between single- and the double-Q. The Fe moments were,
as expected, increasing with the 4d band filling from Tc through Ag.
The situation is different in case of uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
configuration, where we see the change
of moments in Fe film for the case of Tc and Ru, while on Rh, Pd and Ag, there is no
variation of Fe moments in the 4-atoms unit cell. On the other hand, the 4d(I) induced
moments are strongly polarized for Rh(I) and Ru(I) layer atoms. Also, there is small (large)
difference between the spin spiral single- and the uudd double-QMΓ/2 Fe (4d(I)) moments
while it is larger for the 4d(I) atoms, as shown in table 5.6. The effect of these changes in
Fe and 4d(I) magnetic moments can be seen in the energy differences, where there is large
(≈30) meV/Fe energy gain due to the substrate in the middle of the 4d-series.
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Figure 5.15: Phase diagrams of the classical Heisenberg model for a 2D hexagonal lattice
for states on the high symmetry lines. (a) J1-J2 plane for J3 = 0. J2-J3 plane for (b)
J1 > 0 and (c) J1 < 0. (Filled symbols denote values obtained from fits for the Fe ML on
4d-TM substrates).
From these interesting results, we can modify the Heisenberg model Hamiltonian (eq. 3.22),
by adding an additive term, which includes the magnetic moments variation multiplied by
a Stoner parameter, IFe (+Isub):
H2-spin = −
∑
i,j
i>j
Jij Mi ·Mj + 1
2
∑
i
IiM
2
i (5.16)
with ∑
i
IiM
2
i = IFeMFe1Q + IsubMsub1Q (5.17)
for the single-Q state and
∑
i
IiM
2
i = IFe[(MFe1Q + δMFe1Q−Fe2Q1 )
2 + (M2Fe1Q + δ
2MFe2Q1 −Fe2Q2 )
2]
+Isub[(Msub1Q + δMsub1Q−sub2Q1 )
2 + (Msub1Q + δMsub2Q1 −sub2Q2 )
2] (5.18)
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Figure 5.16: Magnetic moments and total energy comparison of (E2Q − E1Q) between
uudd
(
3ΓK/4
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(left) and uudd
(
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(right) configurations for Fe monolayer on 4d-TMs
substrates. (?) means a result that is expected but not calculated.
Table 5.6: GGA results of Fe and 4d(I) magnetic moments moments from spin spirals calcula-
tions at QMΓ/2, and the change in their moments between spin spirals and collinear uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
calculations, and between the moments in the same double-Q configuration using results in fig-
ure 5.16.
Tc (µS) Ru (µS) Rh (µS)
MFeQMΓ/2 2.44 2.71 2.88
δM(Fe1Q−Fe2Q1 ) 0.0 0.0 0.0
δM(Fe2Q1 −Fe2Q2 ) 0.07 0.05 0.02
M
4d(I)
QMΓ/2
0.04 0.04 0.18
δM(4d1Q−4d2Q1 ) 0.01 0.0 0.14
δM(4d2Q1 −4d2Q2 ) 0.03 0.09 0.23
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for the double-Q state.
Here IFe (Isub) is the Stoner parameter of Fe (substrate), MFe1Q (Msub1Q) is the mag-
netic (induced) moment of Fe (substrate) calculated from single-Q state, δMFe1Q−Fe2Q1
(δMsub1Q−sub2Q1 ) is the magnetic local (induced) moments difference between Fe (substrate)
from single-Q and the first Fe (substrate) local (induced) moments from double-Q state,
and δMFe2Q1 −Fe2Q2 (δMsub2Q1 −sub2Q2 ) is the difference between the first Fe (substrate) and the
second Fe (substrate) local (induced) moments.
Using equation (5.19), the difference between the single- and double-Q model Hamil-
tonian (eq. 5.14) can be expressed as:
Euudd − E3K/4 = Euudd − EM/2 = 4{2K1 −B1}
+ IFe(δ
2MFe1Q−Feuudd1 + δ
2MFeuudd1 −Feuudd2 )
+ Isub(δ
2Msub1Q−subuudd1 + δ
2Msubuudd1 −subuudd2 ). (5.19)
From this equation we see, that if the substrate unpolarized, like in uudd
(
3ΓK/4
)
case,
the substrate terms cancel, and almost no change or effect is expected on the Heisenberg
model Hamiltonian, by adding the substrate if the Fe moment remains constant. This can
bee seen in our results as mentioned above (Fig. 5.16), where adding the substrate to Fe
UML did not change the trend of the total energy differences. Where as, if Fe moments
change due substrate polarization, as in case of uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
configuration, the model
Hamiltonian is modified and adding the substrate to Fe UML will affect the total energy
differences between signaler- and double-Q. If we use Fe and Rh(I) uudd
(
MΓ/2
)
moments
(tab. 5.6) in equation (5.19), we find out that the maximum change in the total energy
differences, between single- and double-Q, will occur if we add Rh substrate to the Fe
UML, this is also consistent with our results (Fig. 5.16).
In conclusion of this chapter, we have studied the magnetism of Fe monolayer on 4d-
TM hexagonal substrates. Firstly, we performed structural relaxations for the Fe and
4d(I) layer to optimize Fe-Rh(I) interlayer distance. We performed total energy collinear
calculations to calculated Fe ground state on Rh, Pd, Tc substrates, and compared our
results with previous collinear calculations of Fe ground state on Ru, Re, Ir, Pt, Os, to have
a complete picture of the effect of the substrate on the Fe ground state. We found that
4d-TMs substrates produce the similar collinear results like 5d-TMs. Using total energy
differences, We found that Fe collinear ground state is FM on fcc hexagonal substrates
(Rh, Pd, Ir, Pt) and RW-AFM on hcp substrates (Tc, Ru, Re, Os). We found a small
total energy difference between FM and RW-AFM of Fe monolayer on Ru and Rh (Os and
Ir), which indicates that on these substrates Fe is very close to phase transition. From
experiments and non-collinear theoretical DFT calculations, Fe monolayer was found to
have a Ne´el ground state on Ru(0001) and a complex magnetic ground state on Ir(111)
surfaces. This encouraged us to see what happens to Fe magnetism on Rh(111) substrate
by performing non-collinear total energy calculations of flat spin spirals, which are the
general solution to the classical Heisenberg model, along the high symmetry line Γ-K-M-Γ
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in the hexagonal 2DIBZ. If the nearest neighbor interactions are weak, then higher order
interactions will play a crucial role to stabilize the magnetic ground state of the system, and
must not be ignored. This leads to a lifting of the degeneracy in Heisenberg model for linear
combinations of two different spin spirals, Q3ΓK/4 and QMΓ/2. Then we could calculate the
higher order interactions from the total energy difference between Q and a superposition
of ±Q. The superposition of ±Q is mapped to real space by 4 atoms per unit cell will
double-RW-AFM order. Instead of the FM ground state from collinear calculations, we
found that the higher order interactions do stabilize a collinear double-RW-AFM ground
state constructed from Qs along the high symmetry line M-Γ for Fe monolayer on the
Rh(111) substrate. We also studied Fe on Tc by performing non-collinear calculations and
found that Fe monolayer has a 120◦ Ne´el ground state on Tc(0001), which is different from
the RW-AFM ground state that would be predicted by collinear calculations using 2 atoms
per unit cell.
At the end of the chapter we compared our non-collinear results for Fe monolayer on 4d-
TMs. Due to geometrical effects along the high symmetry line M-Γ, the strongly polarized
4d substrate will break the degeneracy of the Q3ΓK/4 and QMΓ/2 in Heisenberg model. This
lead us to modify the model Hamiltonian by adding a term which depends on the substrate
Stoner parameter and the induced moments of the substrates.
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Chapter 6
Co MCA from monolayers to atomic
chains
In chapter 4, we presented the calculated magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) for 3d-
TMs monolayers on Rh(001) substrate (sec. 4.2.3). Among the 3d-TMs monolayers on
Rh(001), we found the largest out-of-plane (in-plane) MCA values for Fe (Co). This was
consistent with the theoretical prediction that the MCA strongly changes its easy axis,
between out-of- and in-plane, with the band filling for the late 3d-,4d- and 5d-TMs on
(001) substrates[86]. In this sense we expect the same trend to happen on hexagonal
surfaces.
After showing the structural relaxations of Co on Ru, Rh, and Pd, we will compare them
with the Fe results, we will also show the calculated MCA results for Fe and Co monolayers
on Ru, Rh and Pd substrates. Furthermore, we will show a MCA calculation of a Cobalt
atomic chain on the Rh(664) step edge, and compare the results with Co/Pt(664)[151].
6.1 Relaxations and magnetic order:
We calculated the structural FM relaxations of Co monolayer on Ru(0001), Rh(111) and
Pd(111) substrates, in the same way as explained in subsec. (4.3.1) with the same numerical
parameters. From figure 6.1, we compare the FM relaxations of Fe and Co, ∆d12 and
∆d23, and the optimized interlayer distances. We see that the Co FM relaxations, ∆d12,
are stronger on the same substrate compared to the Fe monolayer. This can be referred
to the smaller GGA bulk lattice constant calculated for fcc Co, 3.54 A˚[152] as compared
to fcc high spin (HS) FM Fe, 3.65 A˚[153], which leads to a stronger mismatch for Co-4d
lattice, therefore stronger relaxations for Co are expected. The relaxation of the 4d(I)
interface layer, ∆d23, modifies the optimized interlayer distance, d12, conserving the same
trend of ∆d12. The smallest difference between Co and Fe FM relaxations occurs for
Pd, which indicates that smallest hybridization are expected on Pd, which will not affect
substantially the Co or Fe magnetic properties. This has been confirmed in last chapter
were Fe monolayer did not change its FM ground state on Pd(111).
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To investigate the magnetic order, we performed collinear calculations to obtain the
total energy differences between RW-AFM and FM configurations (Fig. 6.2) of Co mono-
layer on Ru, Rh, and Pd hexagonal substrates. Co monolayers remain always FM on 4d
hexagonal substrates, with a tendency towards a RW-AFM phase transition as we tune the
substrate from Pd (+275 meV/Co) to Ru (+107 meV/Co). The same trend was observed
in the last chapter for an Fe monolayer, but the phase transition occurs earlier on Ru(0001).
We expect a Co monolayer to remain FM on Tc(0001), but with lower energy difference
than on Ru. This increases the possibility of higher order interactions to stabilize a complex
magnetic ground state of a Co monolayer on Tc(0001), analogous to Fe on Rh(111), where
the energy difference was close to a phase transition with +24 meV/Fe atom. This agrees
with the c(2×2)-AFM ground state of Co monolayers on W(001)[7], although Co/W(001)
has a square lattice but, it supports our results of the last chapter, where it was found that
the band filling can control the ground state even for strong ferromagnets like cobalt.
6.2 MCA of Co monolayer on 4d substrates:
In this section we will show the calculated MCA for Co monolayers on hexagonal 4d-TM
substrates. We will compare Co to Fe results, to see the effect to the 3d band filling
on the 3d-monolayer MCA on the same substrate. We tested the convergence of the
MCA of Co and Fe on Rh(111) and found converged results for 2118 k-points in the
full 2DBZ, using force theorem[128] to calculate the energy difference between the two
spin quantization axes, in- and out-of-plane, starting from the same self consistent scalar-
relativistic potential.
In figure 6.3, we compare the supported with unsupported monolayers results, using
the 4d-lattice constant. considering the Fe MCA value for Fe on Ru(0001) (Rh(111)), we
have to keep in mind that it is calculated for FM configuration, and we know from last
chapter that Fe has a 120◦ Ne´el (double-QM/2) ground state. From Fe FM MCA results,
we only can see the effect of the 3d band filling on the same 4d substrate. We notice that
for the Co the large in-pane MCA value of the UML was suppressed by the 4d substrate
by about 0.5 meV/Co change towards the out-of-plane direction, while the Fe MCA was
not much affected by adding the 4d substrate.
This is also clearly seen in the orbital moment anisotropy (OMA), were Co OMA is driven
towards an out-of-plane, larger orbital moments in the out-of-plane direction. This shows
the consistency of our results with the assumption that the MCA of transition-metal mono-
layers is driven by the orbital moments anisotropy[55]. On Ru(0001) (Rh(111)), cobalt has
an out-of-plane magnetization with +0.17 (+0.40) meV/Co atom, where it has an in-plane
magnetization on Pd(111) with −0.05 meV/Co atom. To see the relaxation effect on MCA,
we used force theorem to analyze how does MCA depends on the interlayer distance be-
tween Co and Rh(I), as shown in figure 6.4. We chose Co/Rh(111) as an example, because
we did the k-point convergence test also for Rh(111) substrate. From figure 6.4, we see
that MCA is enhanced by decreasing the interlayer distance till Co monolayer reaches the
relaxed position. From the force theorem (FT) results, it increased from +0.25 to +0.40
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meV/Co atom, which is similar to the self consistent increase, from 0.12 to 0.25 meV/Co.
This shows the importance of relaxations for MCA calculations. Using FT, we also calcu-
lated the Co contribution, by switching of the spin-orbit coupling in the Rh atoms. This
gives us an indication about the hybridization and crystal field effect of the substrate.
Also, from figure 6.4, we see again the Co MCA increased with relaxing the structure.
We also notice that the crystal field leads the out-of-plane MCA already for the unrelaxed
structure, but with increasing relaxation, it becomes even more dominant. The decrease
of the absolute value of MCA as compared to the UML agrees with the fact that electron
delocalization and crystal field effects compete with the intra-atomic Coulomb interactions,
responsible for Hund’s rules, causing a substantial or total decrease of S and quenching of
L[42].
Because Ir has similar nature like Rh but with large spin orbit coupling parameter,
we also calculated the relaxations and the magnetic order and MCA for Co monolayer
on Ir(111). We found that Co/Ir(111) relaxations with respect to the Ir calculated GGA
bulk lattice constant 3.86A˚, are very similar to what was obtained for Co/Rh(111) (see
fig. 6.1). We also found that Co prefers FM ground state by +137 meV/Co on Ir(111)
substrate, with ∆d12 = −9.6% and ∆d23 = +1.7% relaxations . Also we found that a Co
monolayer has an out-of-plane magnetization on the Ir(111) with an anisotropy of +0.40
(0.44) meV/Co using force theorem (self consistent). From the self consistent results, we
see that the MCA of Co/Rh(111) is about 0.20 meV/Co atom less than for Co/Ir(111).
This difference reflects the strength of Ir spin-orbit coupling parameter. If we compare the
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Co OMA (m⊥l −m‖l ) between both Rh(111) and Ir(111) substrates, we find the same MCA
trend, where Co OMA is +0.013 µB for Co/Rh(111) and +0.021 µB for Co/Ir(111).
To study the MCA from an experimental point of view, 5d-TMs are usually used as
substrates, due to their large spin orbit coupling parameter, which leads to large orbital
moments and then large MCA values as it was explained in section (3.4). From our
MCA study of the Co monolayer on 4d-TMs substrates we can speculate by the 5d-TMs
substrates effect. It is computationally very expensive to study the 5d-TMs as substrates,
so we have chosen 4d-TMs, since they have a similar chemical trend, as was shown above
for Co/Rh(111) and Co/Ir(111). This will provide a complete picture to experimentalists
about which 5d-TM will produce an interesting Co or Fe MCA results. For example, in the
case of Pd(111), Fe and Co have both an small in-plane MCA, −0.05 meV/Co atom and
−0.30 meV/Fe atom, therefore one would expect that the probability of having an out-
of-plane magnetization is very high on Pt(111), because Pt has larger spin-orbit coupling
parameter than Pd. This interpretation is consistent with what was experimentally done
by Moulas et al. [154] to investigate the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of FexCo1−x
monolayer thick film on a Pt(111) substrate, starting from zero Fe concentration. i. e. a
pure Co monolayer, and ending with a pure Fe monolayer. They found that the magnetic
anisotropy energy shows minima for pure Fe or Co monolayers, with small out-of-plane
values. For thicker films one has to keep in mind that the shape anisotropy gets increasingly
important and leads to more negative values of the MAE.
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6.3 Co atomic chain on Rh(664):
Up to now, we were always dealing with two dimensional magnetic monolayers on non-
magnetic substrates. We know, from Stoner model (sec. 3.1), that reducing the dimen-
sionality of the system will lead to an enhancement of the magnetic moment, where non
magnetic materials may become magnetic in low dimensions[86]. We also know, from sec-
tion (3.4) that the magnetic anisotropy is affected by lowering the dimensionality of they
system, because of considerably enhanced orbital moments. After studying 2D monolayers
magnetic properties, it will be also interesting to go to one dimensional systems, especially
to study their magnetic anisotropy, which is one important quantity due to its role of sta-
bilizing magnetic properties at finite temperature. Experimentally, it is more comfortable
to investigate atomic chains on step-edges than on flat surfaces. For atomic chains, it is
sometimes possible to evaporate the magnetic metal they want to study, and then it will
be naturally assembled as an atomic-chain at the step-edge. Many theoretical and exper-
imental studies were performed to investigate the magnetic properties of atomic chains
deposited on step surfaces, especially, with the arrival of advanced Scanning Tunneling
Microscope (STM) techniques, in combination with X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD) to study the magnetic properties of low dimensional systems. Therefore it be-
came possible to arrange atoms in chains along steps of suitable substrates and to analyze
their properties[39, 40]. This opened the door to study the magnetic properties of metal-
lic chains on step-edges. For example, ferromagnetism was observed in one-dimensional
mono-atomic metal chains[41], and a giant magnetic anisotropy of single cobalt atoms and
nanoparticles[42], an oscillatory magnetic anisotropy in one-dimensional atomic wires of dif-
ferent thickness[43]. In-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy was observed on Fe/Cu(111)
nanostructures grown on stepped surfaces[44, 45], and observation of spin and charge col-
lective modes in one-dimensional metallic chains[40]. The spin and orbital magnetization
was investigated in self-assembled Co clusters on Au(111) step-edge. A strong magnetic
surface anisotropy of ultrathin Fe was observed on curved Pt(111)[46] and finally spin and
orbital magnetization was explored in self-assembled Co clusters on Au(111)[47].
Because of our data base on Co monolayers on Rh(111), we will complete the picture
by studying a Co atomic-chain on a Rh step-edge. We have seen that a Co monolayer
has an out-of-plane MCA on Rh(111), and induces large Rh out-of-plane orbital moments
(+0.13 µB). In this section we will show our results of Co atomic-chain on Rh step edge,
obtained from DFT calculations using GGA exchange correlation potentials. To justify
our results we will compare them to a previous theoretical study that was preformed on
Co/Pt(664)[151].
6.3.1 Theoretical model and relaxation results:
Theoretically, step surfaces can be simulated by a vicinal (111) surface with p-atomic rows
terrace width. Two types, A-type and B-type, of closed packed steps can be formed on an
fcc(111) surface. In the A-type, the step-edge atoms and the surface atoms of the lower
terrace form a square unit cell (like on a fcc (001) surface), while they form a triangle,
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as on fcc(111) surface, in B-type step. These types of steps are called 〈001〉 or 〈111〉
microfaceted for A- and B-type, respectively. An example of B-type is a (p, p, p − 2)
surface which consists of terraces with a width of p full atomic wires. For example, a Co
wire on a B-type step edge can be modeled by Rh(111) surface which is cut in a way that
produces Rh terraces with 6-atomic rows, i. e. a Rh(664) surface with each Rh-edge atom
is replaced by Co, as illustrated in figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: A Rh(664) surface (S) atoms shown as gray spheres, the step-edge atoms are
replaced by Co atoms represented as smaller red spheres. The three surface atoms that
are nearest neighbors to the step-edge Co atom are indicated: in the upper terrace Su, the
lower terrace Sl and in the direction of the bulk Sb. The angles θ and ϕ characterizing the
direction of the spin-quantization axis are indicated with respect to the terrace normal.
We performed calculations with ab initio full-potential linearized augmented plane wave
(FLAPW) method, as implemented in the FLEUR code[50]. The calculations are based
on GGA[69]. In our simulations of the Co atomic chain on Rh(664) surface, we used
symmetric film geometry (Fig. 6.5) with 45 atoms per unit cell. We used the Rh in-plane
lattice constant, 2.70 A˚, and the six topmost interlayer distances were relaxed by force
calculations. We used about 90 basis functions/atom with a muffin-tin radius of 1.22 A˚
for the Co chain atoms and 1.28 A˚ for the Rh atoms. The irreducible part of the surface
Brillouin zone was sampled with 42 k‖ points.
In table 6.1, we show the relaxation results of the Co atoms in a chain decorating the
Rh(664) step edge calculated with respect to the ideal atom spacing in bulk Rh. From
these results we notice that the Co relaxations with the upper terrace Rh atoms Co-Rhu
are smaller by factor of one half than the similar Co-Rhl and Co-Rhb relaxations towards
the lower atoms (c. f. fig.6.5). By that we expect a stronger Co hybridization with the
lower terrace and the bulk Rh atoms. If we compare Co/Rh(664) relaxation results to what
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Table 6.1: GGA Relaxations in percent of the ideal bulk value of the nearest-neighbor bond
length of the step-edge Co atom on Rh(664) surface, compared to what was calculated for
Co/Pt(664)[151]. The positions of the nearest-neighbor Rh atoms are indicated in Fig. 6.5.
Bond direction Co-Su Co-Sb Co-Sl
Co/Rh(664) −2.6 −7.8 −7.5
Co/Pt(664) −7.3 −13.3 −7.4
was calculated for Co chain on Pt(664)[151] (Tab. 6.1), we see that Co-Rhu and Co-Rhb
relaxations are smaller than in the case of Pt by factor of one half. This can be related to
the larger Co-Pt lattice mismatch (10%), as compared to Co-Rh (7%). Because the Co-Rhl
and Co-Ptl relaxations are similar, we expect that there are stronger Co-Ptu and Co-Ptb
hybridization than for Co-Rhu and Co-Rhb.
6.3.2 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy:
We applied force theorem to calculate the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MCA),
starting from a self-consistent calculation, where spin-orbit coupling was included, with
156 k‖ points were sampled in the full 2DBZ. We calculated MCA for different directions
of the spin-quantization axis with respect to the terrace surface normal (θ = 0,ϕ = 0).
The calculated MCA results are shown in left side of figure 6.6, while we show a three
dimensional representation of MCA values on the right side of the figure.
As seen in figure 6.6(a), we scanned the plane perpendicular to the wire (θ, ϕ = 0),
and found that the easy axis lies in the plane of the terrace surface, (θ = 90, ϕ = 0), by
−0.30 meV/Co atom lower than the terrace surface normal. Then we calculated MCA for
all directions in the plane of the terrace (θ = 90, ϕ) with respect to the surface normal,
and found that Co prefer to magnetize perpendicular to the chain axes (θ = 90, ϕ = 0).
If we look to Co orbital moments (Fig. 6.6.b), we see that largest Co orbital moments are
ate angle pointing (−75◦,0) with respect to the terrace normal, with µL =0.139 µB and
0.03 µB OMA with respect to the surface normal orbital moments. On the other hand, the
sum of Rh orbital moments is largest at (60◦,0) from the terrace normal. Accordingly, the
predicted MCA easy axis should lie in the middle of these extremes, which is very close to
the terrace plane.
From these results we see that we got similar MCA value for the Co chain on Rh(644)
(−0.40 meV/Co atom) as for the two dimensional Co monolayer on Rh(111) surface
(sec. 6.2), but with an in-plane easy axis. This is surprising, since we know that reducing
the dimensionality can lead to an effective enhancement of the MCA values[86]. A Similar
theoretical study was performed by Baud et. al on Co chains on Pt(664) surface[151]. They
predicted a Co MCA value in good agreement with the experiment[151], but the easy axis
was too much tilted from the terrace normal (82◦), as compared to an out-of-plane experi-
mental MCA easy axis, pointing 43◦ from the terrace normal[41, 43]. Baud et al. referred
their wrong prediction of the Co magnetization easy axis to the strongly reduced Co orbital
moments due to relaxations, since their unrelaxed calculations showed full agreement with
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Figure 6.6: Left: Energy of the relaxed Co decorated Rh step edge as a function of the
spin-quantization axis SQA calculated with the force theorem (a), Co orbital moments (b),
and the sum of all Rh orbital moments (c). Full lines correspond to a variation of the SQA
in the xz plane (perpendicular to the wire) (see Fig. 6.5), dashed lines correspond to a
variation in the xy plane (terrace plane). Right: A 3D plot of the MCA values simulated
to be proportional to a size of green (red) cone for negative (positive) energies with respect
to the terrace surface normal energy (black solid circle).
the experimental results. In our case, Co/Rh(664) was not experimentally investigated, we
can’t verify our results. Instead we compare our relaxed MCA results to the Co/Pt(664)
relaxed results to find out some connection which might lead us to a reasonable under-
standing of some chemical trends and the substrate effect on the Co atomic chain MCA,
as we did for the two dimensional case in last section (6.2).
From our MCA calculations at the high symmetry points, (0, 0), (90, 0), and (90, 90), we
retrieved the spin and orbital moments of Co atoms and their Rh neighboring atoms, then
we compare them to Co/Pt(664) results from Ref. [151], as shown in table 6.2. As expected,
Co spin moments increased from 1.97 µB on Rh to 2.10 µB on Pt, with increasing the d-band
filling. We find larger Rh surface induced spin moments than of Pt, although Rh has smaller
magnetic susceptibility (+102 × 10−6 cm3mol−1) than Pt (+193 × 10−6 cm3 mol−1)[155].
Additionally, the large induced Rh spin and orbital moments did not compensate Co spin
and orbital moments, as Pt spin and orbital moments did. Furthermore, we see that the
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Table 6.2: Spin (µS) and orbital moments (µL) for the atoms in the relaxed Co/Rh(664) and
Co/Pt(664) structures. The orbital moments for the spin-quantization axis perpendicular to the
vicinal surface (θ, ϕ = 0, 0), parallel to the surface, but perpendicular to the Co wire (θ, ϕ =
pi/2, 0), and parallel to the Co wire (θ, ϕ = pi/2, pi/2) is given. The moments for the surface (S)
atoms nearest to the Co atom in the upper terrace marked as Su, in the bulk Sb and on the lower
terrace Sl are given, as well as the sum of all S moments in the film (
∑
S).
Rh(664) Pt(664)
µS (µB) µL (µB) µS (µB) µL (µB)
Atom 0, 0 pi
2
, 0 pi
2
, pi
2
0, 0 pi
2
, 0 pi
2
, pi
2
Co 1.97 0.114 0.136 0.127 2.10 0.093 0.101 0.060
Su 0.305 0.013 0.024 0.020 0.239 0.047 0.066 0.083
Sb 0.227 0.009 0.002 0.005 0.220 0.045 0.044 0.054
Sl 0.255 0.009 0.014 0.011 0.231 0.047 0.059 0.064∑
S 0.515 0.008 0.011 0.012 0.210 0.240 0.257 0.257
difference between Rhu (0.305 µB) and Ptu (0.239 µB) induced moments is quit larger
than for the other Rh and Pt surface atoms neighboring the Co. The explanation might
be hidden behind the small inward relaxations of Co-Rhu (see tab. 6.1), since the other
Co-Rhl and Co-Rhb relaxations are large as in all Co-Pt, with even very similar induced
moments. On the other hand, we find larger Co and
∑
Rh orbital moments (µL) in the
terrace plane (pi
2
, 0) and (pi
2
, pi
2
), than the surface normal (0, 0) orbital moments. The same
occurs for Co/Pt(664). Again we notice that, the largest Co and Rh (Pt) orbital moments
are those with smallest relaxations Co-Rhu and Co-Ptu. This is a very strong indication
that relaxations are very important as was stressed in Ref. [151].
If we compare the Co OMA on Rh(664), we find that it is the same value (0.03 µB) as
for Co on Pt(664). This is considerably small compared to the experimental Co/Pt(997)
OMA value[41], but consistent with our Co MCA results. For Pt case this was inconsistent
with the calculated Co large MCA value (2.0 meV/Co atom). To clarify that, we compare
Co/Rh(664) MCA results to Co/Pt(664) in the plane of the magnetization easy axis, (θ, 0),
as shown in figure 6.7.
From this comparison, we see that our MCA results for Co/Rh(664) predict the same
easy axis as predicted for Co/Pt(664), but with one order of magnitude smaller MCA
value. This is expected since Pt has larger spin-orbit coupling parameter than Rh. On
the other hand, since we used the same method, numerical parameters, and code, we trace
back our larger calculated Co orbital moments to the smaller relaxations of Co-Rhu and
Co-Rhb compared to Co-Ptu and Co-Ptb, while Co-Rhl relaxations were similar to Co-Ptl.
This supports the conclusion that relaxing the structure will decrease Co orbital moments
which may lead to change the magnetization easy axis, which was the reason behind the
deviation of the calculated easy axis for a Co atomic chain on Pt(664) as compared to the
experimental observations[151].
As a summary of this chapter, we have analyzed Co magnetic properties as two dimen-
sional monolayer on 4d-TMS hexagonal substrates. In comparison to Fe, we found that
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between the results of relaxed Co decorated Rh (left) and Pt
(right) step edges.
Co might lose its FM, as for Fe, if we tune the substrate from the late through the early
transition metals hexagonal substrates. We calculated the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
of Co and Fe monolayer on 4d-TMs hexagonal substrates. We found that Fe MCA is not
strongly affected by adding the substrate as Co. This lead us to chose Co, as a case of
study, to analyze the MCA of Co atomic chain on microfaceted Rh〈111〉. We compared our
results to previous study of Co chain on Pt〈111〉, and found that relaxations play a crucial
role to determine a consistent magnetization easy axis with the experimental results, since
strong relaxations lead to strong reduction of the theoretical Co orbital moments.
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Summary and conclusions
As a conclusion of this thesis, we employed the full-potential linearized augmented plane-
wave (FLAPW) method to report a systematic density-functional (DFT) study of the
magnetic properties of the 3d transition-metal (V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) monolayers
deposited on the Rh(001) and Rh(111) substrates. In order to get a better understanding of
the magnetic phases which could become realistically possible we have mapped in part the
ab initio result onto model Hamiltonians, predominantly the Heisenberg model. In some
instances the model was amended by a local term describing the Stoner enhanced magnetic
polarization of the substrate. From the values and sign of the intersite exchange interaction
we have drawn conclusions on the possible magnetic structure. For Fe on Rh(111) we
predicted a novel magnetic phase, a double-row-wise antiferromagnetic (double-row-AFM)
structure along the [112] direction.
At first we scanned the magnetic phase space by restricting ourselves to collinear mag-
netic states, the results of which are outlined in Chapter 4. Performing collinear calcu-
lations for the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) state, we relaxed our
structures using atomic force calculations, and compared the relaxations between both
states on both Rh surfaces. We found, all monolayer films are magnetic. The size of the
local magnetic moments across the transition-metal series follows Hund’s rule with a maxi-
mum magnetic moment of 3.77 µB for Mn. The largest induced magnetic moment of about
0.46 µB was found for Rh atoms adjacent to the Co-film on Rh(001). When relaxations
are included, we predict a ferromagnetic ground state for V, Co and Ni, while Cr, Mn and
Fe deposited on the Rh(001) substrate favor a c(2× 2) antiferromagnetic state, a checker-
board arrangement of up and down magnetic moments. To gain an understanding of the
c(2 × 2) AFM state of Fe/Rh(001), we analyzed this result with respect to the trends of
the magnetic order of 3d monolayers on other 4d substrates, such as Pd(001) and Ag(001).
The magnetic anisotropy energies of these ultrathin magnetic films on the Rh(001) are
calculated for the FM and the AFM states. With the exception of V and Cr, the easy axis
of the magnetization is predicted to be in the film plane. The Rh(111) substrate did not
change the magnetic ground state except for Fe, where it changed from AFM on Rh(001)
to FM on Rh(111). This change deserved a more detailed analysis which is presented in
Chapter 5.
The FM ground state of Fe monolayer on Rh(111) could not be explained from the
nonmagnetic density of states and the Stoner model. Total-energy calculations show that
the energy difference to the AFM state is rather small and the magnetic structure might be
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rather subtle. To shed more light onto the magnetism of hexagonal Fe monolayers on (111)
oriented 4d substrates, and by recalling the fact that the triangular lattice of the hexagonal
structure gives rise to topological frustration in case of antiferromagnetic intersite exchange
interactions, and thus may cause very complicated magnetic structures, we have extended
the search for the magnetic ground state to non-collinear magnetic structures. The results
are explained in Chapter 5 and can be summarized as following: The ground state of Fe
on Tc(0001) and Fe on Ru(0001) is the 120◦ Ne´el structure, Fe monolayers on Rh(111)
exhibits a double-RW-AFM state and Fe on Pd and Ag(111) are FM.
In more detail, at first, we performed structural relaxations for the Fe and the first 4d
metal layer to optimize the Fe-Rh interlayer distance. We performed total-energy calcu-
lations to obtain the Fe ground state on Tc, Rh, and Pd substrates within the subspace
of collinear magnetic states, and compared our results with previous collinear calculations
concerned with the ground state of Fe on Ru, Re, Ir, Pt, Os, to develop a complete picture
of the effect of the (111) oriented substrate on the Fe ground state. We found that 4d-
TMs and 5d-TMs substrates produce similar collinear results for the respective monolayer.
Using total-energy differences, we found that the ground state of Fe among the collinearly
constraint magnetic phases is ferromagnetic on hexagonal surfaces of fcc substrates (Rh,
Pd, Ir, Pt) and row-wise antiferromagnetic (RW-AFM) on hcp substrates (Tc, Ru, Re, Os).
For a Fe monolayer on Ru and Rh (Os and Ir) we found, however, only a small total-energy
difference between FM and RW-AFM order, which indicates that on these substrates, Fe
is very close to a phase transition. From experiments and non-collinear DFT calculations,
the Fe monolayer was found to have a Ne´el ground state on Ru(0001) [57] and a complex
magnetic ground state on Ir(111) [27, 28] surfaces. This encouraged us to see what happens
to the magnetism of Fe on the Rh(111) substrate by performing non-collinear total-energy
calculations of flat spin spirals along the high-symmetry lines Γ-K-M-Γ in the hexagonal
Brillouin zone. If the nearest neighbor interactions are weak, then higher order interac-
tions may play a crucial role in stabilizing new magnetic ground state of the system, and
thus must not be ignored. The calculations prove that this is indeed the case for Fe on
Rh(111). For both wavevectors Q3ΓK/4 and QMΓ/2, the right and left rotating spiral have
the same energy and according to the Heisenberg model also the linear superposition of
the left and right spiral. DFT calculations show that this is not the case. Instead, from the
total-energy difference between the state described by Q and by a superposition of ±Q, the
higher order interactions are calculated. The superposition of ±Q is mapped to real space
by a 4-atom unit-cell hosting a double-row-wise (double-RW-AFM) order. Instead of the
FM ground state obtained from collinear calculations, we found that the higher order in-
teractions do stabilize an unexpected collinear double-RW-AFM ground state, constructed
from Qs along the high-symmetry line M-Γ, a structure not considered before.
Due to geometrical effects along the high-symmetry line M-Γ, the strongly polarized 4d
substrate will break the degeneracy of the Q3ΓK/4 and QMΓ/2 in the Heisenberg model. To
capture this effect we extended the Heisenberg model by adding a term which depends on
the substrate Stoner parameter and the induced moments of the substrates. The double-
RW-AFM structure is unique, as any attempt to find magnetic structures with lower energy
such as the triple-row-wise AFM structure failed.
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The last chapter, Chapter 6 , of the thesis, describes the analysis of the magnetic
properties of Co as two-dimensional monolayer and as single atomic chain on hexagonally
terminated 4d-TMs substrates. Co was selected because of its well-known large magnetic
anisotropy in case of other substrates such as Pt. We found that Co, similar to Fe, might
change its magnetic state from the FM to the AFM order, if the substrate moves across the
4d transition-metal series from late to the early ones. We calculated the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of the FM Co and Fe monolayers on hexaganally terminated 4d-TMs substrates.
We found that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of Co is much more effected by the
presence of the substrate than Fe. As a case of study, the MCA of a Co atomic chain on
microfaceted Rh〈111〉 is analyzed. We compared our results to the previous study of Co
chains on Pt〈111〉 [151], and found that relaxations play a crucial role in order to determine
an easy axis of the magnetization consistent with the experimental results, because strong
relaxations lead to strong reduction in the Co orbital moments, which influences decisively
the direction of the magnetization’s easy axis. Including the relaxations we found that the
easy axis of the magnetization changes from out-of-plane in case of a monolayer to in-plane
for the atomic chain.
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Appendix
Heisenberg model on Bravais lattice:
The classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian of two localized spins, Mi and Mj, on lattice sites i
andj, can be written as
H =
∑
i,j
−JijMi ·Mj (A-1)
with the assumption that the magnetic atoms have spin, with the same magnitude, on all
lattice sites
M2i = M
2, for all i. (A-2)
By using Fourier transforms, it becomes very convenient to express any quantity on a
periodic lattice with boundary conditions. Therefore, spins which are localized on N lattice
sites can be described by their reciprocal lattice vectors (q) and real space coordinate (Ri)
of lattice site i:
Mi =
∑
q
Mqe
iqRi (A-3)
then, the inverse Fourier transform is given by
Mq =
1
N
∑
i
Mie
−iqRi (A-4)
Since Mi is real, then the Fourier components of the spins fulfill the equation
Mq = M−q∗ (A-5)
If we replace the real spins Mi in equation (A-1) by their Fourier components (eq.A-3),
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian becomes
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H =
∑
i,j
−Jij
∑
q,q′
Mq ·Mq′eiqRieiq′Rj
=
∑
i,j
−Jij
∑
q,q′
Mq ·Mq′ei(q+q′)Rieiq′(Rj−Ri)
= −N
∑
q
Mq ·M−q
(∑
δ
J0δe
−iqRδ
)
(A-6)
where, the relation
∑
i
ei(q+q
′)Ri = Nδq,−q′ holds for a sum over all lattice sites, Rδ = Rj −Ri
and the exchange constants are defined to be real quantities with
J(q) =
∑
δ
J0δe
−iqRδ = J(−q) = J(q)∗ (A-7)
then, equation (A-6) will become
H = −N
∑
q
J(q)Mq ·M−q (A-8)
Minimizing the energy (eq. A-6) under the condition that all lattice sites have the same
spin magnitude (eq. A-2) will lead to determination of the magnetic ground state for N
independent equations. This is equivalent to a system of N equations with Fourier spin
components ∑
q
Mq ·M−q = M2 (A-9)
and ∑
q
Mq ·Mq′−q = 0, with q′ 6= 0 (A-10)
Which means that all Mq vanish except for MQ and M−Q, where ±Q maximize J(Q) and
the lowest energy is then given by
E = −NM2J(Q) (A-11)
The spin structure which corresponds to MQ and MQ can be covered by introducing
the real and imaginary parts, RQ and IQ:
MQ = RQ + iIQ, M−Q = RQ − iIQ (A-12)
Then, using eq. (A-9) and (A-10), we obtain
MQ ·M−Q = R2Q + I2Q = M2 (A-13)
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MQ ·MQ = R2Q − I2Q + 2iRQ · IQ = 0 (A-14)
From equation (A-14), RQ and IQ are perpendicular (RQ · IQ = 0) and have the same
magnitude (R2Q = I
2
Q = M
2/2).
If we now insert eq. (A-12) into eq. (A-3), the spins on the lattice sites can be written
in the following form
Mi = 2(RQ cos(Q ·Ri)− IQ sin(Q ·Ri)) (A-15)
which means that the fundamental solution of the Heisenberg model on a Bravais lattice
are helical spin structures. Since the spin-orbit coupling terms are not included in the
Hamiltonian, the plane can be assumed to be spanned by the two, RQ and IQ, vectors to
be the xy-plane. This leads to spin helix rotation around the z-axis in the xy-plane in the
direction of Q and then one can rewrite equation (A-15) for one spin in a matrix form as
Mi = M{cos(Q ·Ri), sin(Q ·Ri), 0}
= M
 cos(Q ·Ri)sin(Q ·Ri)
0
 (A-16)
Model Hamiltonian on 2D hexagonal lattice:
The geometry of the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice is shown in fig. 6.8. The real space
is presented by the primitive vectors a1 and a2 with their reciprocal primitive vectors b1
and b2. According to the shown coordination frames, the primitive vectors of the real and
reciprocal lattice can be written in terms of Cartesian coordinates:
a1 = a(1, 0), a2 = a(
1
2
,
√
3
2
)
b1 =
2pi
a
(1,
−1√
3
), b2 =
2pi
a
(0,
2√
3
) (A-17)
where a is the in-plane lattice constant, i.e. the nearest-neighbor distance. Figure 6.8 shows
the real and reciprocal two-dimensional hexagonal Bravais lattice, containing the Wigner
Seitz cell. The IBZ is limited by the high symmetry lines which connect the symmetry
points Γ, K and M. A real space spin configuration that correspond to the high symmetry
points can be constructed from the knowledge of the two-dimensional BZ. The simplest
case to start from is the Γ-point (q = 2pi
a
(0, 0)), which represent one lattice site in real space
(R = a(0, 0)). Using equation (A-16), we obtain that the spins on all lattice sites have
the same direction (Mi = M). This means that Γ-point corresponds to the ferromagnetic
solution. If we choose the M-point, we will have six possibilities (Tab. 6.3). As an example
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Figure 6.8: The real (left) and reciprocal (right) two-dimensional hexagonal Bravais lattice,
containing the Wigner Seitz cell. The IBZ (marked in gray) is limited by the high symmetry
lines which connect the symmetry points Γ, K and M.
we take the q = 2pi
a
(0, 1/
√
3) point, which corresponds to two real space lattice sites
R1 = a(1/2,
√
3/2) and R2 = a(0,
√
3), i. e. nearest neighbor sites will be included. Using
equation (A-16), we get M1 = M and M2 = −M leading to a RW-AFM real space spin
structure. In the same procedure, any K-point will correspond to three real space spin
lattice sites. For example, the point q = 2pi
a
(2
3
, 0) corresponds to R1 = a(1, 0), R2 = a(2, 0)
and R3 = a(3, 0)), then the next nearest neighbor sites are included. Using equation
(A-16), we get M1 = M{cos(4pi3 ), sin(4pi3 ), 0}, M2 = M{cos(8pi3 ), sin(8pi3 ), 0} and M3 =
M{cos(12pi
3
), sin(12pi
3
), 0}, which corresponds to the 120◦ Ne´el state. All high symmetry
points of the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice are presented in Cartesian coordinates in
units of 2pi
a
.
Table 6.3: Cartesian coordinates of the high symmetry points of the two-dimensional
hexagonal lattice in units of 2pi/a.
symmetry point coordinates (2pi
a
)
Γ (0, 0)
M (0, 1/
√
3), (0,−1/√3)
(1/2, 1/(2
√
3)), (−1/2,−1/(2√3))
(1/2,−1/(2√3)), (−1/2, 1/(2√3))
K (2/3, 0), (1/3, 1/
√
3), (1/3,−1/√3)
(−2/3, 0), (−1/3,−1/√3), (−1/3, 1/√3)
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A linear combination of two or three single-qs will also correspond to a real space spin
structure satisfying equation (A-5) on all lattice sites with spin Mqi = Axˆ + Byˆ + Czˆ.
Since the product of Qi ·Rj is a multiple of pi, then cos(Qi ·Rj) = ±1 and the new spin
on the lattice sites j can be written
Mj =
3,N∑
i,j=1,1
Mqi{cos(qi ·Rj), sin(qi ·Rj), 0} (A-18)
with M2qi = M
2 , (A-9) and (A-10) q = 2pi
a
(0, 1/(2
√
3)) and q = 2pi
a
(0,−1/(2√3)) (ΓM
2
), or
q = 2pi
a
(0, 1/(2
√
3)) and q = 2pi
a
(0,−1/(2√3)) (3
4
ΓK), will correspond to four distinct real
space lattice sites.
Energetics of the high symmetry states:
The energetics of the magnetic states on the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice can be
described within the Heisenberg model, using the Fourier transform of the exchange con-
stants J(q) according to equation (A-19). This can be done by expanding the vector q into
the primitive vectors of the reciprocal lattice, q = q1b1 + q2b2. Then, up to the seventh
nearest neighbor, J(q) can be written as
J(q) = −M2[2J1[cos(2piq1) + cos(2piq2) + cos(2pi(q1 − q2))]
+ 2J2[cos(2pi(q1 + q2)) + cos(2pi(2q1 − q2) + cos(2pi(−q1 + 2q2))]
+ 2J3[cos(4piq1) + cos(4piq2) + cos(2pi(2q1 − 2q2))]
+ 2J4[cos(2pi(3q1 − q2)) + cos(2pi(2q1 + q2)) + cos(2pi(3q1 − 2q2))
+ cos(2pi(q1 + 2q2)) + cos(2pi(−q1 + 3q2)) + cos(2pi(2q1 − 3q2))]
+ 2J5[cos(6piq1) + cos(6piq2) + cos(2pi(3q1 − 3q2))]
+ 2J6[cos(2pi(2q1 − 4q2)) + cos(2pi(4q1 − 2q2) + cos(2pi(2q1 + 2q2))]
+ 2J7[cos(2pi(−q1 + 4q2)) + cos(2pi(q1 + 3q2)) + cos(2pi(3q1 + q2))
+ cos(2pi(4q1 − q2)) + cos(2pi(4q1 − 3q2)) + cos(2pi(3q1 − 4q2))] (A-19)
By that one can write the energies of all relevant magnetic states within the Heisenberg
model. Along the high symmetry line Γ-K-M, the q = q(b1 +
1
2
b2) holds (q1 = q,q2 =
1
2
q).
The Γ-point is at q = 0, the K-point is at q = 2
3
and the M-point is at q = 1. By that one
can express the energy along the high symmetry line Γ-K-M, using eq. (A-19), up to the
seventh nearest neighbor exchange constants
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E(q) = −M2( 2J2 + 2J6
+cos(piq)[4J1 + 4J5]
+cos(2piq)[2J1 + 4(J3 +B1M
2) + 4J7]
+cos(3piq)[4J2 + 4J5]
+cos(4piq)[2(J3 +B1M
2) + 4J4]
+cos(5piq)[4J4 + 4J7]
+cos(6piq)[2J5 + 4J6]
+cos(7piq)[4J7]) (A-20)
for each q ∈ [0, 1]. On the other hand, the model Hamiltonian along M-Γ differs from what
we have in equation. (A-20) since q = q(0b1 +
1
2
b2). Using eq. (A-19), it will have the
following form:
E(q) = −M2( 2J1 + 2(J3 +B1M2) + 2J5
+cos(piq)[4J1 + 4J2 + 4J4 + 4J7]
+cos(2piq)[2J2 + 4(J3 +B1M
2) + 4J4 + 2J6]
+cos(3piq)[4J4 + 4J5 + 4J7]
+cos(4piq)[2J6 + 4J7]) (A-21)
for each q ∈
[
1,
√
3+1√
3
]
. By that one can write the model Hamiltonian for any q-point
on the high symmetry line of the irreducible Berillouin zone. Since double- and multi-Q
points will be degenerate with their original single-Q and equations (A-20) and (A-21) will
remain unchanged.
Biquadratic interaction:
The biquadratic interaction Hamiltonian has the form
Hbiq = −
∑
ij
Bij(Mi ·Mj)2 (A-22)
and the first order biquadratic constant proportional with the J1(q) in equation (A-19)
B(q) = 2B1(cos(4piq1) + cos(4piq2) + cos(4pi(q1 − q2)) + ... (A-23)
then for the Γ-K-M line, it becomes
B(q) = cos(2piq) [4B1] + cos(4piq) [2B1] (A-24)
and
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B(q) = 2B1(1 + 2 cos(2piq)) (A-25)
for the M-Γ line. Using equations (A-24) or (A-25), the biquadratic interactions for the
high symmetry points are summarized below:
Ebiq,FM = −6B1M4
Ebiq,RW-AFM = −6B1M4
Ebiq,Ne´el = −3
2
B1M
4
Ebiq,2Q = −2B1M4
Ebiq,3Q = −2
3
B1M
4 (A-26)
Then the single-Q total energy becomes
E(q) = −NM2(J(q)−M2B(q)) (A-27)
noting that M2B(q) is always coupled with J3 and they can’t be decoupled.
The 4–spin interaction:
The 4–spin interaction Hamiltonian, on four lattice sites, has the form
H4−spin = −
∑
ijkl
Kijkl[(Mi ·Mj)(Mk ·Ml)+(Mj ·Mk)(Ml ·Mi)− (Mi ·Mk)(Mj ·Ml)] (A-28)
Figure 6.9: Schematic representation of the first order 4–spin interaction, for 2Q 3
4
ΓK (left)
and 2QMΓ
2
(right), on ijkl lattice sites. For better view, only four diamonds (out of twelve)
are shown, and the related lattice sites, to the total twelve diamonds, are only labeled.
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For a 2D hexagonal lattice, the 4–spin interaction represents the interaction between
four spins on one diamond. Because there are twelve diamonds surrounding each lattice
site; the first order 4–spin interaction will minimize the Hamiltonian by −12K1M4 for any
single-Q on the high symmetry line.
Using eq. (A-28), one can find that the 4–spin interaction minimizes the Hamiltonian
by −4K1M4 for both double-Q states, 2Q 3
4
ΓK and 2QMΓ
2
(see Fig. 6.9).
By this, the 4–spin interaction lefts the degeneracy between the single- and double-Q
by 8K41 .
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